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ABSTRACT

The client/social worker hierarchal binary is a fundamental and enduring

structure in child welfare. This thesis contends that social and spatial dividing

practices maintain this binary, enforce dominant ideological relations of power and

maintain structural inequalities. Through relating and analyzing the tales of women

who have been both child welfare social workers and child welfare clients, I contest

these social injustices. Using a critical narrative methodology informed by feminist

post-structuralism, I demonstrate how participants complied with, resisted and

arranged ideological discourses in their narrations about their identities and practice

as child welfare workers.

B y drawing on liberal-humanist transformative discourses, participants

resisted and contested the dominant story that client experiences represent a risk to

performing the social work role. Their stories demonstrated how they used

knowledge acquired through their experiences as clients to reinterpret dominant

ideologies of motherhood, childhood and the farnily. Bringing these stories to the

foreground disturbs the dominant liberal ideologies that underpin child welfare, thus

opening space for a more socially just child welfare practice.
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Tltose wlto ltøve been tlte objects of others' reports øre noh) telling their own
stories. As they do, they define the ethic of our times: øn ethic of voice,

øffording eøclt a ríght to speøk her own truth, in her own words.

Arthur W. Frank (1995)
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CHAPTER. ONE

Introduction

My intention in conducting this research is to build knowledge to facilitate

social justice in child welfare social work, a field of practice dominated almost

exclusively by social workers, but highly criticized by many for oppressive

policies and practices with marginalized populations. I have specifically turned

my attention away from finding out more about the dominant practices of child

welfare organizations, towards gathering stories from child welfare social

workers who have also been child welfare clients. Having been both a child

welfare client and social worker myself, and holding a strong commitment to

social justice, I wanted to know more about other child welfare social workers

who have also been clients. I have provided child welfare services for child

welfare social workers, supervised students who have been clients in their

practicum, and know and hear about co-workers having been clients. Even so, I

knew relatively little about their stories. How do they practice? How do they

understand themselves as protection workers when they have been protection

clients? In my curiosity I wondered, could it be possible that something in our

stories could contribute to bringing about increased social justice in child

welfare?

Despite some effort in social work to include marginalized and

oppressed populations in social work education and employrnent, the dominant

story as the master narrative about social workers who have been clients is a

cautionary tale, advising that having been a client is a risk to the performance of



the social work role. Coffey and Atkinson (1996) identify the function of the

cautionary tale is to give listeners guidance to avoid accidents or disaster (cited

in Walmsley,2004). Morris (2005) says that "master narratives are summaries

of socially shared understandings . . . we use them both to make sense of our

social experiences and to justiff what we do" (p. 1 3 8- i 3 9), further identifying

that not all master narratives are oppressive, but those that reinforce power

hierarchies in the larger society obviously are. I argue this narrative functions

as instructional discourse, in that it maintains existing social relations that are

unjust. In social work, there is no corollary tale that suggests persons nol

having been clients is a potentialhazard to performing their social work roles.

This cautionary tale constructs the social worker with client experiences as

dffirent,leaving us to assume it natural and normal for social workers to have

not been clients. I contend that this tale, in effect, normalizes the type of

persons who should occupy the role of a social worker, and of course, which

type of persons should not. This narrative further engages social workers to

conduct themselves in ways consistent with replicating hegemonic values of

society through policing oneself, and the borders between clients and social

workers.

Particularly scrutinized through this dominant cautionary lens are those

who attempt entrance into social work who have been clients with stigmatized

social identities. For example, Stromwall (2002) says people recovering from

psychiatric disorders experience stigma and negative social attitudes as barriers

when tryrng to enter professional social work education and employment. He



identifies consumers of mental health services, similar to those in the addictions

field, have demonstrated their competence as service providers, often working

as mental health practitioners without disclosing their psychiatric history. Even

with this demonstrated competence, and laws preventing discrimination against

people with disabilities, Stromwall says having a psychiatric history, unrelated

to their current functioning, can affect people's opportunities to enter and

advance in the profession of social work. He explains the opposition to having

people with mental health histories be employed as social workers are stated

concerns about lower quality of service, harm to clients, and that the stress of

employnent in social work could adversely affect their mental health. "Those

who question the inclusion of people recovering from psychiatric disabilities

believe psychiatric symptoms, no matter how small, will interfere with the

provision of social work services" (Stromwell,2002:75).

Similarly scrutinized are those groups representative of marginalized

populations. For example, child welfare has been entwined in the lives of

Canada's Indigenous peoples, playing a significant role in their colonization,

quite notably with the "sixties scoop", where thousands of Aboriginal children

where taken and placed for adoption outside of their communities, mostly in

White homes (Blackstock, 2003). Child welfare continues to be heavily

involved in the lives of Aboriginal people. A recent survey says that Canada's

Aboriginai children, up to fifteen-years-old, are only about five percent of the

population, but they comprise twenty-five percent of entrances into state care

(Trocme, et a1.,2005 found in Todd & Burns, 2007). Now that Canadian



Indigenous peoples are gaining control over their own child welfare services, I

suggest the cautionary master narrative is in full circulation. White

governments have restricted and closely monitored Indigenous peoples' efforts

to resume their inherent rights and responsibilities for their own child welfare

services. Reid (2005) says that Eurocentric, colonial and paternalistic

relationships, values and beliefs continue to define child welfare laws, policies,

and practices, identifying these critiques apply to British Columbia's Delegation

and Enabling Agreement. In Manitoba, newly formed Indigenous and Métis

child welfar e organizatrons are subjected to regular outcries from media persons

such as Margaret Wente (2007) and Lindor Reynolds (2007) warning us that

children will die because these newly formed organizations place emphasis on

culture and not on children's safety, as if for Indigenous people, culture and

safety are separate.

In child welfare, dominant liberal ideological constructions of normative

motherhood, childhood and the family act to stigmatize child welfare clients and

portray them as unsuitable child protection social workers. In liberal ideology,

child welfare clients come from bad families, are bad or neglectful mothers

(Appell, 1998; Swift,1995), or are non-protective mothers (Krane, 2003;

Strega, 2004). At worst, child welfare clients are abusive and potential

murderers of their children (Chen, 2003).

The dominant story of client experiences being a risk defines the

parameters of research and associated knowledge in the sparse literature that

exists about social workers having been clients. Although specific research



about child welfare social workers who have been child protection clients has

not occurred, there are a small number of studies about the effects of a variety

of abuse experìences on social workers' child protection practice (Jackson &

Nuttall, 1994; Yoshihama & Mills, 2002). It is the effects of abuse, most

particularly those identified as unresolved, cited as problematic to social work

performance. The wounded healer, as a cultural trope, cautions the wounded

therapist's 'secret self-centered agenda' of trying to avoid his or her own

wounds or heal through providing therapy as what can seriously harm the most

vulnerable of clients (Maeder, 1989). Regehr et al. (200i) identifies that

schools of social work have a responsibility to be 'gatekeepers' of the

profession by identifying students at potential risk for problems in performing

the social work role. They cite indicators of these problems as field placement

breakdowns, need for extending practicum, poor academic performance, and

observed interpersonal relationships problems. To identifli students at potential

risk, Regehr et al conducted a study to determine if graduate sfudents who

included statements of having histories of abuse, injustice, or neglect and had

plans to work with others in similar circumstances in their personal statements

in entrance applications would later demonstrate these problems. In their

findings, specific characteristics of students who may later encounter problems

could not be identified, however they still suggested that students who included

statements of these histories "may be a greater risk for such difficulties than

others" (p.140). Along this theme are studies about social work graduate

students' career choices that track their personal histories of early-life adversity



(Olson & Royse, 2006), trauma (Black et al, 1993) and family problems

(Russel, et al,1993; Sellers & Hunter, 2005). Similarly, Hawkins and Hawkins

II (1996) used standardized screening measures and standardized self-report

scales to determine if social work graduate students with parents who are

alcoholics are at risk of mental health problems. Concepts, mostly drawn from

psychoanalytic theories, have informed child protection social work practice

(Sayers, 1991). For example, client experiences are identified for their ability to

create emotional and psychological issues (Razack, 2002), counter-transference

problems (Can,1989; Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995; Razack, 2002), or vicarious

trauma responses (Pearlman & Saakvitne, 1995).

What we do not know is how social workers who have been clients

think about their client experiences, and how they understand their signif,rcance,

if any, to performing their role as social workers. 'What 
are the sources of

knowledge that inform their practice? How do social workers conceptualize

their identities as social workers, particularly in the context of the social

stigmatization of client identities? All of this is unknown by social work as the

voices of social workers who have been clients are significantly

underrepresented in the literature.

In my research I ask, how do female social workers who have been both

child welfare workers and clients believe these experiences have influenced

their practice and identities as protection workers? I use a critical narrative

research rnethodology to understand what I hear from the women in my

research about these experiences and their practice and identity constructions.



My research builds knowledge from what Foucault (1980) identifies as

subjugated knowledge. Subjugated knowledge is knowledge kept outside of

legitimacy and circulation through privileging only certain truths, and not

others. I position subjugated knowledge, through the storytelling of the research

participants, as the privileged site of inquiry to de-centre the dominant story that

client experiences are a potential hazard to performing the social work role.

Through privileging subjugated knowledge, we can hear and make space for

what dominance does not permit to dismantle and contest dominant discourses

that marginalize through oppressive relations of power.

In chapter two, my literature review, I discuss social justice and

theories of oppression, demonstrating how these apply to child welfare and my

research. I trace general historical child welfare policies and practices in

Canada, discussing their role in the development of a liberal society. To

demonstrate child welfare's present role in supporting advanced liberal

societies, I scrutinize how current child welfare policies and practices, together

with ideological knowledge, constructs persons into clients. I conclude this

chapter with a critical review of the existing literature about social workers with

client experiences to demonstrate how it implicates social work in its role of

reproducing inequalities and dominance. It is imporlant for social work to

understand how it is engaged in reproducing dominant relations of power, to

examine the mechanisms and processes involved, and to know where and how it

resists to further justice for oppressed and marginalized populations.



In chapter three, my methodology chapter, I clearly outline my research

methodology. I discuss knowledge production, including ontological and

epistemological considerations involved in my choice of methodology. I have

chosen a critical narrative approach because, as identified by Agger (1998) it

has political potential for oppressed groups (cited in Fook, 2002), thereby

making it consistent with the social justice values of social work. I have

informed my methodology with feminist post-structuralism to strengthen a

narrative approach. Similar to critical theory, feminist post-structuralism

considers political and cultural contexts, but it additionally provides for how

stories are constructed, given meaning and told in language, positioning

language as a site ofoppression and resistance. I speak about how I include

feminist post-structural theory in a critical narrative methodological framework.

I also describe the actual research processes, including methods, data collection,

analysis, and discuss ethical considerations, evaluation and the merits and

limitations of the study.

In chapter four, I present my research findings. I conclude in chapter

five with discussion of my research findings, making recommendations for

future research and social work education, policy and practice.



CTIAPTER. TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

Social work has little independent identity beyond child welfare work

(Callahan, 1993), and although interrelated and dependent on discourses from

other disciplines such as psychology, law, health, psychiatry and education

(Parton, 1999), it is the only area of social work where these other disciplines do

not have either equal or greater prominence (Callahan, 1993). Social work's

roots in Canada, unlike other helping professions, focused on providing care and

support specifically to poor women and children (Baines, 1991). Social work is

further distinct from other helping professions because of its person-in-

environment approach and its social justice quest for marginalized and

disadvantaged populations. Many Canadian child welfare organizations hire

only those persons with a university social work degree to be child protection

workers. In addition to policies at child welfare organizations, public child

protection inquiries, such as Gove Inquiry in British Columbia after the 1992

death of Matthew Vaudreuil, make specific recommendations that front-line

protection workers have a Bachelor of Social Work degree as a basic

qualification, with a Master of Social Work degree preferred (Gove, 1995).

Canadian child welfare organizations are primarily staffed by women with

Master or Bachelor of Social Work degrees between the ages of twenty-six and

forty-four years of age (Callahan, 1993; Fallon, et al, 2003). Further, most child

welfare workers are White and all are able to speak English (Fallon, et aI,2003),

even though English may not be their first language.



Social work's 'person in environment' theoretical approach and its

ethical responsibility to engage in social justice also set it apart from other

helping professions. The goal of social work in a 'person in environment'

approach is to achieve a 'goodness of fit' in relationships between persons and

environments, maintaining that each influences the other (Germain &

Gitterman, 1996). This approach provides a conceptual framework that

accounts for the social circumstances of persons who are the clients of social

work, but it has required scrutiny. Kempe (2007) identifies how feminist and

poshnodernist theorists have asserted that we scrutinize the concepts around

which disciplinary knowledges and practice are organized. "Hidden in many

apparently benign conceptual frameworks, these perspectives suggest, is a view

of the world that is defined by dominant experiences, particularly those of the

Westem, 'White, 
and frequently male bourgeoisie" (Kempe,2007:10). A person

in environment approach is strengthened by critiques saying that universalizing

definitions of persons and environments should be avoided for their

assumptions that reflect dominant cultural experiences, rather than

understanding how environments are experienced differently by members of

non-dominant groups such as women and persons of color (Kempe, 2007;

Robinson, 1998).

Also distinct from other helping professions is social work's purpose to

enact social justice as described in the core social work values and principles in

its codes of ethics. For example, the Canadian code states,

Social workers promote social fairness and expand choice for all persons,
with a special regard for those who are marginalized, disadvantaged,

10



vulnerable, and/or have exceptional needs. . . Social workers oppose
prejudice and discrimination against any person or group of persons, on any
grounds, and specifically challenge views and actions that stereotype
particular persons or groups" (Canadian Association of Social Workers,
2005:5).

Despite an ethical code defining an objective of social justice and the

central position of social work, in child welfare otganizations, this objective

seems to be missing from child welfare policies and practices. Similarly, even

though academic efforts have introduced anti-oppressive approaches in child

welfare, oppressive practices continue to thrive (Dumbrill, 2004).

Child welfare has a long history of engaging in policies and practices

identified as oppressive, for example participating in colonization of Indigenous

peoples (Barter, 2005; Blackstock,2003) and social control of marginalized

populations through gender and class regulating practices (Scourfield,2003).

The literature suggests child welfare organizations fail to enact social justice

inherent in social work values because they focus on individual clients rather

than on unjust structural conditions related to gender, ciass and race inequities.

As the literature review will demonstrate, these inequities are the predominant

factor that historically and currently brings particular groups of people to the

attention of child welfare organizations. Overwhelmingly, the Indigenous

peoples, poor children, and poor single mothers who come to the attention of

Canadian child welfare do not identify their child welfare experiences as

socially just or consistent with their emancipation, but as vastly oppressive and

punitive (Callahan, 1993; Dumbrill, 2004; Swift, 1995). I therefore begin this

research with the premise that child welfare policies and practices

11



predominantly reflect beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors towards child welfare

clients that are incongruent with the social justice ideals of social work.

In this chapter, I outline theories of oppression while examining

varying ideological understandings of social justice. I specifically identify the

limitations of liberal constructions ofjustice for child welfare, clearly

demonstrating how I ground my concept of social justice for my research in the

Canadian social work code of ethics. I then discuss the tenuous relationship

between social work values of social justice and values enacted through

dominant child welfare policies and practices, demonstrating how they replicate

neo-liberal and conservative ideologies of the dominant Western culture. Swift

(1995) observes that child welfare practice reflects "the knowledge, values, and

beliefs of the larger society . . . child welfare workers import and apply their

experiences as members of society to their everyday reasoning and decision

process" (p. 13).

As an institution of social control, child welfare has played a significant

role from the historical development through to the current maintenance of

advanced liberal societies (Parton, 1999). Dominant Canadian society, built on

liberalism, is Christian, patriarchal, White and Eurocentric in origin. I discuss a

number of pertinent concepts from the literature to demonstrate how Canadian

child welfare has historicaily been involved with the development of a liberal

society, and how current policy and practice maintains advanced liberalism

rather than redressing the inequalities on which liberalism is dependent.

12



I further trace the historical development of specific child welfare

policies and practices that support liberalism, identifying ideological

underpinnings and the discursive mechanisms that circulate as webs of power to

regulate motherhood, childhood and the family in child welfare. I pay specific

attention to the occupational practices of child welfare workers in risk

assessment, file documentation, and everyday talk to demonstrate how these

practices construct persons into clients. I argue that child welfare practices

implemented through policies such as risk assessment and standardizedfile

documentatíon procedures that may appear to be poiitically neutral, are

everyday sites of ideological and discursive power that support advanced liberal

societies in that they construct practice and client identities to suit dominant

political ends. I further demonstrate how the dominant story of the truth of

science is inextricably linked, replicating and supporting dominant power

relations, through upholding these ideological and discursive practices. For

example, positivist research methods conskuct the formalized decision-making

tools of child welfare, most particularly risk and parental capacity assessments

informed by deficit focused discourses, which in turn become part ofjudicial

decision making about the'best interests' of children.

Later in this chapter, I discuss how the activities of child welfare most

often involve two groups of women, protection workers as 'state mothers'

assigned to ensure the best interests of children are maintained through

surveillance and policing of the mothering activities of another group of usually

marginalized women, who are constructed as 'bad or inadequate mothers'. I

13



discuss how both groups of women, constructed through the same discursive

regulatory mechanisms, are engaged in historical relations of power that support

dominant ideologies of liberalism, and regulate gender, race, class, and ability.

i conclude this chapter with a critical review of the literature about social

workers who have been clients.

Oppression and Social Justice for Child Welfare

The code of ethics of my profession of social work guides my research.

Social workers are instructed by one Canadian Code of Ethics to pursue, as a

core professional objective, social justice for all persons, but particularly for

those who are "marginalized, disadvantaged, and are vulnerable or have

exceptional needs" (Canadian Association of Social Workers, 2005:5). As with

all of the Code's principles, interpretation of the meanings is variable, and the

precise meanings of social justice are not clear. This code replaces the former

one of 1994. Certainly Gil (1994) identifies that social work's requirement to

promote social justice as referred to in the former 7994 code was not obvious

(cited in Mullaly, 2002).

Mullaly (2007) identifies a primary concern with this newer code is its

failure to identify what type of society social work is concerned with creating,

something that was included in the former code. As suggested by Mullaly, the

current code's silence on this issue can emphasize assisting persons to adjust to

the existing social order rather than redressing inequities in the environment,

furthering effects of inequalities already experienced by non-dominant groups.
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Mullaly is further concerned that the new code has a limited view of social

justice because it does not account for social work's attention beyond

distributing and redistributing society's resources, thereby excluding efforts to

redress injustices created by the social institutions and relations that produce

inequalities in the first place.

While I certainly agree that it is problematic and antithetical to social

justice for social work to be silent on its vision for society, I believe the new

code continues to provide us with a focus on social justice as a primary value of

social work, and that we can extend it beyond distributive or redistributive

justice. To understand how to make this interpretation of social justice, we must

read and interpret the code it in its entirety. The new code identifies the pursuit

of sociai justice as a core value, and while it certainly speaks to distributive or

redistributive justice, and justice as a rights based concept in its principles, its

final principal says that "Social workers promote social development and

environmental management in the interests of all people" (p.5). As an example,

I suggest we read this principle together with the principle "social workers

promote individual developrnent and pursuit of individual goals, as well as the

development of a just society" (p. 6), as identified in the core value of social

work as a service to humanity. In doing so, we can interpret the code of ethics

as saying social work must concern itself with promoting a just society through

social development and environmental management in the interests of all

persons, and not at the expense of any single person. Further, that a just society

15



will only exist with social development and environmental management in ways

that consider the interests of all persons.

Similarly, there is significant ideological deliberation about precisely

what social justice means and how to achieve it. It is through deepening my

understanding of injustice and oppression that I develop my vision of social

justice. Turner and Moosa-Mitha (2005) identify that without developing this

comprehensive understanding and a commitment to address inequalities, social

workers will be influenced by the ideological climate in which they are

immersed, consequently maintaining the status quo. ln the following section, I

discuss social justice in terms of its differing ideological positions to understand

how these positions relate to theories of oppression, and social justice for child

welfare and in this research.

All social theorists make social justice claims. The ideological

foundations supporting these claims, however, are not consistent in either

beliefs about why social differences exist, or the methods by which to achieve

justice. Within ideologies are varied perceptions about the function of

government, people's rights, and dishibution of resources. What socialist and

some liberal politics define as unjust, neo-conservatives consider a natural

inequality. Given that all social research, policy and practice is ideologically

laden, consensus about what constitutes social justice varies.

Turner and Moosa-Mitha (2005) identify current Vy'estem political

ideology as consistent with neo-conservatism and neo-liberalism. Social

workers who support a neo-conservative ideology believe people are

T6



individually responsible for their problems and view any disparity between

people as part of a natural order, with the exception of children and in some

cases, those adults with disabilities. Additionally, as Turner and Moosa-Mitha

state (2005), "marketplace values, traditional wealth, corporate influence,

minimal government intervention, and inequality are supported as fueling

incentive for each person to better themselves" (p. 23).

Similar to neo-conservatism, social workers ascribing to neo-liberal

views do not call for a change to skuctural conditions, however some will

advocate amelioration of inequality through social reforms. These reforms fall

on a continuum from minimal to extensive modifications. These views are

located in modernist liberal-humanist constructions of social justice, which for

the most part have roots in classic liberal thought dating back to the

Enlightenment theories of Hobbes and Locke (Moosa-Mitha, 2005). These

constructions support definitions of social justice that are concerned with

securing individual rights and responsibilities that are equally available to all

members of society (Brown, 2003). Justice, within these parameters is a social

condition that operates through laws and social benefits.

Foundational to liberal theories is the notion that universal self-interest

motivates all members of society to pursue their right of individual freedom.

Liberal thought values social relationships that are atomistic over interconnected

and interdependent relationships (Dietz, 1987; Williams, 1998; Young, 1997,

cited in Moosa-Mitha, 2005). As well, critical race theorist Razack (1999)

identifies the 'liberal self as someone who is not socially constituted, and is
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therefore unable to see how individual choices and opportunities are impacted

by social locators, such as age, gender, ability, sexual orientation,race and

class. Any inequities that occur because of these differences are not accounted

for within the construct of the liberal self. Liberal notions of social justice have

limited possibilities for creating positive social change, especially for those who

are not part of the dominant group. Liberai ideology assumes that equality can

be created through redistribution ofrights, privileges, goods and services, a

position inadequate to address the depth of oppression that is based in social

location. "The idea of rights, turning as it does on notions of individual

freedom and autonomy, feeds the illusion that subordinate groups are not

oppressed, merely different and less developed" (Razack, 1999:24). Liberal

theory holds that people's differences can be transcended through the

application of universal concepts of humanity to ensure all members of society

are equal. "The basis on which people have the right to be treated as equals is

not based on an acknowledgement of their differences; rather it is an

interpretation of equality that is slnonymous with same" (Phelan, 200I, cited in

Moosa-Mitha, 200 5 :42).

An individualistic focus de-politicizes difference in Rawlsian liberalism.

Similarly de-politicized is communitarian liberalism, despite its concern with

communal relations. In Moosa-Mitha's (2005) discussion of the work of Rawls

(I97I) and the communitarian liberals Kymlicka (1995,2001) and Taylor

(1989) she identifies both Rawls and communitarians as suppoúers of a rights

based notion of social justice. Moreover, Moosa-Mitha says even though these
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communitarians believe people participate in culture and are not just rights-

bearing individuals, the discourse of individual choice' enters into their

understanding of participation in culture. Further, theyunderstand differences in

singular terms, resulting in the marginalization of difference and sameness as

the norm. Different groups and individuals within these different groups have

variant combinations of social location, resulting in experiences of these

conditions that vary.

Consideration of differences and intersecting sites of oppression bring

earlier visions of r.rni,r"rrul emancipation to new understandings. A variety of

theorists, including those adhering to feminist, critical race, decolonizing, and

anti-oppressive concepts have reflected upon and critiqued dominant

emancipation discourses (Mohanty,2003). Weedon (1999) identifies that the

primary discourses in the Western world related to emancipation including

liberal-humanism, Marxism, and feminism have developed from Enlightenment

thought. She fuither identifies these discourses as universal in aspiration and

Eurocentric in both their assumptions and practices, further suggesting they do

not attend to structural racism. "They assumed that white Western cultures and

societies were the most advanced while at the same time assimilating racist

stereotypes of people who were not white" (Weedon, 1999:153).

Young (1990) says the primary focus of contemporary social movements

concerned with emancipation, such as feminism, Black liberation, American

Indian movements, and gay and lesbian liberation is to address oppression.

Their theorizations identi$r oppression as produced and maintained in multiple
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ways. Conceptualizing oppression is essential to developing useful ways to

overcome injustices. Engagement in social justice requires an

acknowledgement of oppression and understanding ways to challenge it

(Mullaly, 2002; Young, 1990). There are theorists who provide us with

definitions of oppression. Mullaly (2002), for example, describes oppression as

a moral and political problem that is produced in social practices that replicate

dominance, where oppressive rules, processes and practices must be

transformed to create social justice. Carniol (2005) suggests oppression is

structural, naming the 'unearned privileges' of dominant groups as maintaining

societal oppression. He recommends social transformation that constructs

"equitable personal/political/economic social realities based on values such as

caring, authentic democracy, and fairness" (p. 32).

Postmodern feminist Iris Young (1990) identifies oppression as a

structural concept that has five components, including exploitation,

marginalization, powerlessness, cultural imperialism and violence. According to

Young, the occurrence of any one of these five conditions constitutes

oppression for a particular group. She further identifies that understanding

oppression experienced by non-dominant groups is essential to social justice.

To overcome oppression, argues Young, we must expand justice beyond

distributive paradigms, where allocation of material goods, and natural and

social resources, are the primary justice concerns. Young (1990) further

identifies distributive justice does not recognize differences and distracts from

the oppressive institutional context:
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The predominant focus on the distribution of wealth, income, and positions
is that such a focus ignores and tends to obscure the institutional context
which those distributions take place . . . It (the institutional context) includes
any structures or practices, the rules and norms that guide them, and the
language and synbols that mediate social interactions within them in
institutions of state, family civil society, as well as the worþlace. These are
relevant to judgments of justice and injustice insofar as they condition
people's ability to participate in determining their actions and their ability to
develop and exercise their capacities (p.2I-22).

Similar to Young, Leonard (2004) suggests a reconstruction of

emancipation that accounts for difference and not just economic re-distribution.

At the same time, Leonard (1997) cautions against an identity politic that

emphasizes only difference, and constructs a binary opposition between

marginalized groups, resulting in a lack of shared ground from which to build

political movements. These binary definitions can also be polarizing,

constructing either oppressed or an oppressor, consequently not taking into

account multiple and intersecting social identities (Williams, 1998 cited in

Moosa-Mitha,2005). Leonard (1997) also notes the concern of essentialism

inside groups that do not consider differences among its members. Emphasis on

singular and fixed identities that stress shared identity and experiences of

domination can result in oppression being "psychologized and rendered as an

issue almost exclusively of subjectivity'' (Fuss, 1989 cited in Leonard,

1997:157).

The implications of oppression and social justice for child welfare are

far-reaching. As long as child welfare focuses its attention on individual clients

constructed within a liberal-humanist definition rather than attending to
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oppression situated in social location and institutional contexts, injustices will

continue for those on the margins through the practices of child welfare.

Child Welfare Social Work

Critical analysis related to child welfare is taught in most social work

schools, however, it is not embraced in child welfare organizations, which

commonly accuse universities of failing to adequately prepare students for the

'realities' of practice þersonal communication, Child Welfare Round Table,

CASSW, 2005). Despite critical analysis being taught, child welfare practice

continues to be identified as oppressive (Dumbrill, 2004), punitive to mothers

(Callahan, 1993; Swift, 1995), and failing to meet the needs of children and

families (Barter, 2005; Dumbrill, 2004; Callahan, 1993; Swift, 1995; Whad

1 993).

The small amount of literature containing the voices of child welfare

clients suggests that although sometimes satisfied with their experiences with

the child welfare system, in many instances child welfare clients identify their

experiences as oppressive (DumbrÌll,2004). When considering the many ways

that marginalized populations are oppressed, increased potential for child

welfare involvement is just one of many circumstances of those on the margins.

Oppressed populations are rnore often involved with the criminal justice, mental

health, income assistance, and health systems. Todd and Burns (2007) say that

child protection work reproduces the inequalities that shape Canadian society,

further stating that "racism, colonialism, sexism, and classism are directly
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related to the degrees which an individual must endure state surveillance and is

perceived to be in need of interyention" (p.2Ð.

The experiences of child welfare clients are predominantly located in

race, gender, class and other marginalized social locations. Practice is riddled

with replication of societal injustices on a continuum from inattention to gross

neglect of issues related to social location (Barter, 2005; Dumbrill, 2004;

Gilroy, 2000; Swift, 1995). In Canada, Indigenous children are oveffepresented

in the child welfare system, currently comprising on average approximately half

of the children in state care ('Walmsley, 2005). Similarly, in the United States,

despite being a significantly lower percent of the population, children of color

make up the majority of child welfare caseloads (Woldeguiorguis, 2003). In

Britain, there is both evidence of societal discrimination against Black people in

access to employment, housing and social services and an overrepresentation of

black children in child welfare (Munro, 2002). In Britain, child welfare brings

Black children into care more quickly than White children, and offer family

support services to White parents at a greater rate that Black parents (Barn,

1990; Chand 2000, cited in Munro, 2002). A variety of research identifies that

social location is the single determining factor of who mostly comes into

contact with child welfare and what specific form of interventions and outcomes

occur (Department of Health , l99I cited in Jones, 1994; Woldeguiorguis,

2003). In Woldeguiorguis' (2003) review of the research and examination of

national incidence data in the United States, she concludes colored children are

over reported to child welfare organizations and "maltreatment is reported
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differently" than for white children (p.27Q. She also identifies that "racial

differences exist in child protective services (CPS) decision making during

investigation and substantiation" þ. 274). As Derezotes (2000) and Pelton

(1989) note there is ever increasing evidence which demonstrates individual

practitioner and institutional responses to people of color produce

disproportionate numbers of non-whites involved in the child welfare system,

which include both inferior service delivery and more frequent family

disruption than for white families (cited in Woldeguiorguis, 2003:214 ). Even

though research suggests no significant racial difference in the incidence of

maltreatment and neglect, children who come into child welfare care and remain

in care are predominantly non-white (Woldeguiorguis, 2003). "Children of

color remain in care longer and are reunified less often than white children"

(Derezotes,2000, cited in Woldeguiorguis, 2003:274). Kline (1992) notes that

in Canada "studies have also documented how First Nations children are much

less likely than other children to be returned to their own parents ." (p. 388).

It is also well documented that those who come to the attention of child

welfare organizations are primarily socially disadvantaged and'u.ulnerable,

including women and their children who are most often poor, non-white, abused

and sometimes homeless (Callahan,1993). Some research shows the best

predictor of child welfare involvement, particularly of those who enter into care

of child welfare organizations is dependence on income assistance (Lindsey,

I99I). Poverty is frequently cited as the major social factor involved in all child

welfare neglect cases, where blame for social circumstances is specifically
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directed towards mothers, many of whom are non-white (Callahan, 1993; Swift,

1995). In Canada more than seventy percent of children involved with child

welfare live in poverty, and "as other scholars point out, child protection cases

are primarily the results of poverty and the effects of associated disadvantages

such as single motherhood"(Chen, 2003:212). Moreover, Scourfield (2003)

concludes from his research in the UK that practice is predominantly gendered,

class-specific and coercive, overtly regulating gender and the parenting

practices of poor and working class families.

Over the past three decades child welfare caseloads have been growing

(Callahan, 1993; Parton, 1999; Krane & Davis, 2000), and since 1995 the

federal government has significantly reduced transfer payments to all Canadian

provinces, including funding for chiid welfare services and other social

programs that ameliorate conditions of poverty (Gilroy, 2000). After a number

of high profile child death inquiries, child welfare organizations have

additionally experienced political pressure to prevent future child deaths

(Barter, 2005; Parton, 1999; Krane & Davis, 2000). Responses to all of these

pressures have moved child welfare work even further away from social work

values of promoting social justice as it has subsequently become increasingly

crisis driven (Wharf, 2003, cited in Barter, 2005), requiring front-line workers

to spend increased time doing paper work to demonstrate accountability in case

children are seriously injured or killed (Gilroy, 2000; Munro, 2002). Beard

(1990) asks, "[w]hy, when poverty has been intensifliing and welfare

programmes run down, has our attention been drawn to sexual or other abuse"
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(cited in Munro, 2002:58). Rather than rernaining focused specifically on

individual abusers of children, child welfare organizations must develop

policies and practice to address the systemic violence of neo-liberal inequalities,

which kills children at a greater rate than individual abuse (Beard, 1990, cited in

Munro, 2002). "For all its horror, child sexual abuse or physical battering,

harms, indeed kills far fewer children either in the UK or the US, than simple,

miserable and unremitting poverty''(Beard, 1990, cited in Munro, 2002:58).

Bureaucratic strategies to manage increased workload demands with

even fewer resources in a climate of fiscal restraint, where social conditions

have continued to deteriorate, all set the climate for a child welfare practice in

which social justice goals are seemingly not possible. Child welfare

organizations are clearly not responding to injustices created through structural

conditions in the lives of child welfare clients (Barter, 2005; Callahan, 1993;

deMontigny,1995; Gilroy, 2000; Swift, 1995).

A social justice framework taught in many Canadian social work schools is
one that situates personal troubles in a context of systemic inequalities in
resources and power associated with factors such as class, gender, sexual
orientation ) Íace) culture, age and disability, and stresses methods of practice
that are directed toward empowennent (Gilroy, 2000:30).

Even though research clearly identifies marginalized social location as the

prevailing and consistent factor in most child welfare cases, 
"rrr"n, 

practice

problems are rernoved from their social context and individualized.

The development and implementation of tools such as risk assessment

and emphasis on standardized documentation practices in which social

conditions are ignored all support an individualized way of understanding client
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situations. Child welfare workers may notice social circumstances but the

occupational discourse of risk and standardized documentation set the

parameters for practice, resulting in blaming clients for circumstances beyond

their control, or the relationship between social conditions and child welfare

involvement become invisible or irrelevant in practice (Barter, 2005). As

pointed out by de Montigny (1995) this is a clear example of ideological

practice in which child welfare constructs individually responsible clients by

removing them from their social context. This current practice paradigm in child

welfare actually hampers rather than promotes social justice and empowerment

(Barter, 2005). The emphasis on standardized procedures, including risk

management and standardized recording practices in child welfare organizations

restricts social justice and empowerment of citizens (Barter, 2005).

Significantly, the relationship between social work values of promoting

social justice and child welfare practice is at best tenuous. There are clearly

many obstacles restricting social justice outcomes for social work in child

weifare. Practice occurs within dominantly discoursed and hegemonic

ideological cultural, economic and occupational contexts. Tools, such as risk

assessment and file recording formats are constructed within these dominant

contexts, oppressing those on the margins. These in combination with

occupational requirements for performing the child welfare worker role make

social justice outcomes unlikely.
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trdeologv and Ðiscourse in Child Welfare

Liberal ideological constructions of childhood and the family have

historically shaped practice and policy in Canadian child welfare. Childhood

within this discourse is a dependent and r.ulnerable state requiring economic

protection, moral and educational guidance, and emotional nurfuring, (Barter,

2005; Macintyre, 1993; Swift, 1995). The historical construction of the family

in liberal ideology is as an autonomous unit, marked by patriarchal authority

and gendered division of adult roles (Macintyre, 1 993 ; Swift , 1995). tn this

ideology of idealized family structure, children's best interests are conflated

with their ability to become productive and contributing members of society

(Macintyre, 7993; Munro, 2002).

Over the last century, numerous historical social reforms have been

rooted in these dominant concepts of childhood and family, including federal

and provincial policies, as well as those developed by private philanthropic and

faith based women's groups, the child-saving movement, and the Canadian

Council on Child Welfare. The focus was to identify and address concerns

related to poor, orphaned and neglected children who, without assistance, would

most likely become criminal or dependent adults (Macintyre, 1993). These

child-saving and social regulating beliefs were fixed in "paradigms of

patnarchy, whiteness, privilege, and ethnocentrism" (Barter, 2005:10), as were

the oppressive colonial polices and practices of assimilation and integration of

Aboriginal children by removing them from their communities and culture

(Blackstock,2003, cited in Barter, 2005; Walmsley, 2005). Macintyre (1993)
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identifies that the political and economic agenda of child welfa¡e intervention

was to prevent social unrest among the underclass. Parton (1999) simiiarly says

that the child welfare social worker "occupied and mediated the space between

the respectable and dangerous classes" (p.111). Macintyre (1993) suggests that

over time the attention of child welfare shifted from ideologically reinforcing

the moral and social values of the family and blaming parents for being without

a home or job, to a brief period in the late eighteen-hundred's, when poverty

was dominantly understood as a social condition resulting from expanding

industrialization and urbanization rather than moral failure.

The concept of parens patriae, the 'state as substitute parent', enacted

through the former Juvenile Delinquent Act of 1908 and still enacted in some

child welfare policies, formed the foundation for state child welfare intervention

into the privacy of family life, allowing for wayward or neglected children to be

removed from the home and placed elsewhere (Macintyre,lgg3). Parton (Tgg9)

identifies this intervening function of child welfare as presenting particular

challenges in liberal societies, because it is essential for families to remain

autonomous and free, to not all become clients of the state. In contrast, Swift

(1995) identifies the state as 'parent of the nation' as the actual mechanism for

enforcing the liberal ideal of childhood, individual responsibility, and the family

as a private entity. This mechanism works through overriding the family's

rights to privacy with the rights of the state only when parents are identified as

possibly harming or not taking care of their children properly, but only insofar

as the least intrusive level of intervention is used to protect the child's rights to
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have this care (Swift, 1995). This ideological construction of childhood, family

and individualism is buttressed through rights and best interests of the child

discourses in how these are located in liberal legal discourse.

When child welfare organizations became established across Canada,

practice became 'professionalized', taking the form of casework, where

scientific methods of "investigation, co-ordination and efficiency'' allowed for a

'social diagnosis' of each family (Macintyre,1993:33). By the early 1920's

Mary Richmond, the pioneer of 'scientific social casework', had published both

Social Diagnosis (1917) and What is Social Casework?(I922),leading the way

for 'scientific methods' and 'social casework' to be dominant in child welfare

and other Canadian social work practice (Yelaja,1985:24-25). Baines (1991)

similarly identifies social work's aspirations to professionalize involved

adopting a casework approach and medical model, introducing psychiahic

knowledge into social work. She says the extent to which proving treatment in

social work has been successful is disputable, but what Baines (1991) identifies

has been successful is the "illusion given to the social worker that she had a

distinct body of knowledge and thus met one of the objectives of

professionalism" (p. 57-58).

Although remnants of these historical underpinnings continue to prevail

in child welfare social work, the current practice context is significantly

different. Where historically child welfare work was concerned with providing

opporlunities for children to have proper guidance in order to have a respectable

place in society, since the early 1970s child welfare policy and practice has been
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preoccupied with protecting children from abuse (Munro, 2002; Parton, 1985,

I99I,1999). In the decade previous, Kempe et al. (1962), an American doctor,

with the aid of X-rays was able to detect evidence that parents had undeniably

injured their children. Munro (2002) says Kempe identified the parents who

abused their children as having a medical illness.

In his view, the child needed to be removed from the home while the parents
received treatment, after which the child could be returned. Parents who
had a psychotic illness were not deemed treatable and so their children
would need permanent alternative care (Munro, 2002:40-41).

Munro further indicates that during the 1960s and 1970s the issue of child abuse

grew in political importance. She says Kernpe's construction of abuse as a

rnedical problem of the parent made child abuse less threatening to the

autonomy of the 'family', and through making child abuse a medical issue of

the parent and not a social problem, child abuse became distant from its earlier

link with poverty. Rose (1996, 1998) indicates that while some attribute this

increased focus strictly to Kempe's (1962)'discovery' of the 'battered child

s¡rndrome', it is important to note that these changes in child welfare coincided

with the rise of neo-liberalism and the 'risk society'.

A 'risk society', is a society that has shifted from one that is concerned

with the distribution of goods such as "wealth, health and life chances" to one

that is "saturated with fear and foreboding, and structured by concerns over the

distribution of 'bads' or dangers" (Beck, 1990, cited in Rose, 1998:1 81). The

discourse of risk is prevalent in contemporary society, operating in polices and

practices in health, crime and security, sexual conduct, childcare, and child
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protection (Rose, 1998). Hacking (1991) indicates that the concept of risk

"seeks to bring the future into the present and make it calculable" (cited in Rose,

1 9e8).

We could say that it tries to discipline uncertainty: to discipline it in the
sense of making uncertainty the topic of a branch of learning and
instruction. And to discipline it in a second sense, by bringing uncertainty
under control, making it orderly and docile. Risk thinking tames chance,
fate and unceftainty by a paradoxical move. By recognizing the
impossibility of certainty about the future, it simultaneously makes this lack
of certainty quantifiable in terms of probability. And once one has
quantified the probability of a future event occudng, decisions can be made
and justified about what to do in the present, informed by what now seems
to be secure, if probabilistic, knowledge about the future (Rose, 1998:180-
81).

Stanley (2006) indicates there have been three "risk periods" that can be

identified in child welfare over the past thirty years (p. 3). Stanley cites the

1970s as a time of increasing societal anxiety about children's safety, and the

time when 'risk discourse' entered into child welfare taik. During this period, it

became an expectation for social workers to identif,i specific risks for children

and families who came to the attention of child welfare organizations (Parton,

1997, cited in Stanley, 2006). Stanley suggests what followed in thel980s and

1990s was an emphasis on developing risk assessment tools and risk

management policies to a current period of legitimized risk discourse being used

to "legitimise assessment decisions made about particular children and families"

þ. a). This current trend of most child welfare organizations using risk

assessment is consistent with what Leonard (2004) calls'scientisrn', meaning

the ideological practice of obtaining knowledge, as truth, through objective

means that can then be predictive. Practice focuses on utilizing standardized
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risk assessment tools, and direct contact with clients is reduced (Leonard, 2004;

Parton, 1999). In Stanley's research, he found "internationally, child protection

systems favoured actuarial risk assessment tools to enhance certainty around

risk assessment . . . where risks are aggregated and statistically calculated" (p.

4). Risk assessment practice replaces interaction with clients as one of the

primary methods of assessment with gathering, assembling and monitoring a

combination of risk factors (Leonard, 2004; Parton, I999;Ikane & Davis,

2000). While using risk assessment tools appear to be a useful strategy to

increase the ability to make predictions about children's safety and intervene

accordingly, a number of researchers have noted that risk assessments are in fact

not predictive (Armstrong, 1995 cited in Parton, 1999; Swift,2005; Parton,

1999; Krane & Davis, 2000). Further, marginal social conditions are ignored

(Barter, 2005; Wharf, 2003) and primarily oppressed populations continue to

come to the attention of child welfare agencies (Callahan & Swift, 2004; Swift,

200s).

Lafrance (2003) notes child welfare organizations are increasingly

concerned with maintaining power and control over both clients and social

workers (cited in Barter, 2005). Imposition of rigid procedures has resulted in

de-humanizing of client and worker relationships, interference with worker

creativity and discretionary practice, and a breakdown in efforts to strengthen

communities to support child welfare clients (Lafrance, 2003 cited in Barter,

2005). Risk assessment produces social work practice that is restricted and
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monitored (Leonard, 2004; Parton, 1999). When social workers are instructed

to standardizetheir practice, Castel (1991) indicates,

the specialists find themselves now cast in a subordinate role, while
managerial policy formation is allowed to develop into a completely
autonomous force, totally beyond the surveillance of the operative on the
ground who is now reduced to a mere executant" (p. 281, cited in Parton,
1999:102).

When workers are either constrained by occupational discourses or instructed to

produce specific practices, they have little control over the shape and direction

of their practice and are subject to the gaze of surveillance in similar ways as

their clients.

Construction of the Client in Child Welfare

Social workers, as professional storytellers in verbal and textual

accounts, construct persons into clients, produced and constrained through

scientific decision-making tools, standardized file documentation and discourse.

Professional discourses, from disciplines such as psychiatry and psychology,

construct pathological, dysfunctional and impaired client identities (Dietz,

2000). Pathological and blaming discourse about child welfare clients conceal

unjust social conditions and people's lives turn from their own accounts of their

lived experiences into professional narratives that construct them as clients with

particular problems (de Montigny,1995;Dietz,2000). Once under the child

welfare gaze, afi individualized client story is constructed and documented.

Foucault (1980) explains that identities are contingent and constructed

on normalizing discourses, a "tlpe of power and of knowledge that the sanctity
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of science renders neutral" (p. 107). Power then constructs and normalizes

through specialized knowledge and discourse (Foucault, 1980). For example,

risk tools and discourse function as the specialized knowledges that frame the

normalizing, regulating and surveillance activities of child welfare.

Risk measurement tools construct clients as persons from subjects into

objects (Leonard, 2004; Parton, 1999). Madigan (1998) identifies two

interrelated ways by which Foucault identifies people are turned into objects,

including 'dividing practices' and 'scientific classification'. Foucault (1965)

indicates dividing practices can be both social and spatial where people of

particular social groupings, who demonstrate difference, are subject to

objectifrcation, physically separated or isolated (cited in Madigan, 1998).

Madigan (1998) suggests scientific classification turns the body into a thing and

supports dividing practices such as diagnosis through the DSM in mental health

practice. I suggest risk assessment in child welfare practice is also a form of

scientific classifrcation that supports dividing practices. Risk assessment takes

ideologically reinforced social inequities and cultural values about child rearing

and makes them appear normal and natural, transforming them into

individualized factors that subsequently construct client identity. "In this

process of social objectification and categonzation human beings are given both

a social and a personal identity" (Madigan,1998:17).

Risk assessment defines a child as at particular degrees of risk of harm.

What constitutes harm is bound in time to socially constructed cultural ideas

about what constitutes child abuse (Darington Social Research Unit, 1995 cited
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in Krane & Davis, 2000). At the same time, in risk assessment, the child's

caregiver, often a poor, non-white mother who has been abused and lacks access

to material resources, is identified as more or less dangerous to her child, either

directly or indirectly through being unable to protect the child from harm.

Consequently, caregivers and children can be physically separated from each

other as a means to 'protect' children, and caregivers, again usually mothers,

can be socially separated by the state from their parental rights and their

mothering role. The Manitoba Risk Estimation Scale, for example, assesses

parental characteristics and the care of the child "based on the belief that the

parent is responsible for a child's care and safety" (Province of Manitoba,

1995). In this design, there are no means to determine social inequities, gender

arrangements or other structural realities, thereby seemingly assuming

individual responsibility, gender neutrality, and equality of opportunity (Brown,

2002). Social risks, such as lack ofaffordable housing and below poverty level

income assistance rates do not get taken into consideration in risk assessment or

the interventions that foliow (Swift & Callahan,2003). Additionally, risk

assessment tools are not designed to provide an analysis of risks to children and

farnilies associated with either being involved with child welfare or the removal

of children (Stanley, 2006). Finally, risk assessment conceals mothers'

strengths (Freymond & Cameron, 2007).

The social identity of 'good mother' in Western culture is tied to many

functions, including a mother's ability to produce direct care of her children.

For poor women, they are not only immediately transformed into 'bad mothers'
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when their children are removed, they suffer the physical consequence of losing

already meager resources they may have been provided through the state. When

social workers place children in state care, income assistance benefits and the

federally funded child tax benefit are taken away from the caregiver, often

leaving an already poor single mother without the means to cover the family's

housing costs, or to provide any further material resources for their children.

The loss of concrete resources such as the family home and physical separation

impacts children and mothers' sense of belonging and identity as a family and

as members of a specific community. Through child welfare apprehension and

placement of children, their social identities as children shift to 'foster children'.

Children and siblings are sometimes separated from each other when in the care

of child welfare, which similarly influence their identities (Herrick & Piccus,

2004). When child welfare removes children from the care of their mothers,

both mothers and children experience the impacts of dividing practices, as they

become socially and spatially different from 'normal' mothers and children,

thereby they are forced to create identities outside of cultural definitions of

normal.

"'When social workers create clients through social work language, the

definition of normal is socially produced through relations of power" (Rossiter,

1999:41). Documentation, the production of client files, is one of many

occupational practices in child welfare where dominant and subordinate power

relations are reproduced. The practice of documentation classifies normal and

abnormal, making personhood socially specified. This practice disconnects
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clients' voices from their own experiences and turns their lives into professional

discourse (de Montigny, 1995). "Properly executed social work practice

requires producing stories that create splits between lived realities and

or ganization al cate gori es " (de Monti gny, | 9 9 5 :24) .

Files both construct clients and tell a story about them. Madigan (1998)

explains files 'capture' individuals in time through writing and can be used as

an "instrument to promote the construction of unitary and global knowledges

about people" (p.18). Unitary and global knowledges are those forms of

knowledge that subjugate other knowledge. Madigan (1998) explains further

that files, as forms of scientific classification, construct specific forms of

knowledge about people, where individuals are defined and held within the text

as objects at a specific moment in time. File documentation tells a story within

specific historical socially and culturally produced knowledge. Files do not fix

meanings over time, but in a specific time. Understanding the meaning of these

documented stories is not contained within the text, but rather in its

performance. "The reader finalizes a potential text by making interpretations

and brings the text into existence" (Urek, 2005:453). Accordingly, a different

reader and readers who read at various points in time will understand these

documents differently.

Foucault (1982) indicates that self-formation or identity is also produced

through 'subjectification', meaning when people actively turn themselves into

subjects (cited in Madigan, 1998). Foucault (1980) describes a process of self-

formation (also referred to as subjectivity) unlike liberal-humanist ideas of the
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self that suggest we are selÊdetennining, transcending or insightful, but rather it

is not possible to construct ourselves outside of the culture, as noÍns, through

discourse, become internalized in our bodies, our thoughts and behaviors (cited

in Madigan, 1998). Accordingly, as described by Weedon (1997) normative

discourses are practices of social control connected to relations of power, where

our bodies, thoughts, and feelings have no meaning outside of discourse. She

further identifies cultural institutions as connected to normative discourses that

are practices of social control. Foucault (1977) says the power of the norm

examines and imposes homogeneity while also individualizing, further

explaining that an examination includes both the techniques of an 'observing

hierarchy' and of a 'normalizing judgement' where it is a 'normalizing gaze', a

surveillance that makes it possible to punish (p. 184). Disciplinary knowledge

that operates through normative and expert discourses produces self-discipline

through this power relation. "'When discipline is effective, power operates

through persons rather than upon them" (Usher & Edwards,1994; cited in

Strega, 2005:226).

In child welfare, ideological-hegemonic discourses construct persons

into clients through discourses that are professionally constmcted, and these

constructions are frequently about 'inadequate or bad mothers'. Discourses

frequently construct the children of these mothers as requiring rescuing from

their 'bad mothers' (Appell, 1998). Armstrong (1995) identifies that in placing

the interests of children and women at odds then "we have come to believe that

they are adversaries; that what is always involved is the rescue of "innocent
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children" from wicked women" (p. 325). As an illustration, Armstrong explains

that in the minds of reactionary conservatives, single mothers, particularly

unwed teen mothers on welfare, cause poverly and drug addiction, and are an

economic drain to the State. Armstrong says that within this perspective, single

mothers and children become "populations at odds" with each other þ. 326).

Armstrong further says that within this perspective, these mothers are

undeserving and deviant, while their children are deserving and innocent.

Consequently, the needs of mothers and children become divergent, rather than

merged (Annstrong, 1995).

Within this same line, Greaves et al (2002) undertook a study, with an

emphasis on the Province of British Columbia, to investigate how mothers

"under duress", including those who abuse substances, those who have mental

health issues, and those who have experienced violence in domestic settings are

discussed in Canadian policy documents, media portrayals, and by the women

themselves. Greaves et al recommended the development of a 'mothering

framework' that restores the mother-child unit guide policy for mothers under

duress through enhancing the capacity of women, policy makers and the media

to critically analyze and develop mothering policies. These researchers found

that "mothers who use substances are considered responsible for their situation,

while mothers who have mental health issues are felt to have no control" (p.2).

Thought to be partly responsible are those mothers who experience violence.

Analysis of media and policy instruments found they construct substance

misusing and mothers with mental illness as risks to their children, and abused
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women as risks through failure to protect their children. "Child apprehensions

and child custody and access matters . . . arise directly out of the discourses of

the best interests of the child and the social construction of these particular

mothers as unfit mothers" (p.19). Greaves et al (2002) further found that the

concept of the 'best interests of the child' embedded in many legal, policy and

media responses, renders the rights of mothers as secondary, and that the use of

risk assessment, assumed scientific, often generates negative and unsupportive

actions with these mothers. Their research findings say that "the evidence that

is brought to bear on decisions regarding mothering under duress is partial and

usually overlooks evidence from mothers or any long-term assessment of the

effects of mothering policies" (p. 3).

Kline (1992) points to how liberalism in child welfare legal processes

have treated children as individuals without considering how they are part of

race or culture. The social context of mothering for Indigenous women and

their children, still reeling from Canada's colonization and the harsh and critical

public glare of state scrutiny, compound the challenges of navigating

motherhood (Cull, 2006). The dominant ideology of motherhood does not

account for either colonialist oppression or the cultural child rearing norms of

Aboriginal mothers (Kline, 1993). Dominant ideologies of motherhood have

always defined mothering practices falling outside of White middle-class

standards, irregardless of varying standards at ceftain periods in history, as not

only inferior but as potentially harmful to society and children's well-being

(Ladd-Taylor & Umansky, 1998). The current popularity of attachment
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discourse in child welfare reinforces White notions of mother-child

relationships, where one caregiver, preferably the biological mother, provides

one main intensive attachment relationship for the child. Communal child

carrng frequently practiced by Indigenous and other non-white communities are

devalued by dominant ideologies, even when these assimilative messages are

delivered by the seemingly gentle and caring conversations social workers

initiate with their marginalized non-white clients. 'Waldegrave (2003) identifies,

"[t]hese days colonization is not carried out through the barrel of a gun but

through the comfortable words of those who change the hearts, minds and

spirits of people" (1 56).

Dominant Western discourses instruct mothers to be solely responsible

for their children's well-being, suggesting they should put their own needs aside

to care for children first and foremost (O'Reilly, 2004). This idealized self-

sacrificing mother, however, is also normatively constituted as white, able

bodied, middle-class, heterosexual and married (Boyd, 2003). The current

dominant ideology of intensive mothering' sets impossible standards for all

mothers, but these standards are even more out of reach for those who are not

White and middle-class. O'Reilly (2004) explains that the discourse of

intensive mothering arose during the 1980s when increasing numbers of middle-

class White mothers were delaying having children until after establishing

careers, and then returning to the workforce after the births of their children.

She defines the ideology of intensive mothering as dictating that children

receive proper care only from their biological mothers who consistently put
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their children's needs ahead of their own, experience full satisfaction and

composure in motherhood and who invest extensive amounts of time, money

and energy in raising their children. This constructed ideology of intensive

mothering is a relation of power that "serves the interests of men, capitalism, the

state, the middle-class and Whites . . ." (Hays, 1996 cited in O'Reilly, 2004:9).

Mothers who are either unable or unwilling to produce 'intensive mothering'

practices within this normative model are viewed negatively or identified as bad

mothers, irregardless of the actual care and nurturing they provide (Boyd, 2003;

Ladd-Taylor & Umansky, 1998; O'Reilly, 2004). Similarly, mothers who are

not dominantly located are rarely viewed as a meeting the idealized standard of

mother. Where there are middle class expectations for good rnothering, for

example, poor women cannot possibly meet these standards as they do not have

access to middle class resources. Appell (1998) indicates the mothers involved

with child welfare are really not different from other mothers, but rather they

become and remain bad mothers "due to their poverty or other circumstances"

and do not have "real choices" (p. 356). Appeil (1998) further notes, that "these

are the mothers who were caught" (p. 356). Rissley-Curliss & Heffernan (2003)

suggest that extensive negative portrayals of mothers in the research literature

coupled with lack of attention to fathers, support mother blaming practices in

child welfare.

In North America all child welfare cases are referenced to a mother,

except those where a father is a single parent with custody of his children

(Risley-Curtiss & Heffernan, 2003), and those where some other adult is the
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legal guardian. Moreover, it is common practice for mothers to be the sole

focus of child welfare intervention, even when there is a father in the home or

having regular contact with the children (Risley-Curtiss & Heffernan, 2003;

Scourfield, 2003). Even when their actions have not created harm to their

children, mothers are frequently blamed for harm, as in the discourse of 'failing

to protect' their children from witnessing violence when men assault mothers

(Risley-Curtiss & Heffernan, 2003; Scourfield, 2003; Strega, 2006).

Additionally, child welfare holds mothers responsible for protecting children

from sexual abuse in situations when again it is men, and not the mothers, who

are the perpetrators (Krane, 2003; Rissley-Curtis & Heffernan, 2003). Krane

(2003) points to how child welfare makes a mother's protection role concrete

through contractual and legal measures and therapeutic interventions,

identiSring voluntary agreements and court supervision orders as essentially

"protection contracts" (p. 129). In child welfare practice and file recording,

fathers or men who play fathering roles are frequently ignored, no matter if they

are defined as risks or assets to the children's safety (Daniel & Taylor, 1999;

Scourfield, 2003; Strega, 2006).

Scourfield (2003) situates child protection work within a "continuum of

gendered social control" which he describes as unjust (p. 165). Scourfield

(2003) refers to the existence of an'occupational discourse'in child welfare,

full of gendered and classed constructions of clients and their problems. The

power of discourse, namely, as what can be known and said, points to social

worker's construction of their clients in sociallyproduced language. De
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Montigny (1995) speaks to the discursive dimensions of ideology, suggesting

that whenever social workers speak or write using professional discourse, this

work is ideological as discourse is situated in ideology.

Scourfield (2003) conducted an ethnographic study ofa child protection

social work team in the UK to identifu the ways social workers construct and

intervene with clients. He examined and deconstructed how social workers use

knowledge in their practice and subsequent implications for how clients are

gendered in case talk, recordings and intervention. Scourfield concluded that

the social workers constructed both boys and girls as equally r,.ulnerable and

innocent, but adult clients were constructed and treated differently based on

gender. These ideas about children reflect legal discourse as identified by King

and Piper (1995), which constructs "the child as victim, the child as witness, the

child as a bundle of needs, and the child as a bearer of rights" (cited in

Scourfield, 2003 41). Constructions of adult clients were also situated in

specific discourses, however they relate to ideas of femininity and masculinity,

which are drawn from both professional and lay knowledge.

Accordingly, clients are ideologically produced through occupational

discourse. This is precisely where power and knowledge intersect. Scourfield

(2003) claims it is potentially possible for social workers to resist dominant

occupational discourses through a process of "(re)appropriation of elements of

the dominant discourse" as identified by Foucault (i984). similarly, competing

discourses can offer alternatives to dominant discourses. This is where

dominant constructions of knowledge can prevail, but can also be resisted. "The
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question for social work is: how can we best handle our position at sites where

power and help are interwoven?" (Rossiter, 1996:41).

Constructins the Social Worker/Client Binarv in Child Welfare

In front-line child welfare practice, there are two distinctly separate

groups of persons, protection workers and protection clients. The activities of

child welfare mostly occur in isolation between two women, the social worker

and the mother (Callahan, 1999) and are often involuntary and hierarchal.

Callahan (1999) suggests that any reciprocity between child welfare workers

and clients is discouraged where "the one designated to investigate the other is

placed in a distant and superior role" thereby also shaping clients' identities as

"receivers and consumers rather than as those who contribute to the well-being

of others and the community" (p- 57). I argue that this structure not only shapes

the identities of clients, but also those of social workers. Similar to Mohanty's

(1987) "critique of hegemonic White feminists' homogenizing tendencies of

Third World Women as their object of knowledge" (cited in herising, 2005:135)

the protection worker not only relegates and solidifies the client as Other but in

so doing she consolidates her own dominant position. As I noted earlier, child

welfare social workers come predominantly from places of privilege, while

clients mostly occupy marginalized social locations. Binaries are an important

component of dividing practices, emphasizing us/them divisions that are

hierarchically organized. As Gustaßon (2005) notes, binaries are about

"superior/inferior dichotomizations reflecting the beliefs and values of the
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dominant social group fwhere] ft]he feature or characteristics of one category

are advanced as the norm against which the other category is evaluated as

deviant, aberrant, and Other" (p.25).

In child welfare, spatial practices as well as discourses enforce binaries.

For example, almost all child welfare offices feature segregated bathrooms, one

for clients and others for staff. Similarly, plexiglass divides front office staff

from direct physical contact with clients. The every day talk of social workers

also normalizes binaries and constructs pejorative client identities. An article

published in the Winnipeg Free Press (2007)and circulated through the

University of Manitoba social work list serve demonstrates how these binary

divisions, assembled in language, constructs and normalizes client and social

worker identities. Libby Simon, a former child protection worker with over

thirty years of practice experience, wrote about the perils of front-line child

protection practice, citing the potential for daily catastrophic and violent

dealings with clients whom all other societal systems have failed, requiring

child welfare workers to "pick up the pieces". Although offering a critique of

how society devalues child welfare work, the essentialist and disparaging

manner in which she describes clients stigmatizes and others, as she says "these

walking wounded appear with a wide range of social, emotional and intellectual

problems, the families all seriously broken in one way or another" (Winnipeg

Free Press, November 24,2007).

Simon transforms the effects of social problems on persons into

defective personal characteristics of individuals, a practice that I have
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repeatedly witnessed in the talk and writings of child welfare workers. She also

participates in another discursive practice that not only speaks clients into

essentialist stigmatized and defective identities, but positions child protection

workers, seemingly unwounded and unfettered by social conditions, in direct

contrast to clients.

The implied contrast Simon makes is that clients fail to meet the criteria

of functioning personhood demanded by the dominant social order while

workers do not. Simon's dichotomous discursive construction provides a clear

illustration of what Foucault (1965) caIIs dividing practíces, or Othering as

identified in the critical race literature. These practices maintain dominant

power relations through constructing social workers and clients into binaries

also distinguished by markers such as race, class, and ability. Dominance

constructs, clássifies and contains persons within the binary of client and social

worker, effectively normalizing its prevailing structure and silencing 'client

voices' from self-definition. While there is little representation from clients in

the child welfare literature, the scarcity of literature about social workers who

have also been clients is readily apparent.

What Does the Literature Sav About Social Workers with Client

Experiences?

The subjugated knowledge of present and fonner child welfare clients

informs very little of the literature (Dumbrill, 2004), and knowledge generated

by those who have been both a client and social worker is only briefly
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mentioned. Child welfare researchers Herrick and Piccus (2005) say they were

both formerly in child welfare care as children. in their article about the

significance of maintaining sibling connections for foster children, they identifz

their experiences as providing a "unique perspective" (p. 858). They further

indicate believing it important to include their personal experiences as an

example of the necessity of talking to children directly as the best way to

determine how to handle sibling contact. They provide strategies to have these

conversations with children that account for many factors, and make a number

of related recommendations for practice and policy when planning for sibling

contact for children in care.

In Walmsley's (2005) study of how to increase effective child welfare

services for Aboriginal children, he makes mention of child protection workers

who have been involved with child welfare. As part of his study, Walmsley

found that there were significant differences in the life experiences of

participants who were Aboriginal child welfare practitioners from those who

were non-Aboriginal that precipitated their entry into child welfare work.

Among his particìpants, he identified that "most Aboriginal practitioners have

had experience with child protection in their family and community before

beginning professional practice. . . fwhile] the memories of non-Aboriginal

practitioners are distant, rernote, and outside their farnily experience" (p. 33-34).

He concludes that "there is a personal experience base and desire to 'make a

difference' among Aboriginal practitioners that is not evident among non-

Aboriginal practitioners" þ. 33).
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Similarly, Reid (2005) conducted a study with First Nations women

social workers who are child protection workers within their own communities.

Reid asked the women in her study about the impacts of their work on their

health, and what strategies they use to rebalance their holistic health. Reid

(2005) said the women in her research identified that working within their own

communities and extended families are unique experiences for protection

workers, citing the delegating authority negates their values, systems and ways

of knowing. Reid (2005) says further,

It]hey felt that having similar experiences of colonization with the people
that they work with makes them "strong social workers" and also requires a

need for them to be "self-aware" and "healthy" and to "support" one another
so that they do not become "ineffective" in their work þ. 31).

More broadly, however, the voices of child welfare workers with client

experiences are not publicly circulated, or endorsed within the literature as

valued sources of knowledge for social work education, policy and practice.

The literature is noticeably silent about the stories of those who have had this

experience. Where the literature discusses social workers having client

experience, it is mostly through the lens of the dominant story primarily as in

how client experiences can be an imminent threat in practice.

Narda Razack's (2002) talks briefly about client experience as an

imminent threat to practice in a section she calls Psychologícal and Emotional

Dfficultíes, in a chapter she wrote to educate field supervisors to help their

human services students who have been clients with their individual emotional

and psychological problems. Although not referring specifically to child
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welfare practice, Narda Razack, for example, talks about how there are many

students with client experiences in human services. "often the student, as

client, enters the profession hoping to become like their therapist, or they feel

compelled to assist others in similar predicaments" (Razack ,2002:1 i 6). Razack

goes on to say that frequently students do not disclose their status as a former

client, as they "fear being labeled and stigmatized", and it is "primarily when

the student is in difficulty that past history is shared" (p. 116). Although

Razack has seemingly grasped the idea that students who have been clients are

fearful of stigmatization, she does not either identiff or challenge the

mechanisms and social processes that contribute to stigmatizing clients, nor

does she suggest challenging discourses that support constructing stigmatized

identities about social workers who have been clients. Rather, she assumes it to

be commonsensical that the past naturally shapes the future, making it both

likely and also predictable those with client experiences who present with

problems such as "inappropriate behaviors and questionable performance" in

the practicum do so becctuse they have been clients (p. 116). In dominant

western culture, we construct experience as a direct means to knowledge. This

way of conceptualizing experience is prevalent in powerful dominant discourses

about the past shaping human behavior. Weedon (1997) identifies the power of

discourse "comes from its claim to be natural, obvious and therefore true" (p.

t4).

Razack further states that these students' supervisors require special

training to "manage psychological and emotional difficulties as they emerge"
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b. 116). Razack seems to be suggesting that it is the experiencing of

"predicaments", followed by attending therapy thereby having been a client,

which then consequently creates the potential for trouble for students in the

human services. Disturbingly, Razack, who in this instance identifies her work

as critical, anti-racist, and anti-oppressive, situates the student's former

"predicaments" and their client status in an individualized and depoliticized

context and suggests a psychological response, that being for supervisors to

employ Grossmair's (1991) five-stage framework to work through emotional

difficulties. Razack instructs field supervisors to focus specifically on the

effects of social context in ways that they appear on individual students.

Inherent in her instruction, is that to perform the role of the social worker,

students must not enact any of the effects of social context.

Students with client experiences may have emotional and psychological

responses to their former "predicaments" and from having been a "client", and

may in fact benefit from a supportive arneliorating focus to their responses to

these experiences. Razack's individual lens, however, is the antithesis of anti-

oppressive practice. To develop a foundation to practice anti-oppressively,

students and those who supervise them must be encouraged to expand beyond

an individualized and depoliticized focus by critically scrutinizing the role that

social context, not just individual response, has in producing and then

stigmatizing clients.

Although there have been no studies cited in the literature about the

impact of being a child welfare client on social worker's child welfare practice
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or identity, I found two studies related to the influence of social workers'

personal histories of abuse on their decision making as helping professionals. ln

one study, Jackson & Nuttall (1994) surveyed 172 social workers in an attempt

to find out if those workers with histories of abuse would respond differently

fi'om those without an abuse history to sexual abuse. These researchers

provided participants with 16 vignettes of sexual abuse disclosures, and

surveyed their responses based on the variables of age, gender, work setting,

and personal histories of experiencing or witnessing abuse. They concluded

that workers who identified having an abuse history, including witnessing

abuse, were more likely to believe disclosures of abuse than those who did not

identifu having abuse histories or witnessing abuse. V/ithout asking the

participants or citing any other research findings, they went on to speculate that

the reason for this difference is that many professionals who were abused as

children participate in psychotherapy and "resolve" their issues of victimization

subsequently being "less likely to deny or 'block out' the abuse of others" (p.

7).

Although these authors make affirmative interpretations about the

potential value of social workers having been clients, their speculation is

consistent with a psychological explanation, namely that an experience of abuse

has effects that require "resolution" and that "resolution" of victimization will

then reduce potential problems in practice. Similar to Razack (2002), these

authors consider it self-evident that the past shapes the future. At no single

point do the researchers position sexual abuse as a political problem requiring
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our attention, or clearly identify they are drawing conclusions purely from their

own speculation, thereby really not saying anything about why participants

responded in particular ways to the vignettes.

In the second and more recent study, Yoshihama and Mills (2002)

conducted a self-reported suruey of the decisions child protection workers who

have personal abuse histories as either children or adults, make about removing

or keeping the children in homes of mothers assaulted by their intirnate partners.

Although Yoshihama and Mills did not include social workers who did not

identifli a history of abuse in their study, or inquire about the rationale for

particular decisions, based on the responses participants provided about their

decision-making, they concluded the necessity of "expanded training efforts that

recognize the ongoing ìrnpact of victimization on CSWs' professional

functioning" ft).319). I found this recommendation confusing because there was

no information provided by the researchers about how any of the decisions were

wrong. This recommendation suggests, however, that Yoshihama and Mills

believe that once addressed, the impacts of previous victimization on workers

with histories of abuse will no longer interfere in automatically coming to the

right decisions, as their non-abused or resolved counterparts already do. As

with Jackson and Nuttall's (1994) study, these explanations are psychological,

pathologizing, and do not account for the voices of the participants. Also

similar, they adhere to modernist discourses, which have us believe the past

predicts the future, and that we can thereby control for specific outcomes.
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The dominant story that having client experiences presents a risk to

performing the social work role is clearly represented within the social work

iiterature. I suggest that this body of literature functions as instructional

discourse, directing social workers to engage in selÊdisciplining activities such

as therapy to resolve the effects of abuses and other social problems. It

personalizes problems of violence, directing our attention towards the effects of

violence and other social problems on individual persons rather than developing

political strategies to enhance justice and social development. It particularly

maintains gendered inequalities in liberal societies. In child welfare, the

discourse of client experiences representing a risk is primarily applicable to

women and not men, for which I suggest there are at least two readily apparent

explanations. First, there are significantly more women than men ernployed in

child welfare organizations as protection workers. Second, within liberal

societies men have historically been constructed as legal subjects (Smart, lggg),

and are rarely the clients of child welfare as fathers, whereas women have only

recently gained access to legal rights and are constructed and viewed through

the dominant lens of motherhood before child welfare considers them as rights

bearing individuals (I(rane, 2003).

R.esistant Voices in the l-iterature

Despite the dominant story that client experiences represent a risk to

performing the social work role, resistant stories that client experiences increase

the quality of social work services are also evident. These are stories that
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challenge dominant cultural practices and what counts as knowledge. Grant

(2007) challenges dominant ways of knowing in mental health services, citing

that service providers who have consumer knowledge are in ideal positions to

provide leadership for service provision. Although the construct of the

'wounded healer' as a potential risk is present in literature related to social

work, the construct of the 'wounded healer' predates recent circulation and is

discussed favourably in ways of thinking outside of the dominant paradigm of

scientific knowledge. Frank (1995) describes the positive aspects of having

experiences of physical illness for assisting others who are ill, identifying the

figure of the wounded storyteller, who is not separate from the wounded healer,

as ancient and found in Greek mythology and biblical teachings. Nouwen

(1972) identifies the wounded healer as present in Judeo-Christian lessons,

describing the wounds of alienation, separation, isolation and loneliness as

pertinent teachers of the healing powers of hospitality and community through

fostering of hope in Christian ministry. Halifax (1982) also discuses the

wounded healer, saying that shamanic knowledge is offered through the

experience of wounding that separates persons from ordinary life.

In child welfare, Indigenous populations identif,i the source of healing

required for their communities is practice relevant to their own belief systems,

generating a high demand for Indigenous social workers to assume

responsibility for culturally relevant child welfare selices. Sinclair et al (2004)

say larger numbers of Aboriginal professionals are required in child welfare

services. They also identifiz "[p]owerful concepts such as holism, balance,
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connections, and spiritual unity from Aboriginal tradition could have profound

impact on the child welfare system of the dominant non-Aboriginal society"

(Sinclair et aI,2004:244). Consistent with this belief, Absolon (1993) discusses

her understanding of the 'carrier role' through lessons taught by Alaskan Native

peoples who help us understand that those who are helped to move physically,

mentally, spiritually and emotionally from one place to another may in turn

become a helper to another. Absolon (1993) fuither identifies that the helper is

not an expert, but a facilitator, citing all persons have gifts to offer.

In mental health, Grant (2007), who identifies herself as a recipient and

provider of mental health services, says while she learned some important

values through her social work graduate education, she also describes

limitations. She identifies that it ignored both the contexts of social work

practice and the use of personal experiences as a service user. She tells of

receiving implicit and explicit messages to subjugate any knowledge that she

had attained through her own experiences with the mental health system in

favour of professional knowledge. "This teaching did not correspond well with

my sense that my knowledge frorn these experiences was just as valid as my

knowledge from published texts" (Grant, 2007:53-54). Grant explains that

having an 'insider perspective' increases one's ability to understand the nuanced

reproduction of power relations to challenge oppressive structures. In her

narrative of a practice example, she cites the necessity of practitioner reflexivity

to account for matters of social location to mitigate reproducing relations of

power with service users. Grant (2001) also cites literature which documents
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that having experienced mental health services increases empathy and trust in

the social work relationships with other psychiatric survivors. Stromwell (2002)

similarly identifies that those who have experienced mental health services have

increased empathy for clients who are struggling with mental health issues, the

benefits of which far outweigh any potential threat presented from having had

psychi atric syrnptoms.

Frank (1995) ties together the constructs of the wounded healer and

'wounded storyteller', identifiiing they are the same figure because stories have

the capacity to heai, presenting people who are ill, who, through their stories,

have the potential to assist others who suffer. He cites the transformative

potential of illness stories that shift fate into experience. "As wounded, people

may be cared for, but as storytellers they care for others" (Frank, 1995:xii). He

goes on to explain the how the concept of the wounded healer is identified as an

ideal for medical professionals who allow their injuries to strengthen empathic

bonds with those who suffer.

Halifax (1982) discusses shamanic constructions of the wounded healer.

She explains that shamans have been part of every culture since the earliest

recorded civilizations, identiSzing how shamanism has adapted itself within all

cultures. Halifax says the current role of the shaman takes various forms,

including artist, judge, sacred politician and healer. She explains that shamanic

knowledge develops from being separate from ordinary life, either voluntarily,

ritually, or through involuntary wounding such as illness which dissolves

habitual ways of seeing and behaving. "Horrific adversaries become tutors as
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the shaman learns. . . .the battlefields that he or she will enter on behalf of

others in the future . . . . from this can come the opening of compassion and the

awakening of empathy in the healer" (p.10). Halifax (1982) describes how the

wounded healer transforms herself and the world, identifying that

transformation occurs through turning inward to a profound process of
spiritual furmoil, returning to the world of human affairs with a focus on the
social rather than the personal - "he or she is concerned with the community
and its wellbeing" þ.7). "As the shaman is reborn, so is the society reborn,
for the shaman manifests an image of a harmonious cosmos: the cosmic
design is an ordered universe . . . balanced in a world renewed þ.8).

clearly, other forms of knowledge exist outside of the ideologically

dominant infiltrations into social work that use science in attempts to legitimate

claims of the wounded healer representing a risk to the performance of the

social work role. Within other forms of knowledge, the wounded healer is a

highly valuable and desirable state by which to cultivate practices of ethical and

socially just transformation. In the next chapter, I discuss in further detail the

role of knowledge in social work, specifically to understand the relationship

between knowledge and the maintenance of social inequalities. Through

considerations of the political implications of knowledge, I discuss the

methodology I have chosen for this research.
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Chapten Three

Introduction

In this chapter, I describe the methodological theories that I apply in my

research and explain the methods I employed for collecting and managing data.

I also describe how I analyzed the data. At the end of the chapter, i discuss

ethical considerations and, how I have evaluated my research.

Methodology

(T)he complex ways in which relations of domination are sustained, lived, and
resisted call for more careful examination of what we know as well as how we

work for a more just world across our various ways of knowing (Razack 1999236).

My social justice aims for this research led me in search of a

methodology by which I might achieve them. As recommended by Razack

(1999), I entered into a careful examination and questioning of social work

knowledge and the means by which it is produced. I understand from my social

work practice that ways of working have varying consequences and political

implications, and have come to understand that ways of doing research hold

similar implications. Although knowledge production in social work has

traditionally utilized positivist scientific methods that lay claim to producing

truth through objective and unbiased methods, I deliberately avoided positivism

in my project because I required a methodology that would account for and

challenge relations of domination and subordination, something which is also

irnportant to me in practice. In reviewing applicable qualitative methodologies,
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I recognized that a critical narrative methodology informed by feminist

poststructuralist theory fit most comfortably with the political commitments I

bring to my practice, and which i thought best suited my inquiry.

In the following section, I outline the Enlightenment philosophical

assumptions that underpin positivist scientific research methodologies, and

theories that challenge these assumptions. I note these theoretical criticisms as

they provide the basis through which I have considered the ontological and

epistemological foundations of producing knowledge and arrived at my decision

to use a critical narrative methodology.

I also discuss narrative research in its history and utility for social work

research, and its applications for social change in my research. I further identify

the specific ways I incorporate critical theories and feminist post-structural

concepts of language, discourse, power, and subjectivity to strengthen the social

justice potential of my narrative approach.

Makins Knowledge for Social Work

Neuman & Kreuger (2003) identifiy the scientific method as being

revolutionary in 'modern times', and dominantly constructed as a superior way

to gain knowledge than through rnagic, religion, astrological means, traditions

and personal experiences. In social work, knowledge production has until

recently followed the scientific method, dominated by positivist scientific

research methods. De-colonizing and feminist theorists say scientific research

has produced and supported oppression in the lives of marginalizedpopulations.
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For example, Tuhiwai smith (2001) sees the relationship between Indigenous

peoples and the Western scientific method of knowledge production as deeply

rooted in imperialist and colonial practices, which provide the foundation for

ideologically based policies that have intruded into every aspect of indigenous

people's lives. Tuhiwai Smith identifies policies legitimized by scientific

research that have in part allowed deplorable social conditions for Indigenous

peoples to continue, namely extreme poverty, chronic ill health, and poor

educational opporfunities. Brown and Strega (2005) identify that traditional

social science research "has silenced and distorted the experiences ofthose on

the margins, taking a deficit-informed approach to explaining their lives and

experiences" þ. 11).

Feminists, many who have informed their theorizations with the work

of Foucault, have deconstructed the ontological and epistemological

assumptions of scientific methods. Underpinning positivism are liberal

Enlightenment philosophies. The central assumption of positivism is that

knowledge obtained through objective, rational and deductive scientific

principles is able to uncover a singular truth, from which it is possible to

generulize and predict outcomes. Foucault (1980) says privileging certain truths

relegate other knowledges, which he calls subjugated or local knowledge,

outside the domain of legitimacy. Foucault further describes a recursive

relationship that exists between how we establish knowledge and that of power,

"\¡/e are subjugated to the production of truth through power and we cannot

exercise power except through the production of truth" (p. 93). In his study of
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how relations of power operate through discourses produced by the truth claims

of positivist research, Foucault (1980) identifies "there can be no possible

exercise of power without a certain economy of discourses of truth (p. 93)".

A further feminist critique of liberal thought contained in

Enlightenment epistemology is that it constructs dualisms of subject and object.

Feminists critique these dualisms for their hierarchical privileging of the

dichotomies they create. For example, Hartsock (1990) suggests that "the

subject who is the speaker in Enlightenment philosophy. . .was constructed at

the expense of the devalued Other. . . where the creation of the Other. . . was

the necessary precondition for the creation ofthe transcendental rational subject

outside of time and space" (p. 160). This rational subject also believes that he

exists outside of power relations (Hartsock, 1990:163).

The introduction of postmodernism into the social sciences challenges

the subject/object dichotomy in Enlightenment thought. Both Hekman (i990,

I99I) and Hartsock (1990), however, have cautioned the use of post-modernism

to address oppression. "Postmodernism represents a dangerous approach for

any margin alized group to adopt" (Hartsock, 1990: 160). She explains that

despite the commitment of some postmodern theorists to promoting social

justice, the implerrentation of these ideas unravels as postmodernism fails to

address precisely "what systematic changes would be required to create a more

just society" (p. 159). As suggested by Gorman (1993) I have combined

postmodern feminist critiques of enlightenment with the politics of critical and
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feminist post-sh-uctural theory to increase the social justice potential of my

research (cited in Brotman & Pollack, 1997).

In child welfare, however, over the past twenty years there have been

substantive increases in the use of guidelines, checklists, procedures and risk

assessment instruments developed from empirical scientific research (Munro,

2002). clients are then not persons, but objects of managerial controls, while

restrictions on social workers diminish practice informed from other knowledge

sources, including knowledge through voices of child welfare clients and

workers. It is these types of ethical and epistemological concerns of

representation and voice that have increased qualitative researchers' interest in

personal naratives to articulate individual and collective experiences (Errante,

2004). "This articulation of identity - of voice - has thus become understood as

a locus of human dignity, much as reason was for the Enlightenment; we can

now define a person as one who narrates" (Errante,2004:411). It is with

concern for social justice, and in consideration of personhood and human

dignity that I have turned to a critical narative rnethodology for my research.

Critical Narrative Research

There are numerous types of narratives, ranging from "grand

metanarratives", which comprise dominant thinking at particular historical

periods, to stories of personal experiences (Fook, 2002133). Reissman (1993)

indicates that telling stories about past events is universal among humans. The

impetus for story is powerful and the purposes and ways of telling are
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numerous. We experience story through a variety of means, including, among

others, verbal and written poetry, fiction, pictures, movies, music, journalism

and art. Entertainment, comfort, transmission of personal, family and cultural

values and belief systems are all illustrations of the utility of story. Entertainers

engage and amuse us with tales of love, tragedy, inspiration, hope and humor.

we use stories and rhy'mes to hush our children to sleep at night, and to teach

them life skills and moral lessons. Baskin (2005) says that for Indigenous

people knowledge circulates within oral cultures through storytelling, where

each is both a teller and a listener, together making the voices of Aboriginal

people. she says storytelling is the primary tool for teaching culture, values,

and spirituality that existed as a methodology long before narrative research

became an acceptable form of mainstream research.

Walmsley (2004) suggests social work's primary interest in narrative has

been to collect and analyze client narratives to develop effective therapy

intervention, however, professional narratives found within oral histories, public

inquiry reports, supervisory dialogues, and family and community memories are

knowledge that informs decision making in child welfare policy and practice.

In his research findings, Walmsley (2004) identifies that "acts of story-telling

inform and guide practice . . . the action taken may be profound but different

depending on how the story is heard and the social location of the listener" þ.

1 8).

Riessman and Quinney (2005) identify the concept of narrative in social

work as present since approximately 1990, further safng that despite there
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being few examples of narrative inquiry compared to other practice professions,

it is a useful methodoiogy for producing knowledge for social work practice.

Narrative inquiry, however, does not include all talk and text. "other forms of

discourse besides narrative include chronicles, reports, arguments and question

and answer exchanges" (Riessman, 7993, cited in Riessman & euinney, 2005).

It is sequence and consequence, meaning the choosing and organizing of events

and appraisal of meaningfulness for a particular audience that distinguishes

narrative from these other forms of discourse (Riessman & euinney, 2005). As

we tell our own stories, we share the fabric of our lives and the meanings we

make of our experiences. We recapitulate and reinterpret our lives through

story telling (Riessman, 1993). More specifically, individuals create identities

and construct lives through the telling of past events and actions, making

nar¡ative analysis well suited to studies of subjectivity and identity. Riessman

(i993) further suggests that human agency and imagination determine how we

tell our stories, and convey their meanings.

Fraser (2004) speaks to potential risks connected to social workers using

a narrative research approach. She discusses Laird's (1994) questioning of how

it came to be that the story metaphor has become so popular. Laird (1994), as

discussed in Fraser (2004), indicates that the narrative approach arose in a time

of economic restraint during an erosion of social progratns, and the distribution

of wealth supporting those with existing wealth. The concern identified by

Laird is that the 'story metaphor' is potentially "escapist" (p.182). Fraser

(2004), however, suggests the narrative researcher include social, cultural and
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political contexts in the research, without refuting individual agency,

recommending an inclusion of "the politics of narratives and the extent to which

they support or contest social structures and practices" (p. 182).

Critical theory strengthens a narrative approach because it is concerned

with creating change in factors that underlie and maintain oppression in lived

experiences, rather than attempting to change individuals. Critical theory is

specifically concerned with issues of power and justice, and the interaction of

ideoiogies, discourses, social institutions, cultural dynamics, economic factors

and social location in constructing the hegemonic social structure (Kincheloe &

Mclaren, 2003). This interaction creates marginalization and oppression for

particular goups and individuals (Kincheloe & Mclaren, 2003; Merriam,

2002), where power is not just possessed, but rather is a "social phenomenon"

that is "assembled and coordinated" (Perlmutter, 2005 cited in Hick, 2005:3).

Gramsci (1971) talks about how oppressive power produces inequality and

suffering through hegemonic constructions that produce our consent to view

unequal social relations as natural and inevitable though cultural institutions

such as the media, schools, family and churches (cited in Kincheloe &

Mclaren, 2003). Althusser (1971) identified these institutions as 'ideological

state apparatuses'.

Kincheloe and Mclaren (2003) further describe the process of consent

to the status quo, although consent is never given in entirety, through

ideological hegemony, involving cultural forms, meanings, rituals and

representations, moving past simplistic notions of domination such as
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manipulating passive victims through, for exarnple, propaganda. Lemke (1995,

1998) suggests that researchers working with a consciousness of hegemonic

ideology believe that it is ideological practices and discourses that construct our

vision of reality (cited in Kincheloe & Mclaren, 2003).

The dominant hegemony maintaìns inequalities through stories produced

and constrained by ideological practices and discourse. Stories, including

subjectivity (as well as identity), cannot exist outside discourse (Swan, 1998;

Weedon, 1997). I use concepts from both subjectivity and identity to

understand how the participants construct themselves in their stories. Peter

(2005) notes those involved with post-structural scholarship use subjectivity and

not identity, pointing to the feminist post-structural work of Ristock (2002) and

Weedon (1997) as illustrations. Peter suggests, however, these constructs of

subjectivity and identity should not be separate as identity includes all the

subject positions of subjectivity (p.13). She cites the work of Judith Butler

(1996) to support the interrelation of subjectivity and identity where Butler says

through analyzing identity it is possible to access a representation of a number

of prospective and actual subject positions, which she callsperþrmative

subjectivities (p.13). The performance of subjectivity allows the study of a

partially visible identity to determine the constraints of dominant discourses

(Morrissey,2003, cited in Peter, 2006:13). I further suggest that the study of

performing subjectivities can demonstrate resistance to dominant discourses,

and demonstrate how non-dominant discourses are parl of identity construction.
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Stories are not individually scripted, but rather they are the consequence

of societal discourses constructed within specific ideological contexts, which

become the themes of our individual nar¡atives. In critical narrative research, in

addition to participants' personal stories being data to be analyzed that will

reveal identities and constructions, these analysis will demonstrate interwoven

connections of the personal with social, cultural and political aspects of their

lives. The analyses produced in narrative research become yet another form of

storytelling (Fraser, 2004) which links the personal to the political. This is

where storytelling becomes a platform for social justice. The function of

storytelling as a basis of social change, as argued by Razack (1999) is the

"opposition to established knowledge, Foucault's suppressed knowledge, to the

experience of the world that is not admitted into dominant paradigms" (p. 36).

F eminist Fost-Structuralism

Feminist post-structural theorist Weedon (1997) identifies that

poststructuralist theories have within them a wide a range of theoretical

positions, including those developed by Derrida (deconstruction), Lacan

þsychoanalysis), Kristeva (radical feminist analysis of meanings of gender and

language), Althusser (Marxist analysis) and Foucault (discourse, power and

knowledge). Weedon goes on to say these positions vary in their practice and

political implications, not all being independently suitable to feminism, so she

weaves together many ideas from post-structural theorists in her attempts to

meet feminist needs.
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A theory is useful if it is able to address the questions of how social power is
exercised and hou' social relations of gender, class and race might be
transformed . . . (which) implies a concern with history, absent from many
post-structural perspectives but central to the work of Michel Foucault
(Weedon, 1997:20).

Feminist theory is essential to conceptualizinghow the constructs of

gender, race, and class apply in child welfare polices and practices, and in

dominant and subjugated stories about child welfare social workers and clients.

i believe that feminist post-structuralism that draws on Foucault's ideas about

discourse, discipline, knowledge and power, subjectivity and resistance is

particularly useful to understand ourselves and how we come to know what we

think as being true, how these supposed truths support relations of dominance in

language and how they might be resisted. Foucault is one theorist who, through

his extensive focus on the history of systems of thought, challenged modernist

beließ of tmth that have been dominant since the Enlightenment. Hekman

(1990,1996) identifies postmodern criticisms of science as consistent with

Foucault's challenge of truth, which include epistemological concerns, the

relationship between knowledge and power, and subjectivity. Feminist post-

structuralism has brought a gender analysis to the postmodern critique of the

Enlightenment's belief in an absolute truth that can be discovered scientifically,

and to the notion of a rational liberal-humanist self (Hekrnan, 1990, 1996).

Feminist post-structuralism is concerned with deconstructing oppressive

knowledge and power structures, more specifically patriarchal power relations,

where "knowledge and power work systematically to marginalize women,

defining us as 'other' to the patriarchal order of meaning" (weedon, r99j:r7r-
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72). Feminist post-structuralism contests these gender relations through

understanding social and cultural practices enacted through language. It is in

language where our subjectivity (our sense of ourselves) is constructed.

wilkinson and Kitzinger (1995) also identify language as a site of feminist

resistance because it is in language where our identities and subjectivities are

constructed.

In poststructuralist theory, language does not reflect reality but rather

constructs reality. Language produces meaning through relation to other

meanings in language, which change depending on the context. weedon (1997)

explains how Derrida's concept of dffirence, which he builds on structural

theorist Saussure's logocentrism, informs this feminist poststructuralist idea of

language constructing and not reflecting meaning. In Saussure's structural

theory he says chains of 'signs' (sounds or written images) gain meaning from

each other, have no meaning apart from other signs, and this meaning is singular

and fixed and reflected in language (cited in weedon,1997). Derrida's concept

of dffirence replaces Saussure's chains of signs. For Derrida, language creates

meaning that change depending on the discursive context in which it is located

(cited in Weedon, 1997).

Gill (1995) identifies feminists as always having been concerned with

the relationship between language and power relations. Post-structural ideas of

language and its affiliation with discourse are consistent with feminist concems.

Hekman (1990) notes two ideas rooted in Foucault's discussions of discourse

that are pertinent to feminism. First, discourse produces both objects and
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subjects, inextricably linkìng discourse and women's oppression. Rejecting the

modernist subject/object Cartesian dichotomy is of particular significance for

redefining of women outside of dualistic constructions where males are rational

'knowing subjects' and females are irrational and incapable of producing

knowledge. The second idea discussed by Hekman (1990) is Foucault's

concepfualization of the recursive relationship between power and knowledge,

and how power moves through discourse as disciplinary knowledge to construct

subjectivity. Foucault defines power as a relation, not an entity that is located in

someone or somewhere. He believed that power is both productive and

constraining, and that where there is power there is resistance (Mills, 2003;

weedon, 1999). Foucault believes that knowledge and power are inseparable,

situated in discourse as the means to enact dominant relations of power. "fN]ot

only does a discourse permit certain statements to be regarded as truth but the

rules which govern a discourse also determine who may speak, what

conventions they need to use and with what authority they may speak" (Usher,

7997 cited in Strega, 2005:219).

Mills (2003) indicates that discourse, like language, is not a reflection of

reality, just as it is not an equivalent of language. Discourse, although having

multiple and sometimes contradictory definitions, is primarily a system which

defines the way we perceive reality. Mills goes on to say Foucauit sometimes

used discourse to refer to all utterances and verbal or written statements that

have meaning and effect, and sometimes where they form groupings, such as

with the discourses of "femininity'' or "racism" (p. 53). Additionally, Foucault
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identified the unwritten rules and structures that produce specific utterances and

statements as discourse, where it is the rules that are of most interest. of

particular significance to my research interests is how power relations through a

"complex set of practices" keep some discourses in circulation in child welfare,

while others are kept out (Foucault, 1981 cited in Mills, 2003:54). what are

these practices and whose interests do they serve? How do the research

participants comply and resist discourses that are in circulation and those that

are not in their practice and identity constructions as child protection workers?

Positioning Client Experiences as Knowledge for Child Welfare Practice

it was during my undergraduate education that I first considered that my

experiential knowing as a client could be valuable to me as a social worker. I

attended an inner-city social work program, at the time called winnipeg

Education centre, an off campus program offered through the University of

Manitoba. To qualify for this prograln, students were required to meet a

number of entrance requirements. one of these requirements was to be

representative of a marginalized social group with life experiences reflective of

the inner-city population. I met this particular requirement because, although

white, I was a single mother on welfare with only a grade seven education,

residing with my three young children in government owned housing. I had

been a permanent ward of child welfare as a child, and had been a client of child

welfare as a mother. As a student, I prepared to practice social work in an

environment that reflected to me that my inner-city life experiences were
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knowledge for practice. I have an identity as a social worker who is from

Winnipeg Education Centre, which conveys to me that I have a responsibility to

use these experiences and education to work for social change.

In Narayan's (1988) discussions of oppression, she has coined a

particular form of knowing as 'insider knowledge', not to suggest that those

who experience oppression have more accurate or better knowledge, but that

they have 'epistemic privilege'. Drawing from the feminist theorizing of

sandra Harding, Nancy Hartsock, and Alison lagga4 Narayan (1988) identifies

members of oppressed groups having epistemic privilege, which she defines as

having "immediate knowledge of everyday life under oppression . . . the

detailed and concrete ways in which oppression defines the spaces in which

they live and how it effects their lives" (p.36). Narayan also speaks specifically

about the emotional component of epistemic privilege, citing that insider's

knowledge of oppression "is enriched by the emotional reactions/responses that

the lived experiences of oppression confers" (p.39).

In line with sandra Harding's (1988) theorizing of women's experience,

I believe that the stories clients tell about their experiences with child welfare

are a valuable source of knowledge to inform social work practice in child

welfare. Like Harding (1988), I contend that we must build knowledge frorn

women's epistemologically privileged position of being parl of an oppressed

societal group. As argued by postmodern feminist theorists (weedon, r9g7),r

also believe that experience does not directly produce objective truth, and

accounting for differences in race, class, gender and other social locators is
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essential when generating knowledge. weedon (1997) says that while it is

possible in postmodernism to use categories of social location in cultural and

social analysis, their meanings must be "plural, historically and socially

specific" (p. 178).

weedon (1997) says that the grand nanative of liberal-humanism

constructs experience as providing us with access to truth, giving us our ideas

about who we are in the world, which we then reflect through language.

Feminist post-structural theory, however, contends that language constitutes

experience rather than experience directly producing meanings that allows us to

make knowledge claims. As identified by Gavey (1989), "this does not mean

that experience does not exist or that it is not important, but rather that the ways

in which we understand and express it are never independent of language,' (p.

461). It follows that participants develop and tell their stories through selecting

and arranging the discourses that are available to them within their social

locations. Their experiences, although very real and significant, do not provide

a direct route to truth, but rather an understanding of how they make meanings

from experiences. This feminist post-structural way of positioning experience

challenges patnarchal discourse and power through its opposition to hegemonic

discourses of experience and truth (Gavey,I9B7; Weedon, I9B7).

The parlicipants in my research project, including myself, are part of an

oppressed group because we are all women. At the same time, intersecting

social locators ofour race, class, ability and sexual orientations also inform our

experiences. In Bloom (2002), she identifies subject positions such as
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"ethnicity, religion, class, gender, sexual orientation" (p. 306) as socio-cultural

categories that as individuals, we can choose to accept, subvert or resist. Bloom

says fuither that these are "socially constructed unstable categories; however

they profoundly influence our subjectivity because of the importance of

language and social interactions in the production of subjectivity,, ft). 306).

While I believe it is important and useful to think about our subject positions as

constructed, and I would say also regulated through discourse, rather than fixed

categories of essentialist identities to account for diversity, I do not agree with

Bloom that we can just entirely choose to accept, subvert or resist our subject

positions. Intersecting social locators further influence experiences through

which subjectivities are available within the specific social and physical spaces

in which we have been contained and to those we have and can access.

In our subject positions, we are not just discursively regulated, but also

spatíally located. Foucault's concept of 'dividing practices', both social and

spatial, provides a frame to understand how client experiences and identity are

tied to social processes and to place. Razack (2002) similarly ties identity to

place. Razack (2002) argues that to uncover social hierarchies we must

"historicize" (p. 128), meaning to ask how our social identities are historically

positioned which entails a process of questioning the relationships between

identity and space. Razack goes on to identify spatial practices such as the

Indian Act, laws, and zoning, rnark off racialized spaces conceptually and

materially. Razack explains further, for example "the inner city is racialized

space, the zone in which all that is not respectable is containe d" (p. lz9).
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Methods

Introduction

In this section, I outline the methods I used in my research. I discuss how I

recruited volunteers and the criteria to participate in the research, processes of

informed consent and how I collected and stored data. I also provide brief

descriptions of the research participants and the interviews.

Recruitment and Informed Consent

I recruited participants for this research by advertising on the social

work student list serves at both the University of Manitoba and the University of

victoria, and through word of mouth. These advertisements provided

information about the actual research project, including the topic, methodology,

method of collectingdafa, who should apply and how. I assured potential

interviewees in the advertisements that all inquiries would be confidential, that

participation was voluntary, and that they could withdraw from the research

process at any point without penalty (see Appendix B - 'Call for Participants').

Potential participants were encouraged to contact rne by phone or email to

establish a time to talk on the phone to review the criteria and process for

participation, and so I could answer any questions they may have.

During this initial phone call, we discussed the requirements for

participation to ensure they met the criteria. The criteria I established identified

that they must be female, hold a university social work degree, and either

currently or previously work as a social worker in a mandated child welfare
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otganization. They must have received voluntary or involuntary mandated child

welfare intervention where they were assigned a child welfare social worker.

This intervention could have been when they were children, mothers or both.

Intervention could have started and ended before or after participants worked as

child welfare workers. Participants must have practiced as a mandated child

welfare worker for at least three months after having received any child welfare

intervention as a client. Additionally, there must have been a period of at least

three months in which any child abuse investigations that they were part of as a

client were concluded. I specifically requested female participants because

child protection workers are primarily female, as are the majority of adult child

welfare clients. My decision to establish the specific timeframes involved were

to allow a minimum period of time where participants have carried this

experience of having both practiced and received intervention, thereby

potentially generating fuither depth in the research.

I briefly explained my research methodology with each potential

research participant. I told them that participation would involve one in-depth

unstructured personal interview that I would audiotape and perhaps take notes,

in a place we mutually agreed, where their confidentiality could be maintained.

Further, I would transcribe tapes by myself or hire a professional transcriber.

Additionally, I would send them each a copy of their transcript to review for

accuracy and to determine if they wanted to add or clarify anything in the

transcript. I explained that I would analyze the transcripts and discuss my

findings in my thesis as part of my research project. I said that I could not
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promise that someone would not recognize them in my research, but I would

change or omit potentially identifying information to increase their anonSrmity.

I said that I may additionally make contact with them for their review of my

preliminary research findings, and if they requested I would send them a

summary of the completed research, which I would mail to them by registered

mail. I explained that this continued participation was optional.

I also told each caller that at the point of the actual interview, I would

ask them to sign a consent form (see Appendix c - 'Informed consent,) that

provided a written explanation of the research project and the interview, limits

of confidentiality, storage and disposal of data, and made it clear that they could

cancel their participation at any point without penalty. Along with a copy of the

informed consent, I specifically informed participants that I would provide a list

of counseling supports as required by the University ethics approval process,

should they be interested in accessing counseling resources (see Appendix D-

'Resource List'). Additionally, I would provide them with my phone number

and email address in case they wished to have further discussions or needed to

inquire further about accessing emotional supports. I remain uneasy with this

required aspect of the ethics process, and question the ethics of constructing the

research participants as somehow in potential need of this list. For those callers

that met the criteria and said they wanted to participate we agreed to be in

contact again to schedule actual interview times.
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Collecting and Managing the Data

Data collection consisted of interviews that I audiotaped, my

handwritten recordings of notes that I made during and after each of the

interviews, and any input that participants provided to me after reviewing their

transcripts. Notes involved anything that particularly stood out for me, and my

thoughts and feelings. I assigned interviews and my notes corresponding

numbers to keep track for later analysis. shank (2002) recommends that

researchers make written notes after interviews to increase their accuracy of

understanding, because the transcribed tape does not allow the researcher to

recreate the interview in memory.

I explained in the 'Informed Consent' form and directly to participants

how I would handle their consent forms and tapes through the research project,

saying that at the conclusion of my research I would destroy all tapes and

consent forms. I have stored the consent forms in a locked cabinet, and all tapes

and text in a separate locked file cabinet in my home office to which only I have

the keys. The tapes and text do not contain any identi$zing features that could

link the participants to the material. In addition to me, only a professional

transcriber had access to the tapes. I omitted participants' names, ages, and

specific locations of workplaces in the research to increase their anonymity,

although, as previously discussed, I told thern I could not completely assure that

they would be unrecognizable if persons were aware of their stories.
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The Interviews

In narrative research, Anderson and Jack (1991) say the interview is a

valuable method for both the narrator and the researcher. The narrator can tell

her story in her own way and the researcher, through the taped interview, is able

to return to the data as needed to deepen the analysis. Fraser (2004) suggests

interviews be conducted in a conversational style, engaging with participants

informally, thus allowing for stories and statements that do not necessarily seem

immediately relevant. She further suggests that participants transform their

personal experiences into stories through questions such as "how did it begin',

or "what happened next" (p. 185). During my preparations for the interviews, I

listed these sorts of prompts and questions to engage participants in telling their

stories. Although I have had significant practice interviewing people in my role

as a social worker, I had never conducted a formal research interview. Prior to

the first interview, I arranged to interview someone who met all of the criteria

for the research, but who would not be a research participant. I was able to

practice listening, strictly to facilitate storytelling and my understanding,

without also having to engage in the practices of a social worker. I also

familiarized myself with using the tape recorder.

The interviews ranged from one and one-half to almost four hours in

duration. I started interviews by reminding each of the participants that I was

interested in hearing how they believe their experiences as a child welfare client

have influenced their practice and identities as child welfare workers. I

encouraged them to start wherever they wanted, and to tell rne what they
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thought it was important for me to know. I took great care in my research ethics

application to present a strong argument grounded in my methodology to gain

approval to conduct unstructured interviews. I contend that unstructured

narrative interviews were best suited to my research, because I was interested in

subjugated knowledge, and participants told stories that I likely would not have

heard if I had a list of questions. I did have some difficulties, for example, even

though I had prepared myself to listen and ask questions to encourage telling, I

sometimes asked questions that seemed to shut down rather than facilitate

further depth in stories. Similarly, I noticed when I did not ask questions, where

doing so might have facilitated depth. Perhaps I may also have done these

things, even if I had used greater structure in the interviews. As with my social

work practice, attunement and timing are about when and how I ask questions.

Berger, Glucj and Patai (1991) say in narrative research asking the right

questions is not the focus but rather the focus is attending to the "narrator's selÊ

evaluative comments, meta-statements, and the overall logic of the narrative"

(cited in Fraser, 2004:185).

In hindsight, despite all my attention to talking about the irnpact the

researcher has on the research process in my research proposal, I believe that

the notions of positivism were influencing me in that I should try to construct an

environment, through unstructured interviews, where I would have as little

impact on the research participants as possible. During interviews, I did also

notice a few times when my responses and questions to the participants might

have influenced the direction of their stories, perhaps contributing to shaping
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their stories, something I had thought i wanted to move away from through

using unstructured interviews. This just does not seem possible. I believe that

it is inevitable that the researcher always shapes the research process, as does

the participant. I have continued to be curious about how and why certain

stories entered into the interview space, while other stories were denied access.

In addition to responses and questions, other factors, including where interviews

occur, if participants and the researcher know each other, the social locations of

the researcher and participant, all influence the interview.

Participants and Process

Five women from Manitoba and British Columbia who met the criteria

participated in this research. They all had university degrees in social work, and

experience as social workers in mandated child protection organizations,

ranging from two to over ten years of practice at the time of the interviews. All

participants identified they had been clients of child welfare either as children,

mothers or both.

In my written discussions, I identify all of the participants by

pseudonlnns and I changed potentially identifying details of the participants'

stories to increase their confidentiality and anonymity. Two participants, Caron

and Pat, identified having had client experiences only as adults, Caron before

becoming a protection worker, and Pat after a number of years of protection

practice. Two other participants, Serena and Mandy, identified having client
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experiences as both children and mothers, and one particip ant,Eliza, identified

having client experiences only as a child.

Three of the participants and I knew each other before the interviews,

and two participants I had not previously met. I knew Pat and Eliza through our

work as social workers, and knew they had been clients of child welfare. Caron

and I knew each other through mutual friends, and we had been at a number of

the same social events. I had not known prior to her volunteering to participate

in my research that she had been a client of child welfare.

Arranging interviews was challenging because I was living in Victoria,

British Columbia and none of my participants lived in Victoria. The spaces in

which we would have the interviews came to the forefront, and many thoughts

about these spaces returned to my thoughts later during my analysis. I had to

travel away to all but one interview. Serena was makin g atnp to Victoria, but

we could not have the first scheduled interview because of an illness in her

family. we successfully rescheduled another in-person interview at the

University of Victoria. We did not know each other prior to the interview. I

traveled to interview caron, whom I had known before, in her home. ü/hile we

were aranging the details of the interview, she invited me and I accepted to

have dinner with her and her partner, and to stay over the night in their home so

I could travel back home in the morning. Participants in the same geographical

location had volunteered to participate and I attempted to arrange a trip to

interview them all, but only one woman was able to participate while I was

there. I interviewed Pat in-person at the home of my friends who were away,
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where I was staying (her choice). one other woman became ill while I was

there, and the other was out of the country. I later interviewed both these

women, Eliza and Mandy, over the speakerphone because at that time it was not

possible for me to make another trip away from home.

I personally found the telephone interviews difficult. Even though I pre-

tested the tape recorder, I was concemed about it not picking up our voices and

I placed it too close to the phone, which interfered with the transmission.

Consequently, I could not hear some of the tape for transcribing. I was able to

recall some of the lost data and I also forwarded the transcript to Eliza for

accuracy, but she did not suggest corrections or additions. I believe our

previously established knowledge of each other facilitated our ability to engage

in the interview over the telephone. The other participant, Mandy, identified

having heard of me as a social worker, but we had never met and I did not know

of her. It was not Mandy's or my first choice to do the interview over the

telephone. 'We 
discussed the difficulty of not being in the same room together,

specifically how it was hard for her talk to a voice on the other end of the

phone, but she also identified really wanting to participate so we proceeded.

Similarly impacted was my own ability to attend to listening during the

interview. once again, I was concerned about the tape recorder, and I was

conscious of trying to facilitate a climate that would build some foundation for

Mandy to tell her stories. I was also aware of how I was trying to know more

about her social locators, which I will discuss further in my analysis.
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Data Analysis Methods

Introduction

in this section, I outline the specific steps I took to analyze the data. I

describe the significance of emotions to analysis, transcription of the data, how I

identified stories and discourses in the data, and the processes involved in

writing the analysis.

Emotions in the Interview and Analvsis

Fraser (2004) calls for the attention to the emotions of participants and

researchers during and after interviews, suggesting that this is the first phase of

analysis. To increase accuracy of understanding, researchers must listen beyond

dominant meanings to hear rnuted thoughts and feelings, and to understand the

relationship between these meanings and muted internal experiences. Carolyn

Heilbrun (i988) recomlnends that to understand meaning, researchers, in

addition to talking about their activities, must allow women to talk about their

feelings (cited in Anderson & Jack, 1991). Researchers must listen to ,,the

choices, the pain and the stories that lie beyond the constraints of acceptable

discussion" (Anderson & Jack, 1991:r1). I wrote in my journal after interviews,

noting participants' emotional expressions to increase the likelihood of being

able to include the participant's non-verbal language such as gestures, facial

expressions and so forth in the analysis. I also wrote extensively about my own

emotional responses to each interview.
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Transcription

Fraser (2004) recommends the researcher transcribe the interviews,

saying this has a number of benefits, with the main benefit being "how close

you are able to come to the stories" (p.187). She says doing one's own

transcription allows one to make decisions about how to represent the utterances

as a significant part of analyzing the data, as "transcribing is as much a form of

interpretation and analysis as it is a technical activity" fu.188).

Initially I thought I would transcribe the interviews myself, but after I

transcribed approximately sixty pages of a transcript that was a hundred pages

in length, I hired a professional to complete the transcriptions, which she did

very efficiently. As previously discussed, I forwarded each participant a copy

of the transcript of their interview to review for accuracy, and to determine if

anyone wanted to change, add, or clarify anything in the transcript. only one

participant added further clarifying statements to their transcript.

I simultaneously reviewed the transcribed text while I listened to the

tapes to increase my ability to come closer to the stories. I also wrote notes in

my journal about anything that appeared immediately relevant to me, including

my emotional reactions to the stories.

Identifying Stories and Discourses in the Transcripts

As suggested by Fraser (2004),I looked for specific stories in the

transcripts, marking where each story started and ended, and then numbered

each line of the stories. To make these determinations of where stories started
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and ended, I noted when participants changed the topic, asked questions, shifted

tense, and stated conclusions or outcomes in the content of their talk. In my

naiVe interpretations of narrative research, I wrote in my research proposal that I

would note the overall form of each participant's story, thinking that in each

interview a singular story existed. I planned to determine if it was a cautionary

tale, a success story, or if the story took on some other form. Although in most

interviews a few major themes emerged, it was not as clear as I had imagined.

I started my written analysis by hying to re-tell (in writing) what I

thought the main story was of each participant. These stories were gripping for

me, and I had difficulty pulling them apart in any way for analysis. I wanted to

tell the participants' stories just as they had told them to me, consequently my

initial analysis were mostly descriptive, with very little actual analysis.

Through my initial descriptiveness, however, I became increasing familiar with

each of the stories, assisting me later with analysis across the stories.

I entered back into the data the same way I enter into my practice, from

a position of not knowing. I asked myself, what are these stories about? What

are the discourses that inform them? I returned my attention back to the many

stories that each participant told in their interviews. I read and re-read each of

the stories many times to detennine what kind of stories they were, not the

forms as I had initially imagined, but rather to notice if they were stories of

experience or practice/identity (by then I had determined that practice and

identity stories could not be separated). I engaged in a recursive process of

reading the stories, returning to read the literature, considering my experiences
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as a child protection client, and listening and watching in my child welfare

practice. What emerged from these processes was the dominant cautionary tale

of client experiences as a risk to performing the child protection role.

'when 
I returned to the stories again, on my computer, I copied, cut and

pasted each story and categorized them by discursive themes into folders

marked experience, practice/identity or dominant cautionary story, with each

participant having her own folders. once I completed this process, I printed

them all. This resulted in ahnost seventy-five single spaced pages of stories

from the five participants.

As I re-read, I made notes, comparing rny research question to what I

was finding in the data. In listening to how participants told their stories, I

wanted to hear how they organized dominant and margin alized, discourses from

their subject positions to conceptualize their practice and identities. I had also

been very curious about which specific discourses participants would employ to

tell their stories. I asked, like Ristock (2002) "what does the participant's

language suggest about the ways in which their experiences have been produced

by the available discourses and their social positionings within those

discourses" (p. 39)? ln my analysis, to understand their stories I specifically

focused on how participants talked about their subject positions, if at all, and

their resistance and complicity with both dominant and subjugated stories about

child welfare clients, as workers, as clients, or both. Dominant stories about

clients include discourses about children at rislc of abuse or neglect, bad or

inadequate mothers, and sometimes bad or damaged children. I contend that
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these stories act to regulate and normalize dominant constructs of childhood,

motherhood, and family. Dominant ideologies in child welfare exclude

matginalized stories of client identity constructed through power relations, and

inequalities embedded in social locations such as class, race, ability, sexual

orientation and gender. Ideological discourses shape both dominant and

subjugated stories. i listened specifically for how participants have complied

with and resisted dominant hegemonic ideology, pa)4ng particular attention to

connections of race, class and gender among other experiences of social

location in their identity and practice constructions. I looked for similarities and

differences between participants' stories, noting connections between what I

saw in their stories, their social locations and mine. I also looked for what

participants did not say, perhaps because it is normative, such as with

constructions of whiteness (Ristock,2002) or cultural taboos.

Writins Analvsis

The written analysis is the process of translating oral talk and "pulling

together threads of others' stories" into one's own story (Fraser, 2004:195).

Fraser (2004) further identifies "honing" the analysis while understanding there

are many ways to present the stories and recognizing that they can be

reconstructed and reinterpreted (p. 145-146). Fraser (200$ says that ..for the

research to be coherent and credible, narrative analysts may want to keep

checking that the written analysis they are producing correspond to the stories

told, as to the objectives of the research" (p. i96).
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Ristock (2002) speaks about treating the participants' voices as

authoritative, while also treating discussions as accounts or constructions that

provide a window through which to view their subjectivities in relation to their

understandings of the world, which are influenced by social location, and

historical and cultural contexts. Our subjectivities are situated, that being

socially constructed, as all meaning and discourses that inform them are context

dependent (Fook, 2002; Weedon, 1997).

In addition to recognizing the contributions of the stories, Ristock (2002)

speaks of "kneading" the material to produce new meanings in the analysis

through identifying the discursive and the reflexive, suggestin gthatit is a way

to "push the limits of understanding available to us" (p.44). Ristock (2002)

speaks to being reflexive in the following:

I use a reflective approach to bring forth my own subjectivity for my own
self-awareness and to reveal my own meaning-making processes so I can
remain accountable to the research participants for what I am making of
their stories as I produce my own þ. 43).

Ethical Considerations

Introduction

Ethics are the foundation of my research, guiding the research

throughout the entire process from choosing a topic and methodology, to all

interactions, analysis and presentation of the research findings. In this section,

discuss my ethical accountability in this research relating to power, social

location, reflexivity and transparency, and my subjectivity.
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Ethical Considerations of Topic and Methodologv

I have access to many other public stories to help me make sense of my

life experiences and construct my identity. I have read, discussed and been

exposed to stories about being female, experiencing childbirth and mothering,

surviving abuse and early parental death, and even stories consistent with being

matginalized such as lesbian coming out stories and living in poverty on welfare

as a single mother. Stories of child welfare workers who have also been child

welfare clients are not public. We do not have access to each other's stories as

we attempt to carry what I believe are contradictions of identity into practice.

Our stories, particularly for those of us who have been child welfare clients as

mothers are deafeningly silent. I believe telling the stories and deconstructing

the dominant story that client experience represents a risk to performing the

social work role is one thread in a web of oppression to be untangled to enhance

social justice in child welfare. Through telling my story, I have made space to

hear the stories of the research participants, and witness the conditions that have

kept our narrations subjugated. Frank (i995) says, "in stories, the teller not

only recovers her voice, she becomes a witness to the conditions that rob others

of their voices" (p. xii - xiii). Frank (i995), in his research about those who

have experienced illness, speaks to the ethical responsibility of telling stories

about having survived.

Through the stories of the participants, this research builds much needed

knowledge for social work education and practice in child welfare, which

extend to all persons entangled in the child welfare system. I have a personal
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investment that extends beyond curiosity or benevolent interest in the findings

of this research. I am highly disturbed by oppressive and marginalizing

practices of child welfare, and by how I have participated in these practices as a

child welfare worker, both in actions and in my silences. As a social worker, I

am responsible to theorize my practice to develop a more accountable practice.

I have theorized my practice through my research by telling my story, listening

and learning from the stories of the participants, and engaging critically with the

literature and my practice.

During this research, I have continually engaged in reflexivity, meaning

to self-reflect, and transparency, being to reveal myself and to demonstrate how

my social location influences the research process. Weedon (rgg7) says that

our social locators provide us with a range of available subjectivities, further

suggesting that these are about power and powerlessness. Ristock and Pennell

(1996), identify that "together (reflexivity and transparency) would appear to

make it possible for researchers to assess their own as well as others'

contributions to the power dynamic" (p. 13). I also have continued to remain

cognizant of both my dominant and non-dominant social locations, not to

suggest in any way that these locators produce a fixed identity, but rather to be

aware of how my subjectivity, based in social context, influences the research

process. To "intemrpt my own storytelling" by examining my meaning-
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making processes, as suggested by Ristock (2002:42), I have asked myself the

following questions:

Who am I in doing this particular research and how am I constituted? How
am I positioned and relating to the person I am interviewing? What are the
influences of my personal history? @. 42)

similarly, herising (2005) calls for researchers to account for the

'politics of location', to participate in an interactive process of reflexivity that

includes more than an inward examination or listing markers of social identities.

"The imperative for researchers, then, is to take a critically active stance that

takes into account (and accounts for) multiple histories and traces diverse

trajectories that give shape to various meanings, authorities, power and ways of

knowing" (herising, 2005 : 1 33).

With these considerations it follows that interactions between myself

and the research participants, ffiy perceptions and the subsequent meanings I

have made from their stories, are about relations of power as influenced by the

'politics of location'. I meet the same criteria for participation as the

participants, making me an ínsider of the population that I am researching. As a

social worker who has been a child protection worker, I was a peÍnanent ward

of child welfare as a child, and a client as a mother. The participants and I share

many similar life experiences, and even some of the same social locators. At

the same time, how we understand our experiences, the accounts we provide of

them, and our constructed subjectivities are different from one and other. Our

stories and understandings about ourselves and others is developed frorn social

information as bound to our race, gender, class, sexual orientation, and other
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social locations (Lawler, 2002). As i previously discussed, our interwoven

oppressions and privileges related to the intersections ofsocial location

construct the conceptual and material realities of our lives, and our versions of

reality.

My interests in the research are not necessarily the same as those of the

research participants, and those who meet the research criteria and have not

participated in this research. I have not collaborated with the research

parlicipants to define the parameters of this project because it was not a

practical way to meet the requirement of my academic institution in a timely

manner, but I most certainly believe it would be valuable to have done so. My

intention, rather, is to produce trustworthy research through being transparent in

my research interests, acknowledging and accounting for my subjectivity and

how I have made my interpretations, and inviting the review of transcripts and

feedback of analysis from the participants.

Without disclosure, my history and social location with the exception of

my gender appears dominant. To make myself visible to research participants I

have told them both during the initial contact and then again at the interview

that I meet the participant criteria, and will discuss this in my thesis. Similar

forms of telling, particularly those that are consistent with a 'reflexive, knowing

and inner selfl, have been used by ferninists, and gays and lesbians to make

political claims (skeggs, 2002). As a mother I am easily constructed as a

former client who has 'made it', despite the odds of remaining trapped in a life

of poverty and violence. I am the good and resilient client with middle-class
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aspirations who fashioned herself in the image of my professional helpers. I left

a violent man to protect myself and my children, integrated popular child

rearing discourses into rny parenting practices, and quickly learned the art of

middle-class feminist based therapy consumption that protected me from

psychiatric medication and diagnosis. Despite being a lesbian, having been a

welfare mother, and a client of child welfare, all three of which construct me as

a bad mother, I can and often do pass as a middle-class heterosexual mother and

social worker, thereby meeting the criteria for acceptable subjectivity in both

motherhood and professional practice. My Whiteness, a marker of dominance,

affords me significant cultural privileges, and I believe assists me in the

mediation of being a lesbian and having been on welfare, neither of which are

visible. My gender performance is feminine and I am well versed in presenting

as being of the middle-class. I have erased visible traces of my former street

life and poverty from my body with a good diet, dentistry, and expensive shoes.

My story is seemingly one of success, I believe, not because anything has

changed in the world. Child welfare still removes children from their homes,

and they become permanents wards and experience the accompanying

stigmatizing processes, men still beat women, and children and women are still

inadequately nourished and housed because welfare benefits are too low. My

story is a success because I now perfonn acceptable White middle-class female

subjectivity in both my appearance and in my helping role as a social worker.

Lawler (2002) speaks to the gendered experience of upward class

movement, contending unlike males who can be 'the working-class boy made
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good' (cited in walkerdine,7997), for women there are few narratives to

describe upward class movement. Where there is available subjectivity for

upward class movement in the culture, it is related to helping others,

demonstrated through examples such as oprah winfrey and Erin Brockovich.

Women that shift class upward through marriage are often described in negative

terms such as 'gold diggers'. Women are additionally portrayed in fairy tales

and other cultural stories as helpless to shift their circumstances beyond their

ability to be rescued through attractinga rich and powerful man, unless they are

young and beautiful, thereby becoming a 'trophy wife'. In story, these young,

beautiful, and passive girls are transformed into princesses. The subjectivity of

'princess' is very powerful among young western girls who are instructed

through cultural stories in the plethora of films produced about princesses, and

both a fashion and toy industry that provides opportunity to consume clothing

and accessories to perform this subjectivity.

From my current position of privilege as a graduate student without an

active child welfare file and many years of practice experience, I now have

legitimate space in which to tell that I have been a child welfare client, and to

invite others into this telling. Similar to Valerie Walkerdine who indicates that

she can only speak of her own working-class childhood as an.,academic who

now has the legitimate space in which to speak" (v/alkerdine, Lucey & Melody,

2002:186), I ask the question how this notion of 'legitimate space in which to

speak' is relevant to my telling and inviting others to tell? who benefits from

the telling? Is the telling of equal benefit to all? Is there merit in it? skeggs
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(2002) call for turning away from telling, suggesting that it is a practice of the

confessional, as described by Foucault. Skeggs further discourages the

'techniques of telling' as they "rely on accruing the stories of others in order to

make them into property for oneself ' (T).349).

There are other discussions in the literature about the ethics involved in

both ownership and interpretation of participant's stories in research (Fine,

1998). Through analysis, the researcher takes participants, stories of their

experiences and tells a new story that locates these experiences in social

processes (Price, 1996; chase;1996). This telling of the new story may or may

not occur in collaboration with the participants, which has different irnplications

based on the social locations of both the participants and the researcher. Chase

(1996) discusses her un-collaborated interpretations in research with highly

educated professional women. Chase cites time pressures related to securing

tenure as constraining her commitment to feminist principles that would include

a time-consuming collaboration with participants in the interpretations. Chase

concedes and identifies feeling "hope" that the analytic story that she tells about

how cultural discourses "shape and constrain their understanding of their

experiences" will serve the interests of the participants (p. 5a-55). Chase,s acts

of interpretation of the voices of highly educated professional women are not

acts of replicating existing oppressive practices based on social location of

researcher and participant, nor are these acts likely to have significant

consequences in the material lives of her participants. When researching

matginalized communities whose voices are unrepresented these consequences
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are significant. Price (1996), for example, cautions that power relations

inherent in the social locations of the researcher and participants are inescapably

oppressive when "interpreting the experiences of poor, minority women ds a

privileged, white, middle-class professional". price, quoting bell hooks,

illustrates this replication of oppressive power relations as follows:

No need to hear your voice when I can talk about you better than you can
speak about yourself. . . only tell me about your pain. I want to knów your
story. And then I will tell it back to you in a new way . . . I am still author,
authority. I am still the coloniz er (yt. 2I3).

I have considered this idea of 'telling' many times throughout my research

process. I repeatedly have questioned, how do I present the stories ofthe

participants? I have not collaborated how to tell their stories, but have only

asked if the stories made sense to them. I have also asked, how much do I tell

of my own story? Although I attended an inner-city social work program that

prizes the marginalizedpersonal experiences of the students as potential sources

of valuable practice knowledge, upon graduation I silently brought these

experiences to my child welfare practice, grappring alone with their

significance, if any, for my practice. Throughout my years in practice, I

continue to consider who I am as a child welfare worker, and what I do with or

to the people defined as my clients. I come to this research to provide space for

listening and understanding how other people 'story' their experiences of being

both a client and a social worker in child welfare, and how they understand

themselves in their practice. I believe making space for these stories is

important, not to accrue them as my own property or as a practice of confession,
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but to allow for the possibility of a collective resistance to injustice in child

welfare.

EvaluatÍon

Introduction

In this section, I discuss how I evaluate my research. I have evaluated its

credibility, consistency, and its social justice potential and usefulness to the

participants and the social work community.

Credibilifv

I engaged nulnerous strategies to ensure the credibility of my research

findings. To increase my depth of understanding the stories of the participants I

read, and re-read their stories many times. As previously described, I entered

into a recursive relationship with the stories, the literature, and my practice. I

similarly reviewed new literature and had conversations with colleagues to

increase my understanding. I also used member checks, where participants or

those who met the same research criteria as participants read my preliminary

analysis to determine if my interpretations made sense to them. I additionally

engaged in reflexive processes, which i described in the previous section about

my ethical considerations.
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Consistencv

In rny previous sections, I have discussed ways I have established

consistency in my research, including forwarding transcripts to participants for

review, and listening to tapes while reading transcripts to ensure their accuracy.

I have further established consistency by providing a clear audit trail, describing

how I collected data, and the specific steps that I followed in analyzing my data.

I additionally kept a journal recording my feelings, reflections and thoughts

throughout the research process. I have also been transparent about my

intentions in conducting this research, my theoretical and methodologicai

approaches, including how I believe the politics of my social location influences

the research, which I have also described in the previous section.

Social Justice Evaluation and Usefulness of Research

How will my research finding be useful to enhance social justice in

social work, and to the participants and those who are similar to them? An

object of qualitative analysis is to produce findings through rich thick

descriptions that are transferable, so that participants and other readers can

detennine the extent to which their situations are consistent with the research

(Merriam, 2002). V/ill participants be able to see themselves in the research

findings? If so, will it be useful to them and others like them?

In my writing, I provided descriptive information and interpretive

analysis of each participant interview to familiarize readers with the contexts of

participant stories to increase understanding of analysis, using direct quotes
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from participants. I similarly used direct quotes in analysis across participant

stories. Marcotte (1995) identifies at least three voices as present when

interpreting data: "the participant who gives the story, the writer/researcher who

records and retells it and the reader who interprets it" (cited in Brown and potts,

2005:270).

The interviews of five participants ranged from one and one-half to

almost four hours in duration producing significant amount of data. The data

held more than adequate information for me to show in the analysis how

participants' stories were consistent with my research question. My criteria for

participation identified that participants must have had client experiences as

children, mothers or both. Fortunately, those who volunteered were different

from each other, some having had their experiences only as mothers, while

some as both children and mothers, and one participant only as a child. The

other difference in participants was all but one had been clients before they were

social workers. once again, this broadened the range of experience to make

comparisons and contrasts in analysis.

I cannot predict to which extent the findings of my research will be

useful or not to any single person. What I can say is that through analysis of

participant stories, societal webs of regulation that maintain relations of

domination and subordination were exposed for their oppression in the lives of

child welfare clients. Strega (2004) asks,

[i]n a world in which the violence of the dominant towards the margin ahzed
is at one and the same time the context for daily life and a set of invisible
facts, have we managed to rnake strange that which appears familiar, and
make familiar that which appears strange (p. 138)?
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Yes, I believe my research has accomplished the requirement of making

strange what appears familiar, and making familiar what appears strange. The

dominant story that client experiences are a risk to performing the social work

role was deconstructed. Underneath this dominant story are the voices of the

participants who told another story of how, through their client experiences,

they developed knowledge that would otherwise be unavailable to them. They

tell that this knowledge facilitates their work in the interests of human concern

in child welfare. I provide an analysis of the participants' stories in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER. FOUR.

ANALYSIS

In this chapter, I provide the analysis of my understandings and

interpretations that I have made from the participants' stories. The participants

told me their stories based on meanings they made from my research question:

"How do you believe that your experiences as a client of child welfare influence

your practice and identity as a protection worker"? My listening and

interpretations shape my analysis, which is not the ..truth', of participants, lives,

but the meanings made through the interactive processes between tellers and

listeners in narrative analysis. while the participants' voices sit at the very

centre of my analysis, I used narrative strategies to determine where stories

started and ended to organize the data, which then allowed me to determine

which discourses comprised their stories. I specifically identify how the

language used by participants shape their individual interviews, and draw

themes across their stories to situate their experiences within social and political

structures.

Participants sometimes spoke about their client experiences and social

work practices using the institutional language common within child welfare

organizations. As an insider, I am familiar with this language, including jargon

and specialized terms that becorne quite ordinary when working inside these

organizations. I recognize that some of the terms and processes participants use

and describe may not be familiar to all readers. With this in mind, I will clarify

differences and similarities in terms between provinces. For example,
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participants use the terms mintstty and agency to refer to child welfare

organizations. They also use the terms retnot,al and, apprehension, to describe

state sanctioned, usually physical removal of children from their parent(s).

Participants use the terms permanent order and continuing care order,orders

granted by the courts to terminate parental rights of existing parents and giving

child welfare organizations permanent responsibility for the child's care until

age of majority. Child welfare organizations may then place children for legal

adoption, or in some instances courts reinstate the parents' legal rights if parents

make an application and courts determine that it is in the children,s best

interests, provided the children have not been regally adopted. I also include

brief descriptions of some terms directly in the analysis. For additional

clarification, participants use the words Aboríginal, Fit,st Nation, Indian, atzd

htdígenous. I use Indigenous in the analysis, except when participants have

used another word.

I have omitted or changed participant information such as names and

ages and other potentially identifyrng information. For example, I use the

generic term child welfare in quotations from participants' stories when they

talk about their client experiences. After careful deliberation, I also decided to

"clean up" some of the speech in the stories rather than leave them in their

unpolished fonnat to enhance ease in reading the material. I determined that

listening to speech in talk is a different process than reading speech intended for

listening in writing, losing meaning because it was sometimes repetitive and

awkward' I was quite thoughtful about how I made these selections, which have
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included omitting repetitive words when meanings did not seem affected and

removing expressions such as like and you lcnow when they appeared mid-

sentence. similarly, I omitted parts of stories, using ellipses to note spaces in

sentences, paragraphs or stories to bring forth succinct meanings. To identiflu

participants' voices in the text I use italics. For longer quotations, I similarly

identif,i with italics, and I use brackets at the conclusion of each quoted story,

providing the name of the participant who told the story, and identify the

numbered lines I wrote from the story, also noting how many lines the story has

in total.

In my previous chapter, I discussed how accounting for the emotions of

participants and the researcher is a vital part of analysis in my methodological

approach. Some participants told stories in their interviews about having had

personal experiences such as loss of a parent, mental illness, poverty, and being

victims of sexual and physical violence by family members, where these were

related to their experiences as child welfare clients. While some participants

cited previous experiences of loss and abuse influencing their client

experiences, all participants spoke to some degree about their emotional

experiences as clients, narning feelings of isolation, anger, confusion, fear,

relief, frustration, desperation, shame, sadness, despair, regret and grief.

Although to much lesser degree, some participants also spoke of happiness,

connection, and feelings of support. Some participants laughed and cried during

interviews, and I shared in their laughter, and at times had tears swelling in my

eyes while listening to their stories. Participants' stories have generated intense
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emotional responses for me during my analysis. I have cried reviewing

transcripts, feeling deeply saddened by their stories of loss and victimi zation

fiom violence and colonization. I have felt outraged by the stigmatization

participants describe experiencing as child welfare clients, particularly as I

theorized the unjust ideological functions of their stigmatization, and I have

then felt the discomfort of shame and sadness as I recall my own unjust

practices. I have also laughed aloud at the participants' stories of wit and

humor, and have felt heartened by their stories of courage and determination.

Although some of the participants' stories were similar to my own, and I

recognized how they resonated with my own feelings, the process of listening

and analyzing has brought for me an increased emotional awareness of my

practice as a social worker. The outstanding emotional experience in the

interviews and the analysis for me comes through as the deep level of respect

and commitment participants told of having for the people who are the clients of

child welfare social work. I feel inspired by participants' stories about their

political acts of resistance to dominant discourses that create injustice.

Participants' stories generated within me a heightened awareness of my practice

through which I have fuithered my resolve to engage in socially just child

welfare practice.

The next pages begin with initial analysis of the stories each participant

told about her client experiences. These stories illustrate how their experiences

of being child welfare clients relate to social location and dominant liberal

ideological discourses of hetero-normative motherhood, childhood and the
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family. The analysis illustrates the webs of power that entangled participants to

regulate gender, race, class, sexuality and ability within dominant normative

ideologies. In the pages that follow, I provide my analysis of how participants

have utilized available liberal-humanist discourses to construct themselves

within the range of subjectivities available to them. These subjectivities are

available to participants in relation to the dominant story of client experiences

presenting a risk to performing the role of child protection worker. The analysis

further shows how there is a clienVworker binary, which is both social and

spatial, that produces a certain range of subjectivities, and denies other

subjectivities for participants to construct themselves as protection workers.

These include a transformative subjectivity achieved through self-disciplining

strategies and the subjectivity of the 'wounded healer'. The analysis also shows

how participants comply with and resist the dominant ideology of children's

best interests in their practice, which they interpret through their experiences as

clients. The concluding analysis illustrates how participants, as active subjects,

resist and comply with various forms of knowing in their practice and contend

with challenges of working in the child welfare system.

Caron

When Caron became involved with child welfare as a mother, she was

not a social worker. Her client involvement began before she started and

obtained her social work degree. caron says she began working as a child

protection worker while child welfare still identified her as their client. Her
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client experiences with child welfare started when her children were

preschoolers and lasted until her youngest child turned eighteen.

caron says that she and her former husband were both prosperous

business owners from working-class backgrounds, white, and married for a

number of years with two pre-school children when they first became involved

with child welfare. They lived in a very large expensive home in one of the

wealthiest neighborhoods in the city, and seemingly, to those looking from the

outside had the perfect family and very successful lives. caron reported,

however, that her former husband was violent towards her. we were in ø

relationshíp where the l¡ids could have gotten lrurt I J I had my teeth lcloclced

out IJ Black and blue. A wine bottle ove,xe fl Kids watching it.

In caron's telling we see the discourse of 'children witnessing' her

husband's violence towards her as harmful to them. The discourse of children

witnessing, which has arisen within the last twenty years, continues to permeate

child welfare, with concerns of men's violence towards mothers being couched

in the gender neutral language of 'domestic' violence. child welfare

interventions about children witnessing are routinely gendered and mothers are

held responsible for protecting children from witnessing, either through

termination of their relationships with violent men or through the requirement

that they control and monitor his behavior. when mothers do not terminate

their relationships, they are with alarmingly frequency identified by child

welfare workers as 'failing to protect' their children from witnessing violence

and may lose or be threatened with the loss of their children. Feminist critiques
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identify men's violence towards women as made invisible thorough this and

other discursive practices that do not directly implicate men in their use of

violence (Krane, 2003; Strega, 2004). In caron's telling, she constructs

witnessing as problematic and the relationship as potentially dangerous for the

children. Also consistent with dominant discourses, Caron does not directly

identify her former husband's use of violence, but the relationship as the factor

potentially harmful to the children. Similarly, caron talks about her former

husband's violence towards her, but only tells of the 'effects' on her, without

providing any actual descriptors of his violence.

In addition to discussing the effects of vioience on her, Caron similarly

tells a retrospective account of the effects of witnessing on her son. He would

try to break tlte wíndows. He would tear ettetything apart. caron sought

professional help. I was searching evetywhere to get him some help. She told,

that at the time she did notrealize that her "marriage troubles" could badly

affect her son. I lorcw I was having n"ouble in the marriage but I didn't thinkfor

a minute tltqt it tuould be that bad on him. The very powerful discourse of the

intergenerational cycle of abuse is apparent in Caron's story. I grew up in quite

an sbusíve household [J So it didn't dawn on me tltqt this was just another

cycle.

Caron took her son to see a therapist who informed her that she and her

team agreed that he displayed behavioral indicators consistent with having been

sexual abused. She cølled me into the ffice one day and she said yte thinlr your

son hqs been sexuctlly abused [J So they called cttild welfare. Once again it is
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the effects of abuse that becorne the focus of attention, in this case, the effects as

they appear to indicate that caron's son has been sexually abused. These

effects, as indicators of sexual abuse, allow the state to interfere with the

privacy of the family.

Child welfare proceeded with an investigation and interviewed Caron's

son. They intentiewed the lcid [J I guess dad would go at night u,hen I was

sleeping. Caron said she followed the expectations of child welfare that her

husband leave the family home. I did kick him out. Child welfare further

instructed Caron about her responsibility as a mother to supervise her husband

and protect her child. They said well you lorcw you've always got to watch. I'm

thinking nobody who gets married thinks they have to watch your partner.

Caron produced the expected 'protective mothering' response by

tenninating her marriage and refusing her husband access to her son once he

disclosed incest perpetrated by his father. This response, which follows a set of

structured rules informed by the dominant ideology of motherhood and

mothering that children's needs come first, is required of mothers. Child welfare

expects mothers to believe their children when they disclose incest by their

fathers, to leave their husbands and not allow them further access to the

children. without this response, child welfare easily questions the mother,s

fitness for motherhood in terms of whether she is protecting and centering her

child's needs as the priority above all else. The 'good mother' will naturally

comply within this discourse while the 'bad' mother will not. "Natural
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mothering begins with the ideological presupposition that children have needs

that are met by the mother" (O'Reilly, 2006:81).

Caron's story of her client experiences as a mother illustrates how child

welfare regulates gender through discourses of protective mothering as

expected, natural and normal. For child welfare to be assured that Caron is

worthy of motherhood, she must enact normative mothering in particular ways

in this situation in order to prove she has properly prioritized her child's 'best

interests'. During the investigative stage, this means she must not allow the

father, as the alleged perpetrator of sexual abuse, access to the children or child

welfare will apprehend the children. Later, child welfare may expect her to

terminate her marital relationship and continue to refuse access.

Although this instruction is clear to Caron, she described an experience

of having been impossibly wedged between competing discourses by child

welfare authorities. Then they [child welfareJ said [my sonJ needs visits. Child

welfare expected her to be a 'protective mother', while at the same time

insisting that her son visit his father.

I'nt thinking okayfirst you're telling me that [my ex| is abusive. . . the lcid
has disclosed thís and now you're saying visits. I was getting yety sick
qbout it all. It was like what do you mean? I don't lmow- u¡hat you're
rneaning here. There shouldn't be any vísits if he's doing stuff like this
(Caron, lines 1-8 of 19)

These discourses are entwined and supported by the gendered

hegemonic child welfare practice that fathers have rights to their children, while

mothers, despite being defined by law as also being right's bearing individuals,

have responsibilities as defined by normative motherhood (Srnart & Neale,
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1999). Her former husband's rights to his children, were enforced once it

became clear that a criminal charge of child sexual abuse would not been made

against him. Similarly, Caron's son's best interests and rights to be in contact

with his father must be protected. Et etybody was for the visits and not looking

at tlrc safety or what the kid had gone through. Without proof, the discourse of

false accusation enters, constructing Caron as uncooperative or possible

vengeful in her attempts to block her former husband's access (Boyd, 2003).

Caron tried to stop the access child welfare was providing. Caron

describes her outrage and how child welfare pathologized her and her former

husband essentially flew under the child welfare radar.

I went to court and n ied to stop ttisíts. They[child welfureJ let [my sonJ go
alone with hís dad. Tltis was before court [dívorce and access/custody
hearingJ. I was livid. I went inside swearíng like a trooper. I vtas beside
myself. So of course I got pathologízed more than my exfor that. I just
couldn't believe it. I J I just got more pathologized and dad's behavior sort
of got left behind. [ ] They bring it up and tell you that you're supposed to
protect your child, but when you protect your child then you get
pøthologized for keeping the child away from the dad (caron, lines 1-8 of 8

and 1,6-7 of11)

While Caron theorizes the bind she is in as a mother, it did nothing to either stop

her former husband's access to her son or ease her distress. She describes her

own mental health deteriorating while her son's behaviors become increasingly

troubled. child welfare expects Caron to enact the sacrificial intensive

mothering dominantly thought to be in children's best interests. Caron says that

she started to hit her son and so she requested that child welfare place him

outside of her care, but that child welfare wanted her to quit school and look
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after her kids instead. Caron identifies that she was actively considering killing

herself and the kids.

[My son'sJ behavior started to getworse. Part of that, this is retrospective,
was because I was getting worse. I was ttety upset. vety sltocked. n¡¿n,t
want him to have any visits. Didn't know what to do. couldn't parent. I was
getting where I couldn't even pqrent. [My son'sJ behaviours were so
outrageous. I was starting to swing at the lcid. I was starting to hit hím. I
was losing it with him. He pulled a l*tife on nty daughter. I couldn,t deal
with him anymore. I got to a point where I couldn't cJeal with him. I had
started school. The socíal worker had suggested I quit and take care of my
children. I said I can't do that. You know, that would hate been the worsi
thing. I would have killed hím. Reatly. I couldn't do it. I was getting, they
wanted me to cany a pager. The school wanted me to cany a pager and
come to pick this kid up whenever he was misbehaving which was et ery day.
Then they couldn't understand that I dídn't want to leave during exa*, ¡¡ t
started to say I need to put him in care. I can't do it. My daughter is
unsafe. I'm starting to hit him. I'tn not goodþr hím [J In retrospect, that,s
when I realízed that I was in a very big depression. At that poíni of my life I
was thinking daily about killing myself and the kids. Really. I thought
nobody can look after them. They're going to end up in cøre. onejoster
honte after the other. I wasn't thínlcing straight. It was only a ntiràcle I
didn't do it. only a miracle (caron, lines 1-26 of 26 and.1-5 and 11-1g of
18)

Caron said child welfare did not recognize that she was depressed but rather

said that she was an abused woman. I had the bíggest depression and they

míssed it. They said I wes an abused womatx. well I was an abused woman [J

They needed the ntental health lcnowledge. Caron says her son's behaviours

continued to escalate. [HeJ was described as or¿e of the most violent children

they [child welfareJ had et,er meL Caron says she eventually attended to a

therapist who recommended that she try anti-depressant medication . Wlten a

feminíst lilce her tells you that you need anti-depressants and to go to the doctor

and get tltem you know you're in serious trouble. Caron says that she started

medication. Then I størted to get some perspective on how thíngs were. Caron
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says she still wonders if she could have looked after her son if child welfare had

been able to notice that she had a mental health disability and she could have

gotten help sooner. I may not have been able to ever deql with my son but at

least I would hat,e had something. He ntay ltave been too dantaged for me to

ever deal with. caron says she also wonders if she is responsible for the

damage she says her son has.

sometimes I wish they'd just say oh - he had a tumor the whole time and
that was what it all was. You jtrst want sonte relief sometimes. Did I do all
this to him? Probably. I don't lmow. I thínlc it's nature attd nurture. It,s
both (Caron, 3-9 of 9).

Caron's story illustrates the operation of mother blaming practices in

child welfare through the discourses of children witnessing, and individualized

protective and intensive mothering being in children's best interests. In Caron's

story, her former husband's abuse became child welfare,s focus, but only

insofar as it affected her mothering abilities. Caron is responsible to ameliorate

these effects to produce the required rnothering response, while child welfare's

concem is ensuring they do not interfere with her former husband,s rights of

access to his son. Her son's troubled behaviors are evidence of her failed

abilities as a mother, because she hit him and she does not stay home from

school.

Fat

Pat says she was a long time child werfare worker when she became

involved with child welfare as a mother. I lzad been a social workerfor about
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four and a half years. Almostfit)e years. Pat's life circumstances and social

locators of race, class, gender, and ability were nothing like those of the

majority of child welfare clients who experience social marginalization as single

non-white and poor mothers. Pat did not tell of having experiences similar to

these mothers, many of who report a history of abuse and often have a history of

mental health and addiction struggles. Pat is white and able bodied. When she

became a client, she already had a university social work degree and was

employed professionally as a child protection social worker. Pat said at that

time, she was the mother of a fourteen year-old girl and ten-year-old twin boys,

and married to the father of her children. Pat had never considered it possible

that she would be involved with child welfare as a client. Pat had gïown up in a

working class two-parent home with two siblings and a large extended family,

none of whom had personally known anyone involved as a client with the child

welfare system.

Pat identifies she became a client when child welfare investigated a

'physical abuse disclosure' by her daughter. Pat says her husband scolded their

daughter after she did not wear a life jacket when she took out the family boat,

and their daughter was then foul and belligerent to her father. Much to her

surprise and horror, Pat says her husband hit their daughter. pat tells of the

events that followed.

So what she did was march to the school the next day and told the school
that slte had been abused by herfatlter. Tltey called child welfure [J Wen
cltild welfare came in they said he goes or we apprehend youi daughter. I
said no and no. so tltey gave the power to [my daughtej. ,,you cán leave if
you want - vve'll talce you ín - we'll find a great place for you". The whole
bit. They brought the políce dov,n. And so tlte bad mother ís ,,you 

choose
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one or the otlter" v,hich I said "no - thefarnily needs to decide on how this
is going to work" (Pat, lines, 8-9 of 74 and 1_9 of l0).

child welfare opened a file in pat's name, which, as I have previously

discussed, is the standard practice in all North American child welfare

organizations, which open files in mother's names unless they do not have

custody of their children. The act of child welfare opening the file is an act of

power, and is a gender specific version of Foucault's (1965) dividing practices,

separating Pat from her former social position as a good mother and a

competent protection worker. Pat tells that she feels the disciplining impact as

if it was physical. It hit nte like a brick. Like a ton of bricks would be my words

þr it. She also tells how it isolated her. Nobody to share ít with. The shame. It

was vet? shaming. Pat clearly recognizes there are implications to her identity

from having an open child welfare file. so there it is for the whole world to

check out. How can this woman provide child welfare services when she can't

even - you know when she's an open protectionfile herself?

Pat's story illustrates how she is essentially transformed from a person

into an object of social work processes, namely an open file. once transformed

into this object she is branded and subjected to social inspection and

classification as a mother and as a protection worker.

This is v,here I work. The rumors ín here. I can't get away.fyom it. It's
always there. You have opinionated social worlcers tltat everything ís blaclc
and white. That's the way thíngs are done and so tltey pass judgment and
they judge and they judge ard they judge. yeah. so juit lcnowíig that I
have a child protectíonfile labels me a bod mother àven thougnllt¡s
sítuation had nothíng to do with me (pat, lines 1_g of g).
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Pat's story illustrates the gender regulating and mother blaming practices

of child welfare through opening files in mothers' names and intervening with

mothers as opposed to fathers. Normalized through the practice of opening files

in mothers' names is that individual mothers are responsible for their children

and child welfare's focus on behaviors of mothers to determine if they are

looking after their children's needs. child welfare intervenes with pat

instructing her to choose her child over her husband. she refuses to comply and

is subsequently subjected to ongoing monitoring by child welfare.

Eliza

The child welfare system apprehended and separated Eliza and,her siblings

when she was a child. She says that child welfare taking her from her family,

community and Aboriginal culture had too many consequences for her. The

cost was, øs far as I'm concerned, much too hÌgh [J I would like sontetimes to

be able to go back . . . and just deal with whatever issues I would have had

comíng out of myfamily of origin. Elizatells of major disruption to her identity

through lost connections with her family and community. She contrasts her lost

identity and sense of belonging through telling about her brother who was able

to run away from child welfare and maintain his cultural identity through

remaining with his community and land.

I've got brothers and sisters IJ My older brother went to the bush. They
couldn't catch him so they lzad to leave him alone IJ My grandmother iaised
him . . . so he knew'how to tr"ap and snare IJ He could sl¿ttthte in the bttsh
and he still does . . . he's never had the sante identity crisis the rest of us
ltat,e had IJ He still prefers the bush IJ He stays on tlte reserve rnost of tlze
time but lmows who he ís and is quíte comfortable in his slcír . . . he's neyer
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had to questíon who he is and where he belongs IJ He's always htown who
he was and wltere he belonged because he belonged to his land, to ltis
contmuníty - he stayed in the communifii. He always belonged. He always
fit. The rest of us have never been able to go back . . . they dealt with tlteir
addiction issues [J but nobody's connected. [weJ all hate jobs [J so we've
actually been luclcier than mostfamilies that way . . . yeah so but we'vte
never been qble to regain that sense ofwhen we were kids and we all said
the same thing you know we used to have so much fun u,hen we were kids.
we remember that we had had a damn good childhood (Eliza,lines 1 - 34
of34).

Eliza talks about the being in a White foster home. She says,

I net,er rtt with my nice [w4tite EuropeanJ family. I even ended up in
[EuropeJ. I still didn'tfit. It's íronic because that's myfoster bròther ald
sister v'lto I'm close to. They're blond andfair . . . (Eliza,lines i-5 of 5).

Eliza tells further,

some people really, really didn'tfiL I'm not as visíbly, Iilce I'm not as dark.
I'm not as visibly Aboriginal. I thínkfor lcids that are vísible it's much
tougher. As a matter offact I would even say it is. The reason'I lotow this is
because when I heard of an assault on an Aboriginal chitd I can still
remember that my son was in school. My first thought was thank god he's
too líght colored to be identified and beatenfor being ctn htdían kid. I wqs
so ashamed of myselfþr even thínking that - cause I thouglzt it - I just
pulled otter in tlte car and I just cried and cried atzd cried. I was g"ateful
that my kids weren't as dark. Now no parent shourd etter have to go
through life saying "gee I'm glad you can't ídentrfy *y lcid as Abiriginat,,.
I heard about that young man that came downf,orn the north, went io the
mall and \ttas beaten by a gang of kids for being a squaw man and for being
in the ntall. It was horrendous. So there's all those píeces as well that play
into identity and u,ho you are and where you are (Eliza,lines 1-12 of ti¡. 

-

Eliza ties together relationship , race, place and identity. Child welfare put her

into a foster home with white people away from her connections with

Aboriginal people, and in the city, far away from the bush - the land - the

places that had also marked her cultural identity and where she had a sense of
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belonging. In Eliza's telling, she constructs the places that child welfare took

her from and took her to as spaces ofrace.

child welfare authorities put Eliza in care when police arested her

mother and put her in jail. she teils a story of gender regulation most

particularly child welfare's gendered expectations of mothers for the care of

children.

It wasn't because of nty mom's drinking tltat we came to the attettt¡on of
child welfare. It's cause she hít a cop. So she went to jail and at that time
they used to put the kids in care if the mom wes gone.'It didn,t matter if the
dad was there. That's what they did. (Eliza, tines t_S of S¡

Eliza tells further of how child welfare continued to be involved afterwards

because of her mother's drinking. once again,Eliza,s story tells of child

welfare involved to regulate the proper order of family life, with mothers being

responsible for the care of their children. Child welfare did not consider it

suitable to have other family members, such as fathers and brothers, take care of

the children. The dominant ideology of motherhood is predominant in Eliza's

story, most particularly the binary lens of eith er good mom or bad mom. rn

Eliza's telling, she defends many of her mother's vifiues through providing

descriptions of her mothering which she concludes are good mothering, such as

teaching, playing, being strict, providing routines and structure, and teaching

care and accountability.

out of the thirty days of the month, she would be drinlcing maybe three or
four- Well tlzere's a whole lot of other days ín the month that I had this ntost
awesome ntom. she taught nte a whole bunch. she played with tts all the
time. Wo was vety stríct with us. lüho had a routine ttp the whazoo. I stitt
remember that. My mother had more routíne, my mom had more skills as a
parent than most. she had routines. she ltad structure. she had a way of
always making us accountabteþr each other of saying you know what"you
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are yoLtr brothers lceeper lrind of thing. you lmow that was the way we took
care of each other. But we were thick as thiettes. We were t)ety connected to
each otlzer and those are the thíngs that I lost. I remember tháse úings. So
she was a vely good parent. Wen she drank she was a terrÌble pareit. But
again, take her out þr four days. we would have been fine. Myirother was
there you lorcw (Eliza, lines l-20 of 20)

Eliza's story illustrates the regulation of Indigenous mothering by child

welfare. o'Reilly (2006) explains that dominant ideology constructs the

maternal behaviors of middle-class women as the real, normal and natur al way

to mother (walkerdine and Lucey 19g9), where ideology imposes these

conskuctions upon working class and non-white mothers. For Indigenous

mothers, dominant ideology devalues cultural and familial values of raising

children, thereby legitimating the regulation of their mothering. Gosslin (2006)

identifies state policing of Indigenous mothers is enforced through separating

children from their homes, putting them in residential schools and now, the

current practice of child welfare removing children. These regulating practices

of Indigenous mothers exist within the overall agenda of colonization and

ongoing assimilation of Indigenous populations. A cheyenne proverb tells us

about colonization through taking children from mothers: ..A nation is not

conquered until the hearts of its women are on the ground. Then it is done, no

matter how brave its warriors nor how strong their weapons,, (cited in Harvard_

Lavell & Lavell, 2006:184).

Serena

when Serena was a pre-teen, child welfare pennanently removed her from

her adoptive relatives who were abusing her. Ifinatly disclosed the abuse and I
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was retnoved [J I remenxber going to court and becoming a permanent u¡ard.

Serena said that she was in a foster home for a few years and started running

away because of the male caregiver's violence to another child in the home. lI¿

was verbally and physically abusitte toward him, v,hich was totally triggering

for nte. so I ended up running away. Although white, serena describes the

caregivers in the foster home as racist. Any behat'ior they wanted stopped in the

child they would say "just like an Indian".

Serena describes being in care of child welfare as being in places, but being

without a home. I went to a couple of receiving homes justfor the weekends,

group homes, I lived on the streetþr quite awhile, and then I told my social

utorker that all I wanted was to go home.

Within a liberal society that conflates children's best interests with beino

socialized in a family, preferably their own, and having their needs met from

their mothers, youth like Serena who are not in foster homes become an

individual concern for child welfare, particularly for their development and

preparation to assume adult roles as workers and parents within society. Child

welfare's response has been to develop alternative resources for youth, such as

$oup homes, treatment facilities and independent living programs, while other

youth who are wards of the state are actually homeless and live on the streets.

Serena tells about child welfare sending her to an assessment facility, which

they said would facilitate her to have a home.

I went to a receivíng and diagnostic centre, some treqtntentfacitítyfor
young girls' And so wltat I v¡as told about that experíence tuas that this was
a place for me to go attd they'd get to Imow me and I could get to lcnow thetn
and it would help me to choose a ltome that I could litte in that was a better
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matchfor me. It was qn assessntent centre (oughs). Nice ways to explain
"we're going to do a bunch of tests andfind out what's wrong wíth you"
(aughs). I really clung to that idea because the rest scared me. There were
some kids there that were really having dfficutties that I'd never thought of.
I'd never thought of suícide. That's where I learned to Lße drugs at that
treatntent place. That's where I learned about names of drugs,-effects, and
things líke that, and I started to use drugs (serena, lines 1-g ãrsl

Serena says that prior to child welfare removing her from her relatives,

her female caregiver tried to send her to a psychiatric facility. She swore up ald

down that that I needed to be committed. That there u¡as something wrong with

me, and it turned out that just wasn't so. Despite assurances that she was

mentally stable, serena said she continued to believe that she was somehow

flawed.

The words didn't do anythíng to restore balance for me. I needed to
experience not being seen as. For most of my life I carried that piece that
there is something broken that needs to befixed. so lots of therapy and lots
of groups but although sociery was opening up and becoming leis, umm,
closed about these kinds of experiences, therà was still a lot of naming and
blaming and shaming that went on (Serena, lines 6_9 of 9).

Serena's story illustrates how identities are dependent and constructed through

normalizing discourses of psychiatry and psychology, and social and spatial

dividing practices in the places where child welfare put her to live and for

assessment. Foucault (1982) identifies this is how persons are turned into

objectified subjects through scientific classifications (cited in Madigan, 199g).

As a subject, Serena tells of attending therapy and groups, thereby initiating an

identity in which she is active.

serena said shortly afterwards she was pregnant and after hearing that

child welfare forced another girl to have an abortion, she concluded they would
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intervene with her in the same way so ran away so they could not similarly force

her to have an abortion or give the baby for adoption. They u,ill make me

murder my baby or give it aluay IJ Those choices didn't worked for me so I ran

atuay [J I lived with that fear that someone would come and take [nry babyJ.

Serena says that she was able to avoid having child welfare remove her baby by

staying with her boyfriend's family. So I stayed with lxim and his ntom helped

which was good. Serena says she made a home with First Nations people. 1

was given a name. I v,as adopted by the community because the Cree believe

there's nothing worse than having no one.

Years later Serena says that she retumed to child welfare for help with

her child.

I really was having some dfficulties with nxy son. we'd been through a lot.
Poverty, you name it. You knovt really unsovorl) characters. poor judgment
who I was ínviting into our lives. And I just really had no idea that there
were different kinds of people. That some people rníght manipulate and
exploit me. sonte people rnight talce care of nte. And I couldn'tfigure out
the nuances [J so my son was exposed to more that lte should have been . . .

so I ended up going back to chíld welfare and saying I don't rmow what to
do (Serena. lines 1-9 and 13-14 of 14).

Serena says that she attended to counseling for a number of months first with

her son, and then returned for a second time without him because he did not

want to go. Serena says that the counselor determined that her son had been

sexually abused. The counselo-r, havíng never met nty son determined that he'd

been sexually ctbused. He showed all the classic sígns. So that's another

reason v,hy I think there is ntore to it than what you read in a book. Serena says

that she agreed to temporarily place her son in a foster home. I endecl up
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signing a volutttary agreement Serena identifies the actions of the foster

caregiver as what really helped.

For three months he went into afoster lzome which had the potential to
create more issttes. It had the potential to heal or support us to lteal and
that's what happened and I put Ìt all to the foste, ,ri*. It was all on
account of her. She díd things she shouldn't have done. That vtouldn,t be
seen as olcay. The first night she waited, like the first clay she met us at the
child welfare ffice and I met her. Then she took my son home. she saicl
"meet me at the hotel". I said okay. so nty otlter child and I met her at the
hotel. she said "come to our house". we ctid. I stayed there ,till mídnight.
I couldn't leave my son there and she was fi,ne. she had an open door. 

-Lre

went back andforth a lot. she became a really goodf.iend of mine and
support to ourfamiþ (Serena, lines 1-18 of 20).

Serena says that she attended to parenting programs with hopes of being able to

learn ways to parent her children, but was taken aback by their limited vision.

went to a parenting class futl of hope and they said "well it's probably too
latefor your oldest son, you've probably lost him but we can work on thís
stufffor you younger kids". I'm lilce you lmow what - no. I went to the
class and said no - don't tell me it's too latefor my son cause it,ll never be
too lateþr my son. I'm always going to be there. I'm always going to be in
hß lífe. v[/e're always going to be worlcing through our stttff, it', in u,
going to be too late [J When I took on parenting I took it olfor life (Serena,
lines 1-7 and 14 of 15).

serena identifies that through breaking rules, the foster mom provides a

relationship that is the source of healing and support Serena required for her and

her children. The foster parent respects and supports the boundaries of the

mother-child relationship, and allows Serena into the foster home, a space that

many mothers are denied access. Serena is aware that these practices fall

outside of the dominant regulating and mother blaming practices of child

welfare - but says this is where healing occured.
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Mandy

Mandy and I had an in-person interview scheduled, however she had

been ill and then we were unable to re-schedule another in-person interview.

We decided to do the interview over the telephone because Mandy identified

she really wanted to still participate. Mandy and I have never personally met.

Mandy started the interview saying that it was awkward. I agreed with Mandy

and somehow we managed to proceed.

In my analysis, I cannot speak to any of Mandy's social locators beyond

her gender because she did not talk about them, nor did I ask about them

because I wanted to remain as close as possible to my unshuctured interviewino

format. 'We were not visible to each other in the interview space, and it was a

space that we constructed together outside talk of social location. I was

listening for indicators that would help me to hear how social location factored

into Mandy's story, but could not identity them. I decided to ask Mandy where

she had gone to university, teiling her where I had attended and believing if she

identified attending the same inner-city progïam that I had, there was an

opening to bring social locators into the talk. Despite my attempt, social

location did not matenalize in Mandy's talk during the interview. I therefore

decided the lack of this talk was somehow significant. In hindsight, however, I

would have shared with Mandy that I was a white lesbian who had previously

been on welfare as a mother after leaving a man who had been violent towards

me. I would have talked briefly with Mandy about how I imagined these social

locators influenced my experiences and perceptions in my practice and identity
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as a child welfare worker. I would have then directly asked Mandy how she

thought her social locators are relevant to her practice and identity as a

protection worker.

What I did hear from Mandy about her client experiences was that she

had been a client as a child, and she stated during the interview that child

welfare briefly investigated her as a mother for neglect of her child after they

received an anonymous call. Mandy was in care of child welfare since early

childhood, and was later made a perïnanent ward.

During the interview, Mandy said that she believes that having been a

child welfare client "definitely" influences her practice and identity as a

protection worker. Mandy said she had thought she would talk more about her

actual experiences of having been a client, but said she concluded after re-

reading my advertisement for volunteers that she would be talking about how

she "deals with it" in her practice. She tells,

I ínitially thought I would talk about my experiences. Wat it was líkefor
me to be in care. But then I read through the research paper again ond ¡t,,
more lilce how do I deal with it in terms of my o., 

"orà 
managenxent

practice. I was thinlcing about ít otter and over and ot,er again and I had
such a hard time even explaíning it to ntyself (Mandy, lines l-4 of 4).

There was absolutely no expectation that parlicipants speak about their

histories as clients but most participants did. I believe their stories are

meaningful to how they decided to answer the research question. I was actually

concerned that I would not adequately honor the storjes participants shared

about their experiences as clients because I had focused my research question to

hear how the participants believed that having had client experiences influenced
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their practice and identities as protection workers. In reading and re-reading the

stories however, i determined that participants' individual stories illustrate how

child welfare is involved in activities of regulation that maintain existing

relations of power.

Dominant Storv of Client Experiences Presenting a Risk to Practice

The analysis that follows demonstrates how the dominant story that

client experiences present a risk to providing social work practice appeared in

all of the participants' stories. Liberal-humanist definitions of the self are

prominent in this dominant story, implying that people's experiences shape

them. While participants may or may not believe that people's personal

troubles are political problems, they spoke about previous experiences affecting

people, the effects of these expedences being what presents a risk to performing

the social work role. The discursive individualization of problems of people

who are the clients of social work is very powerful in child welfare, with the

effects of problems and issues located in persons. Social workers who have not

transformed these effects practice social work in ways that are, in the words of

the participants, damaging, füghtening, hannful, and unhelpful. Participants

fuither construct their stories from liberal-humanist ideas that we are selÊ

detennining and transcending, thereby making it possible to rninimize or even

overcome these effects through assuming personal responsibility.

Mandy understands that protection workers who have client experiences

must not appear to direct feelings they have from their experiences of having
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been clients towards their own clients. Mandy uses a co-worker who has been a

client as.an example of how showing anger from having been a client, and then

showing anger towards clients is problematic in practice.

[sJ he's a t)ery qtxgty individual. As much as slte's got a lot of lorcu,lecJge,
the personal knowledge that comes with the professíonal lmowledge, I rtnd
she often uses her personql atxger towards what's ltappened towaids tier
towards her clients. I think that can be vety damaging (Mandy, Iines 5-9 of
12).

Eliza says that she has a friend who bases her decision-making about removals

in her own experiences of having been in care, saying that she never brings

children into care because her experiences in care made her unhappy.

I have afriend who was sexually abused in her own home over many, many
years. she's ín social work and it's kind of scary actually quite honestly
because she believes that no lcid should come into care then. Because ihe
came into care and she wasn't, she wqs vety unhappy but to the point u,ltere
she was overriding thefact that she was sexually abused at home fl Litce
she's totally overriding her natural cautions, her natural instinct to self
presetne. That just kind of scares me. You see that a lot where thev think it's
got to be all or nothing (Eliza,lines 1-3, 6-8 of 8).

caron says social workers will create harm if they have not worked through

whatever was going on for them as clients.

If you haven't worked through that I thinlcþrget it cause you'll do more
harm. Then you'll be just saying well this is a stupid system and no they
shouldn't be taking your lcids even though you're abusing them. you know
not saying they should have talcen my kids long before they did no matter
what I tltottght (Caron, lines l9-28 from 2B).

Pat said prior to being a client she believed that workers with open files should

not be protection workers because clients have issues that will make them

unhelpful. Pat thinks it is possible for people work through these issues, but
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feels confused about whether she thinks workers with open files should or

should not be workers.

Maybe people vtith open protectionfiles shouldn't be social workers. you
lcnow that's a value that I hadfor a long time. I don,t even know if I don't
not thinlc ít now [J If you've got an open protectionfire then ltsy'r:n, yo,
know you've got issues [J There's people that get into social work b,ecctuse
o.f their own life experiences they're needing to work them through that kind
of stuffso they can get ínto social work because of it. I don,t kniw. some of
them are successful in that and it's vety helpful and they bring it to their
practice and they are absolutely wonderful at what they do and there's
others that I thínk are, it's premature and they're not hetpful in vthat they clo
because of their íssues. They haven't worlced through or dealt with or
understand or recognize or whatever and I don't know. I dol,t lcnow where I
am sonxe days (Pat,lines 6-8, 1 1 , 13- 1 7 of I7).

The dominant story that client experiences present a risk to performing

the social work role locates those who occupy this space in devalued

stigmatized subjectivities as child protection social workers who have been or

are clients. Unlike those protection workers who have never occupied the space

of clients, those who have or do are required to engage in numerous strategies to

ensure their experiences do not cause trouble in practice. To construct

themselves through the liberal-humanist transformative discourse, participants

must employ self-disciplinary strategies, which I suggest are not only acts of

conshucting oneself through the transformative discourse but are additionally

acts of resistance to the dominant story of client experience as risk.

Serena believes that her feelings that arise in her work are from previous

experiences, and that these feelings can potentially interfere in practice. She

goes to her supervisor to perception check, just to make sure that feelings are
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not getting in the way, creating bias, or distorting what she is interpreting in

practice.

I perceptio, che_ck a lot. I ask.þrfeedback. I'm ope, abotú it. I'tt go ín
and say this is the feeting left otter for me and I wint to make sure it,s not
that is getting in tlte way. That it's not a bias. Sontething really colori,g and
dístorting my lens when I'm loolcing at somethi,g. AndÍ,il go'and
perception checkwíth my supervísor (serena, rines I -7 of 7j.

Similar to Serena, Eliza believes that workers' histories with child protection as

clients influences their perceptions, rnaking it essential to engage in healing

processes to develop a more balanced view. Eliza describes the first step as

accepting one's own history, sharing how she has developed a balanced view of

her mother as an illustration of the healing required to practice protection work.

There are many people going ínto socíal work that hatte their ou,n histoty
with it . . . a lcey piece is to be able to heal that histoty, and it,s not even so
ntuch a ltealing c(tuse you hatte to accept that hístoty first. I think you ltave
to accept yoLr own history because I'm able to look at nty ,tom and see
what was good about her and what was not good about her. wat I would
have líke to have seen changed rilce the drinling. I can,t say that staying at
home would have been great. I think I't,e got i more balaiced view"[J ï
really think itflavors what we see. I'm noi alwqys sure that it's flar,çi¡,xg ¡in a good way or even in a balqrced way (Eliza, lines r - 6 of 6 and z_¡ ãf
13)

caron says that she attended a rot of therapy so she courd work through things

so she would not damage her clients.

I had been in therapy before but I jttst cortinued and continued and
continued.- Just s.o that I hopefuily wouldn't screw anybody up. I,nt sure not
perfect but you lqxsvt you can do a lot of damage tfyâu haven't worked
tltrough a lot of this sh,tff(Caron, lines 3_5 of 5j. 

' -

Mandy says she regularly self-monitors through asking herself if she is biased

because ofher own experiences.
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I struggle with this. I ask rnyself this question often. If I'm biased in dealing
with my clients because I can relate to tlteir siiuatioi and look at it
dffirently than perhaps someone'vvho has not been through tlzose lcinds of
tlùngs (Mandy, lines 5 -7 of 7).

Constructing Sub iectivities

Four of the five participants identifu having been clients before they

became social workers, and to become social workers they spoke about the

necessity and ability to have transformed. Mandy, for example, constructs her

story through these liberal-humanist discourses. She says that performing the

social work role after being a client requires people to overcome their

experiences. It all depends on how healthy you are as an indivídual and what

you've really overconxe based on your experiences. spealcingfor myself

coming to terms and accepting things that I just couldn't change, you know,

growing and maturirzg. Serena similarly describes needing to grow and heal to

be a social worker- I went to school and I took this introduction to social work

and realized I have a lot of worlc to clo before I can do this work - like personal

growth and healing

Like Serena,Eliza also believes that healing is required . I thinlr that the

key piece for me has always been to try to help people heal, especíally if they,re

going into social work. caron similarly tells that to be a social worker, people

who have been clients must work through the experiences that brought them to

be clients in first place. she describes how part of working through these

expedences is taking personal responsibility.

You have to have worked through it. I'll net,erfeel good about what
happened- Not as long as I live. But I do undirstaid that I did the best that
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I could at the tíme . . . It took a long time to tmderstand my piece in it causeI had a role (Caron, lines 1-4 of 4).

These women had been clients before they were social workers, and had

two dominant and widely circulated discourses available to them, through which

they could construct their subjectivities. As I have discussed, they are both

liberal humanist discourses. one is the discourse of transcending and

transforming, that people can overcome their client experiences through

personal insight, self-determination and growth. within the range of

subjectivities available to these women, this is the most valued. The other

available discourse is the wounded healer as a risk, a less valued subjectivity. It

is important to recognize thatthese subjectivities sometimes co-exist, and

people may transit between them. Pat, however, had been a social worker for a

number of years before she became a client. These subjectivities are not

available to her. Pat cannot grow into taking personal responsibility and

become a social worker, because she already assumes responsibility and is a

social worker. Pat also does not have the wounded healer as a risk discourse

available to her because, similarly, she did not arrive into child welfare practice

having previous client experiences and she performed normative White female

subjectivity through motherhood, family structure and her role as a child

protection worker.

Pat is consequently uncertain about how to proceed and seeks direction

through therapy. Pat tells a tearful account about how she sought counseling,

where the therapist constructed her client experiences as a personal problem that
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required medicating. While Pat recognizes this approach is not useful for her

and seeks another counselor, she is similarly awarethat the new counselor has

little to offer.

so I went to see a cou,selor myself because I,m not dealing with this vety
well- I'tn not coping (crying). I'm tryíng to get a grip on things that I ¿on't
hatte control of, That's not me becausei,* tlrn tciiaZ1persoithat can rJo
everything. I can do it alt. I canfix it all and íf I donit know the answers l,ll
read boolrs or research it until I do know the'answers. So I go and just kind
of spill my guts and lzer solution to fixing things vtcts to tett me ø lo on
medication. þniggelyeah weil. That u,ãsn't whqt I v,as needing.Tt,s not
wltat I was loolcingþr- If I wanted medication I'd be tarking to-*y doctor. I
wouldn't be talkíng to a therapist. she was a psychologist. I jusi let her
lc,ow thqt her approach wqs not acceptabte. so'they reassigned nte to
somebody else. I recognized that thìs person didn'i, I don,lwant to say she
didn't hat e the skills but maybe she just didn't have - whqt she *o, ¡o, *u
wøs ittst a sounding board. You lcnow just be able to spíll my gttts aitd tallc to
somebody but as_for herping mefind direction or deaiíng w:iti things or
helping me resolve stuffit wasn't there. It was not there. It was so
disappointing. so I gatte Ltp l] I wauld love to figure it out but I hatten,t
þund a therapist thqt's even able to help ,n" ¡glrn it out. My thoughts just
get so iumbled 1t4 

and then I get overwhetmedànct I shut it down ola ,n¡tt
back again and keep on goí,g. A,d saying this is eating me up i,side and I
can't, you know resolve the two. You lcnoi tlte ansu,er is go oi ntedication.
[Ttell how ís that going to resorve the r,t¡o? you k,ow or the other one
[lherapistJ was iust very empathic but not useful. It just wqsn,t helpful in
finding a directíon. If I torcw what was heþful t woLu havefigurid it out. I
would have done it. There has to be [a retiàdyJ. wat,, tt n iol,rng? They,ve
put a man on the moonfor chríst salce. They can,tfigure thís out\pat, Iines
1-20 of 20 and 1- 1 3 of 1 3).

In Pat's story, she told about being unable to resolve the huo. I believe she is

talking about being unable to resolve being both a social worker and now also a

client' This story illustrates how Pat and the therapists she consult s cannotfind

a direction because there are no available discourses pointing the way.

While the transformative discourse accounts for persons to transcend the

hierarchical client/worker binary, it cannot account for persons who become

clients after they have already been workers. The analysis here shows how the
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client/worker binary marks the social and spatial positions of each in relation to

the other, thereby mutually constituting the subjectivities of each other. pat's

story illustrates how the client/worker binary is a constructed ideological variant

of the same lens through which we view good/bad mothers. clients, as ,bad

mothers' are clearly distinguishable from child protection workers, who by their

professional function and access to expert knowledge are automatically deemed

to know how to protect and parent children better than clients. Thereby, it is not

possible to simultaneously occupy the space of client and protection worker,

and still be a competent protection worker because of the client/worker binary.

Policins the Client/Worker Binarv

Pat describes how other social workers in her worþlace express the

view that child welfare should not allow protection workers with open files to

work as protection workers because such people are unsuitable for the job.

You hear it loud and clearfrom coworkers. Hov, dare thís agency et,en hire
somebody with an open protectionfile. If they've got an open protectíonfile
they should be suspended autornatícally. You heai those comments loud and
clear. There is no apologiesfor that viewpoint. There,s some vety strong
supporters thøt ifyou're.fuclced up you shouldn't be here. If there is an
open protectíonfile you'refuclced up (pat,lines 1_7 of 7).

I suggest these voices of other social workers are 'voices of regulation' that act

to police the client/worker binary in child welfare. In the other participants,

interviews, they also told stories about child welfare social workers, managers,

supervisors and clients who talked and behaved in similar ways to pat's co-
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workers. I suggest these are stories that also show the maintenance and

operations of the client/worker binary in child welfare.

For example, in Caron's story she attended university to obtain her social

work degree while she was a child welfare client. The child welfare and I did

not get along a,d meanwhíle I'tn conti,uirtg going through school. caron

'Jokingly" suggests to the child welfare social workers that perhaps like them

she will someday work as a protection worker. I'd joke and say oh maybe l,ll
workfor child welfare. They'd laugh and say I don,t think so. you never lorcu, I
said. Caron understands that these responses maintain the divide between her

self as a client, and them as protection workers. [IJt was like I'il never get a job

because my lrids are in care. you rorcw I thought I would be markedfor tife ítt

social work. After caron completes her degree, she applies to child welfare for

a job as social worker.

Tltere was a job came up fl I didn't talk about my child welfare, or my, I
didn't they do the clzeck. It's afile tike this [spráads hand wideJ. okãy ft,s
like two or three volumes I'm teiling you. ohlhey have afit. Ttie progro*
manager . . . she phones me up and slze says "you have a child r,àlfo-rn
tÍilel, you've had dealings with chitd welfare;'. I saíd yeah [J I saíd nobody
asked nte. She saíd "well I don't lonw ifwe can hire you tuith this extensive
of afile you linow. I'll have to read through ¡t and I'li have to get back to
you " . I saíd v,ell I'ue signed the papers. so I ytill take this furiter if I don't
get the job. I said I'm quatified to do the job. Ail through iÀs t aiierglxr
years of therapy. Eíght years of therapy [J Ifelt that I had resolved tle
issues, the ones that would stop me from doing good work. That I had dealt
with them. Theyfinally decíded that they woild put me on probation. It was
a dffirent lcind of probation. I think tltey wanted to ,un íf I could do it
wíthout, I don't kttow, falling apart or whatetter (caron,lines 1, 4-r2, 16_25,
32 -35 of 35).

In caron's story she describes being qualified because she has a social work

degree, but says that critical to her qualifications, she has transformed herself
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through having completed eight years of therapy and resolved the issues that

would interfere in her ability to perform the social work role. Unlike social

workers who have never been child welfare clients, child welfare questions

caron's suitability for the job based on her history as a client rather than

evaluating her qualifications as a social worker. caron engages in self-

monitoring in her decision to engage strictly in crisis work. I can do the initíal

assessment and I'm pretst good at it. And things settle dovtn a bit ancl then I
mot¡e ít on to the people that have the nurturing piece cause I don't have it.

Mandy believes that because she has been a client, that other

professionals in social work view her as having trouble containing her feelings

when she interacts with clients. Mandy explains that her supervisor has

instructed her on numerous occasions to contain her feelings when she is

interacting with clients in order to maintain a professional boundary between

herself and the clients.

I think the way the other people in my professíon looks at me in terms of
wealorcss is that I will become emotional or I will become sad. I w¡ll hòld
someone f they're crying. I can't help but cty with them. I don't lrnow how
many times I've been scolded that that's not professional. You have to hatte
these boundaries. I understand what those boundaries meqn but yet I feel to
me that's not a boundary. It's about hat¡ing some human contpassion. It
doesn't necessarily trigger atrything in me other than that it's sad and it's
hurtful and you htow. so I know my boss many times says you can't oy and
you can't do those things and you can't say those things - and it's well v,hy
not? That's a big strugglefor me. I often get into issues with my supervisors
about that because that is how I work. That is hou, I relate and I thlnk I get ø
lot accomplíshed. I mean íf I sat there and bawled myfoce off that.ould
totally not be appropriate, but I think we get so you know wrapped up in
being professional and you know tryíng to say what the right tiíngs are
when I don't necessarily agree with that (Mandy, lines I-I3 of I3)
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Serena tells that she disclosed she had formerly been in care to the parents in a

family with which she was working, with intention to build commonality to

enhance the working relationship. She describes how the father tried to use the

infonnation that she shared against her in court, which Serena says initially had

completely confused her, so she attended to see a counselor about it.

so thís one.family that was reaily triggering þr me. I explained to them
somewhat about the process, how files are assigned to ffirent workers and"I learned a little bit about you and I saw somã similarities so I thottght that
there was a commonality in us and so I actually chose to vtork v,ith y\ur
family". so I disclosed a rittre bit about having been a child ín care. I
didn't go into "I thínkyour child has had this experience,,, bectf,use I didn't
know about that yet. But it was around how I coutd engage and connect
with the parents and those símilarities. In the end he turned it around and
tried to use it in court against me by turning it into a bias rather than a
commonality and the beginnings of understanding ofwhere they were at,
and how we might brai,storm and work wíth the reiources. I was realþ
coffisedfor a períod of time and I needed to reflect on that. I actually
connected with the EAP counselor around some of my own stuffthat was
coming ttp. I couldn't understand. My perceptíon was that this was such a
positive thing, and how could this ín anyl4)ay be turned ittto something
negative. I just couldn't get it. Yeah. I really got blindsided. So I st-arted
to reflect more around self-discrosure, Iike when I would use it (Serena,
lines 1-14 of 14).

Afterwards, Serena says that she became more cautious about disclosing when

she tells that she has been a client. we can see how the binary operates here by

asking the question, would it have been possible for this father to think he could

build a case in court against a worker by saying that she was biased because she

had never been a client of child welfare? Followed by, would a worker accused

by a client ofhaving a bias because she had never been a client decide that she

must exercise greater caution in her telling, perhaps sometimes even letting

people think that she had also been a client? Without the assumption that it is
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nonnal and natural for protection workers to not have been clients, and for

clients or former clients to not be protection workers, it is not possible to

imagine that this father would consider using it in his favour.

Serena's story is also a very good example of the disciplining processes

that create self-disciplining persons who will police themselves, thereby also

policing the space between the client/worker binary. Serena now exercises

caution about disclosing, thereby performing suitable social work subjectivity.

Mandy similarly identifies understanding that she must present acceptable social

work subjectivity, so she conceals information about herself that could be

pejorative to this presentation.

I lived with an alcoholic, domestic violence out the yahoo. I lcnow dffirent. I
htow the cycle of violence. I lorct+, the tr"igger points for my ex partner. I
lorcw ttying to talk to an alcoholic doesn't change arrything, but I still did att
of those tlzirtgs anyway. I hid it dffirently because I have the informqtion
behind me to lmow when to say things and when to not say things and when
to protect myself and when not to protect myself (Mandy, lines r-6 of 12).

I further understand serena and Mandy's discretions about when to

share and when not to share as acts of resistance to social stigmatization. As a

lesbian, parlicularly one who is feminine in presentation, I understand that

people presume dominant identity when a marginalized identity is invisible.

Unless I tell people, they almost consistently assume I am heterosexual. I also

believe that while it is significantly less socially stigmatizing to be a lesbian

now than in recent history, I know people who identifli as lesbian (as well as

gay men) yet 'pass' as heterosexual, not only to avoid stigmatization, but also to

avoid physical harm and threats to their economic and family stability through

losing jobs and relationships.
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Caron says while she believes that it would be useful in some practice

situations to tell clients that she takes medications for a mental health disability

and about her client experiences with child welfare, she identifies that social

stigma and the professional boundaries child welfare requires between clients

and workers prevent her from sharing.

I wish there wasn't such stignta cause I v¡ish I could say and I don,t tell
clients I'nt on ry4: But I wish you courd. I wish society was at a poirt
where you could do that or where you courd say "I had my chítdren
appreltended and. ltey's the exper'ience I had, and ltere,s what I,m thinking
of it now". They'd absolutely die in chitd wefore rf you did that. co, you'
imagine goirg to work and doing that? They *ouid-roy you had no
boundaries Qaughs). To tne in some cases, not all, but in some cases I think
it would work (Caron, lines l_7 of 9).

while Eliza says that she does not hide that she is Aboriginal and has

been in care, she does believe that her former client status as an o.Indian,,

continues to stigmatize her.

[TJhat stigma is always there whether ít's a good stigma or bad stigma the
stignta is still there. There's stiil something wrong. Il's stiil not riglt. so I
have people coming up to me today, other sociarlorkers teiling ãe oh,
especially after I got this [high status positionJ, you must be slproud of
yotrrself, loolc howfar you've conxe. Okay is thai because I'm an India, or is
it because I was in care or because of both because I'm not silent on either.
You lcnow people lorcv,, I'm an Aboriginar coming out of care. But, I,ye gott
so calledf iends who hat,e come up to me and sa¡d the-sante thing. I,m
thinlcing ltoly moly like where did that comefrom. so you strtt gát ft etten
today. oh no ít netter goes au)ay. Tltat is the class. yoi wear thãt ngfor the
rest of your life (Eliza,lines 1 -12 of I2).

similar to Eliza, Pat says that having been a client permanently marked her as a

protection worker, salng that years later she still wears it. To this day I feet tike

it's a black eye that I wear as a protection worker that I had absolutely no
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control over. Pat identifies the file as the mechanism of maintaining her

stigmatization. It's alwøys a retninder that you're afuclced up family. That's

where your label is. so I hat,en't figured out lxow to deql with that.

The stories of the participants illustrate how these stigmatizing functions

maintain the client/worker binary that also serves to regulate dominant

motherhood, childhood, and the family in liberal societies. Further, the binary

marks the spatial separation of those who occupy dominant social locations of

class and race from those who occupy marginalized locations. Eliza and Serena

both talked about how being foster children carried social stigma, producing

social stories about them being bad children. They talked about how these

stories shaped their school experiences, including how being in care positioned

them outside of educational spaces still reserved for predominantly white

middle-class women.

Eliza says she was subjected to stigrnatizationas a foster child because she

was not with her farnily. Her story illustrates how normative constructions of

family being the only proper place to bring up children told a story about her

being a 'bad ass kid'.

The stígma of being afoster child is there's sornething wrong with you and
no matter what people tell you, you løtow that if you're not with yourfamily
there must be sontething \urong. As much as people say oh this poor lid
sociefi really, truly believes if you're afoster lcid you're a bad ass kid
already, right and even if it wasn't your fault you're stíll goíng to be a bad
ass kíd because you of course didn't get the proper upbringÌng. I had a
princípal tell me qs soon as I walked into school it was - - - , grade 10. The
first words out of his mouth were we've ltad your kínd here before and we're
not going to talce any troublefrom you (Eliza,lines i_4 of 6).
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Similar to Eliza, Serena talked about stigma and the story of her being a bad kid

because she was a foster child. She tells about other kids teasing and beating

her up and teachers really not standing up to protect her, which she attributes to

being a foster child.

They k eu, I was afoster child when I came to school [J I had this jumper
and blouse, thought I looked just ticlcity boo. I was teased. Teasecl and I,d
get beat up and so I learned to fight. But they rc,ew arready I was a fosterchíld and even sometíntes teaclters in theirfilusn.ation woulcl say, like, wlty
would they believe you (Serena, lines 1, 5_g of g)?

Serena talks further about how being a foster child denied her opportunities that

middle class children easily access. she tells specifically how she was

discouraged by these losses, temporarily giving up her ambitions.

I didn't lmow I could go to uníttersity. Nobody talked tofoster kíds about
going to uníversity that I lc,ew of, Nobody encouraged.-It was like get good
grades because you're supposed to go to schoot because you,re suppolud
to. Not because I was buitdíng i, to somethíng or a.future [J I worlced really,
really hard[in schoolJ because the top ten kids with the beit grades, like the
highest grades got to go to France on spring break. And I so wa,tecl to be
one of those kids. Child welfare didn'tiomi through with the money on time
and I didn't get to go. I did all that hard yvork. I gãt straight A's. A"pluses. I
excelled. I put all my energy into thís and I didnl get to go. I still thìnk there
was something about that because - - [middle ctass professionalJ, his chitd
got to go in my place.,There ntight hat e been some finagting ther:e. At any
rate there was a deadlíne to have the money in and clzild *áyoru ctidn't meet
the deadline [J I don't rmow if I'll ever get to go to paris again. And I
dropped French. so nov, if I wanted to *orkþ, the federir government orif I wanted to try other experiences I'd have io go back ancl learn that
language. wich wouldn't be terribly dfficuttlut I lost it and I lost a lot
after that. That really *1t o turnirg pointfor me. And I started to really just
not care. It bled íryto /r aspects of schoor. And that was the year I dråiped
out (Serena. lines B-12,21-31,35_39 of 39).

In Serena's story, she describes holding the value and desire that education is

vital. She told about her attempt to return to schoor. with a riferong history of
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social stigmatization, she tells how this stigma continued to define what

educational programs she could access.

I really, really wctnted to go to school. So determination and perseverance is
something else I think I've learned through my experienrnr. so I ended up in
- - schoolþr unwed mothers. That's what ít was called. Like how labetiig
is that? so we were all gathered there us naughty girls. And it wasn,t haid
to get what the picture behind that phrase meant. I grew up with it you
lcnow. so yealt. so that was the end of that story. I lçtew I had to gá back to
school- I htew I had to do a lot of school in order to get anywheie but I was
never able to.foctts on, lilce go to unhtersily (serena, lines l-12 of r2).

Eliza similarly talked about how being in care denied her access to educational

opportunities when she wanted to attend university. Like Seren a,Elizawas also

temporarily discouraged and gave up her pursuits.

I wanted to go to unittersity but your utorlçer had to sign þr you. My social
worker said "well you can't you have to get a job whòn yor¡rtrh ichoot.
l4/e cqn't support youforever. so you can't go to universíty. you're going to
be a secretary". I said well I hate that. so I quit school and I left. Iâtdn",t
bother going. why would I go? He told me I couldn't. welt it torslç 771¿ q
long time to get up the courqge to go back to university without grade
tweltte (Eliza,lines 1-11 of 11).

Serena and Eliza's stories tell how being in permanent care of child welfare

streamed them away from attending university, thereby building barriers to

accessing the educational spaces of the middle class. Both Serena and Eliza tell

how their efforts required diligence to obtain access to these spaces, which is

clearly in contrast to those who have these opportunities within easy reach

because they occupy spaces ofprivilege. In addition to the classed

segregation of space that accompanies the client/worker binary, it is also a place

marked by racial differences. child protection workers are white. As I

previously identified, child welfare routinely takes indigenous children into care
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where they become pennanent wards at a significantly higher rate than children

who are White, while in Britain and the United States it is Black children who

are taken into care and returned less often. As I also previously discussed,

Canadian child welfare organizations participated in colonizing Indigenous

children when child welfare social workers removed literally thousands of

children from Indigenous communities and offered the children to primarily

White adoptive families in Canada and the United States. I was in care with

some of those children, and witnessed some of the younger children disappear.

One of my placement caregivers told me some time later that child welfare had

sent them for adoption in the United States. In the child welfare system, I lived

with mostly Indian kids from Northern Manitoba reserves. As a youth who ran

away from foster and group homes, child welfare workers frequently had me

locked in residential settings, sometimes where I was the only white kid

amongst all Indigenous kids.

child welfare's role in regulating the race of indigenous people is very

clear, however, what does it mean when a white kid is in permanent care?

During our interview Elizatalked about race and ethnicity, hers and mine,

stating there are varying implications of being an Indian or a white child in care.

As a white lcid in care you would have had it in sonte ways worse that we clid
. . . I think it was even worse þr white kíds becauru uvu,ronn beliet,ed
Indía,lcids were, you htow so poor anyway. A white k¡â ¡n care - oh my
god. That would have been just horrendous. It was very rare to have a
white kid in care. (Eliza. lines 1-5 of 5).

Eliza did not specifically identifu why she imagines it worse to be a white kid

in care, but suggests what makes it horrendous is the ranty of it. What I believe
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Eliza ìs referring to here is not just the isolation white kids may experience

from their White peers. Rather, what seems horrendous is the individualized

dislocation and stigmatization of being a white kid discarded by one's own

dominant racial 8roup. As I discussed, permanent wardship, as an experience of

oppression, occurs in a racial space occupied in canada mostly by Indigenous

children.

Participants all identiflu that through their experiences as child protection

clients they have something valuable to offer in their practice as protection

workers. Participants identified that their client experiences resulted in having

valuable knowledge for their practice as protection workers. Serena says I think

it brings ricltness to practice that I couldn't have otherwíse [J That experience

of lotowing' And it also brings patience to my practice. Elizasimilarly says that

her experiences bring a knowing to her practice. I hat,e the dírect experience of

knowing [J It sounds crazy but I was luclqt enongh to be in care because I hat,e

the heads up on things. Pat describes her client experiences as improving her

practice. I think I'm much more empathic [J without some life experiences, I
think you're missittg out on what you can provide for your clíents. Caron tells

about trytttg to use what she has learned through her client experiences to assist

people so they will not have to suffer in the ways she did,. Knowing what I
lcnow,ow - wat I'm tryí,g to do is get to people before they get to where I was

at. Mandy says,I decided to become a socíal worlcer specifically witltin the

ient Ex
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child welfure environment because of my past experiences [J I think you have to

lítte certain kinds of experiences to unclerstancJ it and relate to clients.

Participants described how they believe their client experiences

influence their child protection practice. Their stories included discussions

about practice of the daily requirements involved to perfonn the role of child

protection worker. These include how participants engage in decision-making

processes about children's irnmediate safety and planning for their future well-

being through family contact and permanency planning. My analysis shows

how I understand participants' subject positions inform their decision-making.

These discussions further included stories about other required functions of

front-line child welfare work, including risk assessment, family assessment and

intervention, file documentation and everyday interactions with the people who

are the clients of child welfare. The analysis shows how I interpret participants

to believe that their client experiences influence these functions, and how they

construct and utilize knowledge to inform their practice.

The dominant discourse of 'best interests of the child, shapes the

practice of all the participants. Consistent with dominant understandings of this

discourse, they tell of practice and identities as protection workers that

encompass not only the imrnediate safety of children, but also their future

wellbeing. While some of the participants extend the idea of best interests

beyond dominant meanings, all participants talked about how their experiences
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as child welfare clients contribute to their understandings of what is best for

children. They specifically tell of their experiences as clients influencing their

decision-making in practice related to apprehensions and family contact for

children.

In Eliza's story, she locates children's best interests in their immediate

safety and future wellbeing, but is also concerned with maintaining children,s

identities through their culture, and relationships to people and place.

Information about child welfare's participation in the assimilation and cultural

genocide of Canada's Indigenous populations through removing children from

their families and communities is widely circulated in university social work

programs. Child welfare organizations also have well defined written policies

declaring their intention to maintain the cultural identities of Indigenous

children who require child protection services. consistent with these

discourses, Eliza says she is very cautious about removing children from their

families and communities because she knows there will be consequences for

thern through her experiences of having been an Aboriginal child in care. Eliza

tells that even when she does remove children to increase their immediate

safety, her thinking is different from other workers' conceptualizations of their

actions to remove as "good' or "better" for the children. Eliza says that in her

decision-making about removing or not removing children, she concludes that

whatever her actions, they will not make children's lives better because all

decisions have a cost for the child. She tells of trying to make the least harmful

decision for children. You lmow how you always thínk do no harm. That,s my
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motto [J I am not saving (].nyone becquse evetything is goíng to cost no matter

which choice vv-e mak€ as a child protection worker. . .InE\iza,s telling, she is

clear that her personal experiences have sensitized her awareness of the need to

preserve families as a child welfare response that is in children's best interests.

. . . I think about the biggest dffirence I seefor myself as opposed to my co
workers let's say and my collaterals who have not had the satne experiLnce
of being a child in care and how muclt of this is cultural and how ituch
isn't. . . . they aren't as restricted perhaps in their thínlcing. They're vøy
clear when they go in and they have to do an apprehensioi that they're-
doing the right thíng and that this is going to be goodþr the child. This ís
going to be betterþr the child. I'm the exact opposite. I already know what
it's goíng to cost. I have the direct experience of htowíng . . . I'm very
aware when I go into afamily and I hat¡e to intervene at suclt an exh.ente
level and I will say it's an extrente let,el. I lcnow they're about to lose their
family þr the rest of theit. tife. I lcnow that what we're doíng is lot going to
stop when they're eighteen years old and that they're safe. They're-goiig to
be payingfor the rest of theír life. fhß is pennanent because v,e're brealcing
connections. we're breaking attachments. we're breaking a sense of
combíned history and a sense of shared history. we're disrupting,o *ony
things olx so many levels that we're disrupting theír identiry of tiho they åre
both as afamily member, as a sibling let's say, or as a child that belongs to
thatfamily, that community, that network. We're disrupting everything that
spealis to the core of a person's identity. And so children, especi.ally kicls
that are made permanent wards, to me it's heartbreakittg to see, it has to be
pretty extremeþr me to get to that poínt. I wíll try almost anything to try to
presen)e afamily before I get to that point cause I lmow what it costs. I;ve
got brothers and sisters. I have never been able to reclaim uthat we lost.
we've talked about it. we've all lost, we lost, for us we also lost our
language. l4/e lost our culture cause we're aboriginal. Over and abot¡e that
though we lost each other. The sad part was that we were q very cohesitte,
connected family. The famílies they put us tuíth actuølly were no healthier
than our own [J how it's influenced tne I tltink as a worlcer as well is that it's
made me vety cautíous. It's made me go that extra mile withfantilies I
would say. Not to say that workers don't do it without the experience cause I
lcnow a lot of really great workers (Eriza,lines 1-26 and 31-33 of 33).

while Eliza recognizes some workers without client experiences may

practice in ways similar to her, she tells that her practice is orientated
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specifically through her lived experiences from having been an Aboriginal child

in care.

Mandy also holds the view that child welfare serves children,s best

interests through maintaining their relationships with family. As with Eliza,

Mandy identifies her experiences of being cut off from family as informing her

belief that maintaining family relationships is essential to children,s future

wellbeing and that planning for children who are in care must include

maintaining their connections with family. Also like Eliza,Mandy tells how

she practices differently than her co-workers when she has apprehended a child

and must find somewhere safe for them to be because she first looks to

children's natural network. Although Mandy may do so, she did not talk of

accounting for culture as part of her decision-making processes about

apprehensions and family contact, seemingly then applying universal practices

for all children.

. . . working in child protectio, we do a really horrible, horribte job of
prese,ving thatfamily. And I knowfor rne I,m - - years otd and i,m¡ist
Irnowirg who my fantily ís now. I'm angry about ihat. lt hurts me. Ii bothers
me. L\lhen I ltave, I've apprelzended a chitd and they come into care myfirst
course of action isn't to contact the placentent desi like etetybody els'e"
u,ould do. It's who's yourfamity? who can we call? who is it that you can
go to othe, than our system? [J all the workers around me it,s f,om A to z
and I find I go fr"om Z to A. so those kinds of thíngs reaily, ,uo,rty sticrc out
.for me ard I, and I think it keeps nty clients stron!. It keeps thoie children
strong [] because your famiry's q nxess or they'ri doru inrtoin things
doesn't mean we should separate thernforevàr. And I often argtte, not argue
b.ut you lcnow we have debates at work about vtell this person should not see
this dad or this mom because of btah, btah, btah. I say to myself ttnless the
person has cqused sonle sever.eform of trauma beyond human belief there's
no reason why we should not, they should not still see each other (Mandy,
lines 2-10,12-16 of 17).
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At the same time Mandy says she focuses her practice on preserving

relationships between child and parents, she also believes that parents must

assume personal responsibility for their actions when they have abused their

children.

l4¡ell I think some things are pretty blaclc and white. If it,s a child that,s
been abused I think it's pretty obvious when you go tnto to approach the
parent after thefact and say what happened here. They need to be
accountqble for tlrut. (Mandy, lines 1-3 of 3).

Mandy tells how children's identities and their current and future emotional

well-being involve having relationships with family because the "system', is not

likely to provide these relationships in any significant way beyond adulthood.

Yourfamily is who and what malces you and breaks you. I mean these kids
are going to grow up in carefor eighteen years not lorcwing theirfamilies
and at eíglxteen you lmou, who do they have? Nobody. They don,t have the
system again. chances are they don't have the samefosterfamily and íf they
do it's not the same connection as you had when you were a child in càre.
They're not always going to be just as invested in you. your family is just, I
don't lcnow. It's just so crucictl to your emotional well being not just in the
short term but in the long term. you need that. Everybody ieeds somebody
you know (Mandy, lines 1-10 of 10).

In Serena's story, she identifies practicing in children's best interests by

attending to their immediate safety, which she has sometimes done through

removals, but like Eliza and Mandy, she also considers children,s futures by

maintaining their relationships with family so they can have connection and a

sense of belonging. Serena identifies how her experiences of not seeing her

family while she was in care as a child, and the impact on her then and now,

provides her with an understanding about the need to maintain children's

connections with their families.
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. . . I was still part of a huge extended.family and the holidays and the
gatherings and the all of that. when I v,ent to afoster ltome it all stopped.
Like screech when I left that court house, the court ltouse steps in town. I left
there and it was all over. I didn't have cousins, or atmts, or uncles or
grandparents, or arry of that anymore. They were out there somewhere but
Íhey weren't connected to me enymore. . . so when I tell nry.famílies,
extendedfamily, when I have to bring a child into care or whatet¡er the case
may be, and there's going to be some dfficutty or disruption ín connectÌon
infamily until I can get thíngs supponed. I tell people-,,family is really
important and I will do what I can to keep the connections - I need to'honor
those and respect them - I mean it". Then Ifoltow through so that they lorcw
I mean it. Tltatfor me is that outsta,ding piece. Not one-of those
relationships was maintained. I'm talking about hunclredi ofpeople that I
have reconnected utith but stiil there's not that sense of beúiginþ a,rd
family connection (Serena, lines 2- 14 of 1 5).

serena says,l tltink that I'm childfocusecl but notforgetting that thís

chíld is part of afamily andfamily doesn't just mean sisters, brothers, mom and

dad. She tells of being particularly critical of the timelines that child welfare

has for determining how long children can be in care before applications for

their permanent removal are required, and does not consider it in children's best

interests to enforce these timelines.

. . . I think that arbitrary tíntelínes are afarce. we're not talcing ínto the
account and honoring eve:body's dffirences and we need to do that. so
what I tnean by that ís þr tne íf I had onry two years to get it togetherfor my
kids it might not have happened [J I get that part that ilneeds to be in the
clùld's best interest. They need to be abre to bond. They need to be able to
attach- I get that kids hate a set of needs. But what's ni.ot, I don't think given
enough consideration is the dantage and the trautna to that child of
separating themforevelfrom theirfarnilies - and it's a cost saving
measure. I lc,ow lots of kids that I've worked with who would have done
really well if tltey'd been able to hat,e tnaybe stayed in cqre three orfour
days and q week and spend the rest of tlte tinte with their.famity beciuse the
famíly could really cope with that [J But that costs ,tottey . . . [in child
protection workJ you need to get that kid adopted out and somebody else,s
financial responsibilifl (Serena, lines 2-4,13-20 of 20).
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Although Serena pulls from dominant ideologies of childhood that describe

children as having needs to attach, she is not guided by dominant discourses of

attachment theory, intensive mothering practices, and maternal deprivation

theories that say children require one main attachment figure, usually identified

as the child's mother. she says, rather, that anumber of people can be involved

with meeting children's needs for attachment, a value that is validated for her in

the First Nations community where she is connected and her beliefs about

family are supported. Serena tells, however, that the dominant culture,s judicial

system overrides her views and First Nation's cultural practices of parenting in

children's best interests.

. . . That's were Ifound a lot of varídatíon because I thought of parenting,
lilce I say, isforever. That's how itwas in that communrty. Thàfamíly
ntembers that I lcnew it was forever and ever and ever. Ii doesn",t stop at a
statutory time IJ then the court allows us two years. you,re,rppori to bu
able to walk away (Serena, lines 4-7, 17 -19 of 1 g).

Serena identifies using child welfare legislation, which allows child

welfare otganizations to provide resources for parents who require supports to

look after their children, to advocate for mothers with disabilities so children do

not have be separated from their family. In Serena's telling of one particular

family, she describes it a necessity to advocate for the mother and her child to

not be separated, even though expected and acceptable practice would be to

make an application to the court to have the mother's parental rights terminated

and the child permanently removed fi-orn their mother.

I was sitting with my supert,isor and we were discussing [a case with a
mother díagnosed with FASJ. she said well really shoitàr't you just apply
for the cco [continuing care orderJ before you transfer thefile. l,*- i¡in
no, why? she says cause really you løtow isn't that where it's going to go? I
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said we don't lutow. [sr,penisor saysJyeah but we only have this many
months left in the two years we have . . . and really can this mom puilít o6
without any services after thar year? I saíd no, she needs supporrc and
servíces her u,hole lífe. . . our Act it says . . . and I quoted it.- she went oh
ríght. I said and the sentices aren't goi,g to come iut of our budget. They,lt
come out of communily litting. She's alrectcly hooked up. So whatlever they
can provide. (Serena, lines 29, 36_46 of46)

In this instance, Serena is resistant to very powerful discourses that instruct us

to believe that we can predict the future, if only based on probabilities. She

similarly resists dominant neo-liberal ideologies, particularly those involving

the dominant ideology of motherhood. Child welfare organizations often expect

child welfare workers to focus their assessments on the capacityof individual

mothers to perform mothering within neo-liberal parameters. within neo_

liberalism, competent mothers are those that require no assistance from the state

beyond those welfar-e state benefits that already exist.

Similar to Serena, Caron believes that chitd welfare must account for

mother's disabilities when considering children's best interests and talks about

how she does this in practice. Caron says in practice, her experiences of having

a depression were useful to recognize when mental health was affecting mothers

and compromising children's safety. My own experiences helped me when I
was listening to wonten or when I was going out fon child welfare crisis callsJ.

A lot of it was mental health. caron says her co-workers routinely blamed

mothers affected by mental health problems for being bad mothers by saying

things llke"what kind of parent is that - she's layíng on the couch _ there,s

junlc all over thefloor". caron says further, tltere wqs q lot of blanting goíng o,
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ctnd I'm tltinking ít should be the lcids we're loolcing after. Shetold of educatino

her co-workers and superisor about mental health.

Iwould say something [J whenyou've got tenfeet of garhage onthefloor
and you've got a toddler going through ít, you usually havi a depreised
parent. Usually. I ntean rhat is not how people usually titte. ¡ ¿¡O a bit of
that - educating on depression and stuffwith co-workers ancl the ,upn,iiro,
(Caron, lines I and 3-6 of 6).

In caron's telling, mother blame and social stigma work together in ways that

interfere with the children's best interests.

There has to be a respectful way somebody can put their kid into care tf they
can't parent, where the kid doesn'tfeel rejected and isn't gettingfueted by'
the system . . . f it became not so much of a stigma then I don,t think the i¡d
would think it so much of a stígma . . . they could vísít mom and mom just
ísn't able to parentfor whatever reason (caron, lines 7-9 of 9).

In addition to speaking about the need for children to be in care and still

have family contact, caron spoke about her decision-making about

apprehensions through the lens of her client experiences. Caron identifies she is

well aware of the concerns that apprehending children and putting them into

foster homes is not in their best interests, but is unequivocal that her children

would have been better off in care.

I don't know what the answer is with these kids. Do you leave them? Do
you take them? You lmow they say sometintes tltefoster hontes aren,t any
better. Yecth. I think they are. sometírnes they've got to be better, they;ve
got to be better than what my kids went through (caron, lines 13-19 oi tl¡.

In her own practice, Caron tells that she would have apprehended her children.

If I were them [child welfureJ I'd hat,e taken those kids. I think they
should\te talcen thetn both. Not in a mean way but talce them untitfirst of a¡
I could\,e healed a little bit and the kids could get the help tltey nàeded."
They were out of contt'ol, both of them. I would ltave talcen thent with
allegatiotts of sexual abuse and the dontestic violence that v¡as goí1g on -
they should hcnte taken thetn both. They ntight hat,e had a chance. so I
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didn't have atry Problems with apprehensions. To me its pretty clear a lot of
the time. If kids are being beaten or sexually abused they sho'ulcln't be ín
tlte home. I mean we don't tctke them outfor messy /touses or poor
parenting [J If you're talking about the welfare of the childrei that would
super cede over my welfare at that point - take them both (caron, lines 1_10
and i9 of19).

Caron, although identifying that children have needs, resists the idea that it has

to be children's mothers that provide for them. Humanist discourses that inform

the ideology of childhood, which say that as children we require our needs met

to grow into healthy well functioning adults are very powerful in Caron,s telling

of her practice decision to apprehend children for their best interests. This

discourse constructs children into persons not yet fully developed who must

have their needs met to reach their potentials. Caron told that if child welfare

had apprehended her children, tltey míght hat,e had a chance. My reading of

caron's telling is that her children might have had a chance to reach their

potentials as persons, rather than to carry the lifelong 'effects' of their earlier

experiences of being abused. caron's understanding is consistent with

dominant constructions of children's best interests, which say that children need

protection from abuse because it is potentiaily harmful or lethal to them as

children, but also because abuse interferes in their future ability to function

independently as adults in a society that requires parents and workers. The

discourse of the inter-generational cycle of abuse says that those who

experience abuse in childhood will become abusers themselves. It follows that

concern for children's future not only applies to their personal well-being when

they become adults, but for society more generally and to the next generation,s

well-being.
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Pat's construction of best interests is congruent with dominant

ideologies of childhood and the family. Within these dominant ideologies, best

interests are that children should be with their parents who have authority and

responsibility to socia li,ze and,guide them through to adulthood. pat says that

through her experiences as a client, she learned that child welfare intervention

can easily damage what she believes is the necessary hierarchal structure of the

family. Using her own family as an example of how child welfare can do this

she says, the adolescent gains power over the parents by beíng given [by child

welfareJ the option to charge herfather and the option of leating or staying.

Pat says that developmentally, teens require their parents to be more powerful

than they are. No teenager shotild have that kínd of power because slte didn't

Intow what to do with ít. The one thíng I got smarter about in chíld welfare was

recognizing that you don't take away a parent's power and influencefrom a

child. Pat tells further that even when parents abuse their children, child welfare

must consider children's developmental stage, because as children, they still

need correction for their behavior. Pat also tells that when child welfare

intervenes they must be cautious to not only consider protecting children from

future physical harm but also account for their emotional well-being and

identities, which child welfare can best accomplish through being respectful and

supportive to the children's parents.

Her behaviour becomes inconsequential in tíght of the seriousness of the
øbuse and lter parents are portrayed as 'bad' and that she needs to be
protected from them. This creates ambiguily ín lter emotional state because
she loves lter parents but ís now being told they are not good people. Social
workers need to rentember ALWAYS... "the greatest gtft you can gít,e a
child is to love (respect) their parent". Because the child's entire identity is
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based on wlto her parents are and her abilíty to iclentify parts of her parents
in herself. Disparaging the parent is to disparage *à'cn¡u...v;y dåmagrrrg
attd destructive (Pat,lines 2-6 of 6/.

Participants talked about placing a higher value on using intuitive as

opposed to scientific knowledge in their practice. Some participants suggested

they were concerned scientific methods such as risk assessment and textbook

approaches to problems are not accurate or useful in practice. A number of the

participants spoke in some detail about how they used intuitive knowledge

informed by their client experiences, while some participants spoke about using

their memories of their thoughts and emotional responses as clients to

understand and engage empathically with their clients. These forms of knowins

and engagement are congruent with a variety of discourses, including

experiential learning theories placing emphasis on how existential values of

personal involvement and responsibility develop through subjective experiences

(Kolb, 1984). Participants gave examples suggesting they predominantly

resisted positioning themselves as experts of their clients, lives, with their

clients as unknowing objects of social work processes. Participants also told

how they refused to engage in practices that blamed clients through strategies of

using language in everyday talk with and about clients in their direct

interactions with clients and in file documentation. In conclusion, participants

talked about the challenges of working in the child welfare system and the

significance of their client experiences to the meanings they make of these

challenges in practice.
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Eliza says that she believes that social work education does not provide

workers with the understandings required to perform the social work role.

I think a lot of it is our workers don't loøw. Their education as social
workers is jttst so laclcing and so poor asfar as I'tn concerned. It gives us
bare basics on how to go otrt and do child protection work rf yor,le fucþ. It
doesn't tell you about the huntan experíence of it. None of my ,orrrn, uru,
said you lorcw what we're going to hatte some fornter foster children come
in and talk to you and explaín to you what it's like so that you witt think
beþre you mctke thatfinal step. You will go that extra mile to develop a
process for the famílies. or so that they will hat e an understanding of
addictions fi om let's s{ty an addicted person's experience . . . rh{aon,t
understand. You see most workers go into afamity and they do an
apprehensíon based on all or nothing. They have got to make a parent and
I'm going to say the mom because it's the prinnrily the mom allhough a lot
of dads now but prímarily the ntom has to be evil in orderfor them lo be
able to settle thatfor themselves. To make it rightfor themselttes ald to
accept it. This needs to be done. That's how they do it (Eliza. lines 2-14 of
17).

Eliza's story illustrates how her thinking here is resistant to the dominant

story that having client experience is a risk to performing the social work role.

In Eliza's story, she describes workers who do not have knowledge of these

experiences as presenting a risk, most often by engaging in mother blaming

practice. Eliza believes that social work education should include more

opportunities to hear the testimonies of those who hold experiential knowledge.

Serena's position as a protection worker requires her as an expectation

of her ernployment to conduct formalized risk assessments and make risk

reduction plans. The foundation of risk ideology is that through identifying and

reducing risks, we can decrease children's risk of harm. while at the same time

Serena tells of understanding the significance of performing risk assessments,

she is also of another heart about its value. I understand it, I can intellectuqlize
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it, and I get why it's important - in my head. It does nothingfor here (puts her

hand on her lteart). Serena explains further,

I mean I lcnew too that haring been a kíd in care, bang you,re a four. you
Ìmow, in the risk assessment moder [J of the historical-stuffright you
become afour. How is that okay? we are not responsibleforlh;gs that
happen as children. We're responsible for how we allow-that to lmpact our
life once we're adults [J without even tctllcíng to thar mom about her
experiences IJ .e wallc ríght over to thatform and give her afour because
she was a kid in care [J I doubt very much that anyone who,s experienced
being in care had anything to do with developing that model or-even parents
who've accepted supportfrom the Ministry [J I cÌon't even like using the
word risk. I'll often explaín risk in ternts of challenges and barrieri in
people's lives - what's getting in the way (serena, lines r-2, 5-10, !2,r4,24-
25 of31).

In Serena's telling, discourses of childhood that provide us with understandings

of children as innocent, and adults as responsible and having agency become

apparent. These discourses are consistent with dominant constructions of

children's best interests. Serena, however, is critical of the risk tool, noting how

the categorizing aspects of people's past experiences being identified as

increasing potential harm to children is problematic. It is not just the predictive

and agentless aspects that she reports as being troublesome, but also the

standardization of experiences. Not surprisingly because child welfare is mostly

involved with mothers, she identifies a mother as the person focused upon in

risk assessment. Serena further tells of resisting the identity constructing

language of risk discourse through how she explains risk as outside rather than

inside of persons.

Pat says that through having been a client, she learned that having

professional credentials alone does not produce competent practice. It made me
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recognize that just because you've got a BSW it doesn't nxean you lorcw what

the hell you're doing. She also believes that using standardized practice that

excludes intuitive practice is not useful in practice. when you're playing it by

the book and things are black and white you lose tlte people. you lose the

humatt side of chíld wefare. Pat similarly tells how she rejects using textbook

approaches that standardize interventions to work with her clients who present

with specific problems. Pat tells that through having been a client who

experienced a standardized intervention, she brings an increased awareness to

her practice of the significance of accounting for people's differences. Her

approach is seemingly one based on interacting with clients using her intuitive

knowledge acquired through personal and practice wisdom as a social worker to

determine how to proceed. In this approach, she does not assume that all

problems trouble people in the same way, and accounting for these differences

will be more successful.

. . . wlten I went through the BSW I don't think I reaily understood
evetything that I read until you actually get into the field and you start
doittg tlte work. Then it starts coming together and you start recogzízing.
oh so this is u,hat they mean . . . your work grows but at the samà timeiome
sociql worlcers become calloused or jaded when they jLtst see the carbon
copies and say oh okay well tlzis is another one of these. Tltis is another one
of those because there is afinite number of situatiotts whether it's ctddiction
íssues orfamily violence issues or sexual abuse íssues orfamíly or origin
issues or all of the abote. . . There's only so many things thatyoujust keep
doing over and over and over again . . . okay this is the way it goes. Thß is
þçvt, you l¡now next. This is what you do. Thís is how, next. Anà then you
just become like a rubber starnp social worker ríght. whereas - no - I'm not
tlte same as everybody else . . . Et,erybody's líves are dffirent and
everybody feels things dffirently. You need to get underneath tltat. I dol't
lcnow maybe sotne social workers do that without ltaving to experience thís
kind of thing. Butfor me it just hít harder and so much more bolder when
you líve it. I get tlte calloused supervisor v,ho says yeah this ís a textbook
case and we'll do this one by the book. No - you lmow I'tte got slcills. you
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know I've got abilities. you lcnovt that I'm a damn good social u,orlcer (pat,
lines 1-19 of 21).

Mandy also spoke about the limitations of informing practice with

knowledge just from textbooks. she explains that through having shared

personal experiences with her clients she has a deep level of emotional

awareness of their experiences. Mandy describes her emotional level of

awareness as existing on a different level than being syrnpathetic. She talks of

her awareness, saying that she arrives at it from having lived certain

experiences. My reading is that Mandy is saying that her experiences provide

access to sensory knowledge, and not just to memories of events or feelings.

Mandy tells that she can state her recognition of clients' emotions to them,

which she says strengthens communication and trust between them. Mandy

says she believes this increased communication and trust, together with her

textbook knowledge paves the way for better services.

. . . I thinkit's easyforpeople to say tltis is what needs to be done because
this is a child who's been sexualty abused for exømple. you know the famity
really struggles with it. The parents blame themselves and all that stiff. I '
think evetyone can be of course syrnpatltetíc to the situation but I think and
Ifeel that because I've been there that I can relate on a dffirent tevel [J
without necessarily sharing my experíence with them I can use certain
words that can basically summarize how they'refeeling withottt them
necessaríly saying . . . I thínk it just opens the road tu àommunication so
much more than being told you have to do something or this is the v,ay it is
based on just textbook knowledge t)ersL S textbook knowledge and perional
experience . . . I think ,f I'* beíng raw and real and humai with þeopte
who are going through thíngs sítnilar to what I've been throtrgh they-clon,t
need to hear my stoty cause they canfeel itfrom me . . . It jusl allows a
better connection. It allows them to trust you and.for them to not just go ah,
yeah - so you wqnt me to do this . . . what the hell do you know. eueslíons
ere never really even a question . . . I thínk my clients feel tltatf-.ont me too
(Mandy, lines i-4 and 6-12 of 13).
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Caron similarly speaks of knowing that her clients have a sense of feeling

deeply understood and connected without having to talk about actually having

had any of the same experiences. Like Mandy, Caron says that she believes her

clients can feel that she understands them, which is very hetpful for people who

are in crisis.

crisis stuffI love. I'm good at it. I'm cool and I can understand. That
comes right away and they need it right away. you need that calming ríght
away . . . just looking at them people can tett. They settle. Tltey dontt
necessarily settle but they feel better. They feet like they're not the only
ones (Caron, lines 2-11 of 11).

serena also told of using her memories from her former experiences as

knowledge to understand what her clients are experiencing. She further

identifies that some of her memories are still emotionally painful for her, while

at the same time are very useful in her practice to be sensitive to account for

people's defensiveness in her approach.

And it's tltat sense of knowing - I've been here beþre. And remembering.
so, I'm glad I didn'tforget any of my chitdhood experiences et,en thougi
they're painful and they bubbte up here and there. I'm really gtadfor that
because it's useful. wen I'm talking with a parent who's using n u,y
defense mechanism and stt'ateg) they have at their disposal. I get thåt. I get
what that's about. Nobody wants to be exposed as flawed or bioken. I
remember what itfelt like to carty that (serena, lines 1-9 of 9).

Serena also spoke about a specific situation when she intuitively felt the

authenticity of what a child had described, even when others did not believe the

child.

so this one partícular family that I wqs working wíth, it was really
triggeringfor me. Um, thefact that one child in particular in the home was
the scapegoat - the cause of atl the problems - allegatíons of sexual abuse -
then recanted - then she stuck by itþr a year "thís one really ltappened, I
did líe about these ones, mom helped nte make up the story, b,ut th¡s one
really happened". No body but me believed lter. I'tn sure I u,as the only
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personwho believed her. I did, because I couldfeet it (Serena, lines 5-8 of
8).

Pat says that through her client experiences as a mother she knows the pain that

children can endure from child welfare intervention. Although she had some

understanding about these matters beforehand, after having client experiences,

Pat tells that she is a more effective protection worker.

Wen you had a lcíd with an attitude you need to dig a little bit deeper to
find out where that is comingfrom. So I lcnew it, but líke I said it jist really
hít home to watch my daughter goíng through that and seeing thà resuhs áf
why you do what you do. seeing ítfirst hand was painfut bul at the same
time I think I was more affectitte working with parents because I lclow that
the pain that the kids go through . . . I thinlc ít ias completely írresponsíble
of the social worker. I don't think to this day she even l*o*, what she díd
(Pat, lines 1-5 of 5).

Using Resistant Language in Practice

Some participants identified being conscious how they use language in

file documentation and everyday talk. As I have discussed, in feminist post-

structural theory language is a site of both oppression and resistance. Caron and

Pat spoke about how child welfare used language to blame them, and how they

learned through these experiences of being blamed to use language in ways that

facilitate respect and engagement. caron describes her own experience of

reading her client files that workers had distoúed. Through having this

experience, Caron firmly believes that files should hold accounts of the .truth,.

She describes being conscious that clients may read these files, so she does not

write anything that she would not show them.

I had gone out I thínkþr sometlting and came back in and I was hat,ing a
coffee with the [respíteJ worlcer. It was afeilou,. [My sonJ had this
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nightntare attd I went in and I was tallcing to hitn. I hanrlled it really goo¿. I
mean he was f"antic. The guy saíd you díd a really good job on thqt.-I said
well remember to write that down so he díd. Bur it was nLever lcept. I got the
files riglzt. I got thefiles.þr court [in the dívorce hearingJ. I saw them all. I
got them all. Infact I still have some of them - I kept them - I,t,e copied
them. so I kept them, what they wrote about me. sòmething else I don,t do. I
don't write anything I wouldn't show the client cause othet-v,ise it may not
be true. so I mean there was one where I was screanting and yellingând
swearing. Yeah I was but it was out of context. It made tne sowuJ like a
lunatic. They dídn't søy that it was because they let [my son,s fatherJ go
alone with the kid. You lcttow it was just, slanted whatever way they wanted
(Caron, lines 1-23 of 23).

Caron further describes how she uses language in her direct interactions with

clients' Again, through her experiences of being blamed and constructed into a

bad mother by a psychologist and child welfare she describes learning how to

talk to her clients so they do not feel how she felt.

Wten you had a lcid like this et,ety psychiatrist wants to meet you. I just fett
so blamed every time. one psycltologist said if you don't get a handie oi
these lcids you're going to lose themforever. They [the HãsJ were just
horrible ín the ffice ard I'nt thínking I don't lc,ow how to get a h-anclle [Jchild welfare would come in and say well, they basically -âd" me¡ea ïine
a lousy parent. Not lilce I needed sonte help because I had strong i¡ttn¿ k¡¿r.
There's ways you cqn say things to people without makùry them feet ltke
they're terrible parents. Well the one was get a handle on the lcids but that
was a psychologist. child welfare, what they'd say was well maybe we
should bríng ín somebody to show you hotu to parent. I didn,tfeel good on
that- First of all I was defensive and depressed. So it's lilce these are the
things I learned when I becante a social worlcer - how to word things for
people so that they wouldn't feer rílce I fett. so they feel safe enougl tå nk
about things [J I would say things tike it's really dfficult-to pareltt when
you'refeeling like this. You know. perhaps we could get you some help. you
htow this is a dfficult sÌtuation. The chitd is dfficultio handle. you iop,t
need to say you're a lousy parent or malce somebodyfeel like that. Ettel tf
tltey rub you the wrong way cause I'm sure I did (carcn, r-6,9-r7,20-2ó of
26).

Pat tells how she understands that social workers can use language to construct

reality. Even with this awareness, Pat describes having some doubts about her
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own sense of reality after reading the synopsis of her file. Like Caron, pat says

that she is careful how she records in case clients are able to see their files.

I remember readíng a synopsís because they didn't tnake myfile confidential
atfirst . , . I did read the synopsis and I was compretety, I disagreed
completely with everything that was in that synopsis. I think thù they, I
don't want to say they blew it out of proportion but tlte wording and the
language it was just so much more horrific than what I undersiood ít to be
you lcnow and I was right there. I'tn going olcay was it that horrible? Was it
that awful? was it that horrible to my daughter? . . . It became more to the
forefront et)ety titne I was writing. ino o^ I writíng this for? you do write
things dffirently depending on who you're writing itfor right? If you,re
loolcing for money þr say a special needs kid you make thit tcid iound as
actually hon'ible as you possibty could to get the money. But for a
protectionfile, who are you writing itfor? you know you're only writing it
for yourself so write it in a way that it's respectful because clients *oyln
able to see theirfiles. Yeah I have read some t,ety nteanrtbs (pat,linås 12-
76,25-31 of31).

Participants all spoke about the challenges of working in child welfare.

They described how their client experiences give meaning to their practice in

the face of these challenges. caron says when she saw alargenumber of

professionals as a client, many of them she identifies as particularly

unimpressive. She says having these experiences made her cynical of the

system, but they have also made her a good worker and she is deeply committed

to working with clients.

I saw so nxatxy people I was desperate. I tt"ied evetything. I see tltis
happening all the time with the parents now [J I't,e had-so nxarxy stupid
stupid people. It really has, it really took its effect. So I think I'n i t¡ttte b¡t
jaded. But I'm great with the clients. But I'tn not so great wíth the
infrastructure around ít sometimes. I clon't hatte the patiencefor it IJ lt,s
hard not to get hurt when they [clientsJ yell at you and everything. Éut I,m
getting really good at it. That's my goal - to really look at ít anã say
"you've been there and you didn't like" . . . so I tty to practice uthat I

preach. It's hard. It [having been ø clíentJ has it affected the way I work?
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Yeah - but I think it's ntade me a good worlcer (caron, lines 1-3 and, 19_24
of24 and I-8 of10).

Mandy talked about the challenges of working with other social workers

who are disrespectful towards clients, saying that she has been on the receiving

end of this treatment. Mandy ensures that her practice is respectful because she

understands people are in a bad situation and she does not want to add to their

misery.

If I go into afamily's home and sense my coworker's clisapproval, negativity
disrespect to that client . . . tike they're in a position of superiority _ I hate
those kinds of situations cause I thínk that I practíce thilgs a tittle bit
dffirently. I'm incredibly respectfrl and himble fl I knãw loolcing at my
past life I can think of a thousand workers who'tà been in and out o¡rry tt¡u
and just made mefeel like shit. Like a littre lump on a log [J rhey'ie
already in a bad situation why make themfeel iorse? ¡tvtanay, lines l_3 and
7-8 and 12 of12).

serena describes when having lived certain life experiences you can

learn to move between the heart and mind. you have a rich,ess of traveling

between the mind and the heart. you løtou¡ the connectedness and you can

recall i/. Serena talks about the implications of this for her work in the child

welfare system.

so we've got this system that doesn't work and we all know it but the powers
that be who hold the purse strings are not going to change ít because it costs
too ntuch. so hoyl d9 I, my ongoing chailengein how dà I stay in that
system because I believe in the work that I do. I want to do this work. I love
working withfamilies so how am I going to be okay and healthy in this
system that I dídn't like as a chíld and don't like aiy better now? That,s my
ongoing challenge. That's the biggest part of what ít brings to nxy prqctice
[J How will it ever change if u,e walk àr,oy 

-bn"orre 
it,s hârd? ihåt's ,tgtxt.

so what was the commitment that brought us to it ín thefirst ptace? Hoi
will we be olcay walkíng away? That's why I'm still thetle etin through a¡ of
the fi'ustration and I will continue to.find ways to be okay in this because I
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cqn't walk away. For nte that's not a choice. Not considering how I was
drawn to it i, thefirst place (serena, lines 25-3I of3 r and t2_tg of 1g).

Pat says her once idealistic vision of the child welfare system crumbled

after her client experiences. So after this experience I was just so clisillusioned

by the whole child welfare system. pat says that her practice perspective is

forever changed through having been a client. She now believes that child

welfare intervention can be destructive to the people who are the clients of child

welfare - people who are just like her. so when I hear that child welfore

destroys fomilies I believe it because it almost kitled mine [J So when I deal with

families it's always there in the back o.f nty ntind - thís could be me that I,m

talking to.

For Eliza, as an Aboriginal woman, she carries the central implications

of providing child welfare services for Aboriginal children and families within a

system that historically enforced racist practice upon herself, her family and

community. Eliza says that a certain degree of objectivity is required to be able

to assist families in practice because the work is about families who are like our

families.

It takes a piece of our soul because we ltatte to lay bear everything we do.
Wen they talk aboutfamily assessments, tltey'rn totktrg about alt the abuse
goíng on infamilíes, the drinking, or whatever the indiiidual probletns are
that goes on - you're talliing about ourfantilies. For us it ís àveryday a,d it
is real' We have to deal with tltat on one let,el, tty to leant on another level
and tty to be able to loolc at it objectitely enough to be able to do with the
family in a good way

I believe whatEliza is also referring to here is that those of us who have been

clients, this work can be particularly heart wrenching because the experiences of
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the people we work with are not separate from our own lives. Like the other

participants who describe accessing emotional wisdom from their sensory

memories, I feel these connections in my body and my heart and I cannot

separate them from who I am as a protection worker. It is through this lens that

I make this meaning from Eliza's story. I believe she is also saying that in

practice we require our reasoning abilities, not to make distance because we are

not distant, but to make responsible deoisions that always have implications for

the people we work with.

Conclusion

My analysis laid out the influences of dominant discourses and dividing

practices on the subjectivities and practices of the participants, all of who have

worked as child welfare tvorkers, and who have been child welfare clients.

These discourses and practices include client experiences presenting a risk to

practice, best interests of the child and policing the client/worker binary. Many

of the participants spoke directly about how gender, tace,class, and ability were

particularly salient factors in these processes. of equal importance, I noted

where and how the participants resisted these discourses and practices, and the

ways in which they did so.

in the next and final chapter, I provide a summary of the research

findings, discuss my interpretations, and determine how these findings are

consistent or different from existing literature. I consider the implications of

these findings for child welfare policy, practice and for social work education,
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discuss the limitations of my research, and conclude with a consideration of

how future research could usefully add to the work I have done.
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CT{,APTER. F'TVÐ

DÍscussion and Conclusion

To build knowledge to increase social justice in child welfare I asked the

question "how do child welfare workers who have been child welfare clients

believe their experiences as clients have influenced their identities and practice

as child welfare workers"? I have privileged subjugated knowledge through

Iistening to stories of women social workers who have been child protection

workers and child protection clients. These are stories that hegemony has

silenced, but this research made space to hear. In this chapter, I summarize how

my findings reveal the dominant ideologies and discourses atplayin the lives of

the participants, and how they cornply with and resist them to construct their

identities and practice as protection workers. I discuss the implications of my

research for social work education, and child welfare policy and practice. I

conclude with a brief discussion of the limitations of this research and directions

for future research.

As many researchers before me have noted (callahan, 1993; Scourfield,

2003; swift, 1995), child welfare intervenes primarily in the lives of those who

occupy marginalized locations of gender)tace) class, and ability. These

interventions, which on the surface appear to be concerned with protecting

children, are also practices that maintain social inequalities. I have noted how

dominant discourses shape child welfare practice into a series of social and

spatial dividing practices, which normalize these divisions and inequalities

through regulating and disciplining activities. These activities maintain the
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hierarchal client/worker binary in child welfare, and contribute to naturalizing

the discourse of client experiences representing a risk to performing the social

work role. Central among these discourses are those within the ideology of the

'best interests of the child', an ideology informed by dominant liberal ideas of

motherhood, childhood, and the family's right to privacy (Banach, 199g).

Where liberal ideologies provide the dominant social context for practice, child

welfare's responsibilities are to ensure children's best interests through physical

protection and the removal of threats to present and furure psychological

wellbeing.

There continues to be a hierarchical client/worker binary in child welfare

marked by class and racial dominance, with mostly white and privileged

women occupying the worker space, and mostly marginalized women and

children located in the client space. Dominant ideologies of motherhood,

childhood and the family support mother blaming practices in child welfare that

construct individual mothers as solely responsible for children's protection and

well-being, even when circumstances outside of their control such as men,s

violence and social conditions are the primary threat to children (callahan,

1993; Krane,2003; Swift, 1995). I have discussed how this binarymarks sharp

distinctions between the subjectivities available to those who are child welfare

clients and protection workers. The findings in this research show how these

distinctions function both sociaily and spatially, with clients and protection

workers mutually constituting the subjectivities of each other. I have discussed

how it is impossible to be both a client, as a mother, and worker within this
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binary, while still holding the subjectivity of competent child protection worker.

As I have further discussed, mothers become child welfare clients through

gendered relations of power that hold them responsible for their children,s

safety and development, and through the creation of files in their names. Child

welfare further constructs mothers into clients through standardized risk and

documentation practices and legar processes. These practices and processes

also disrupt and construct children's identities tied to social and physical

relationships to persons, culture, places and spaces. As i discussed in my

literature review, stigmatization of persons occupying client spaces has social

and material consequences for the lives of women and children identified as

clients' These webs of power are the mechanisms that also police the borders of

the client/worker binary and act as disciplining processes that maintain the

hierarchal divide between clients and workers. Participants told of navigating

themselves within these webs of power. The mothers involved with child

welfare, despite being able to theonze their situations as gendered subjects,

could not stop the processes and actions that defined thern as clients. Those

who were involved with child welfare as children similarly could do nothing to

unmark themselves as clients.

I have also noted how the creation and maintenance of the hierarchal

client/ worker binary in child welfare reproduces social inequalities, which

together with gender oppression and liberal-humanist grand-narratives of the

self (Weed on, 7997) inform and nonnalize the discourse of client experiences

representing a risk to proper conduct in child welfare practice. Foundational to
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the discourse that client experiences present a rjsk is the liberal-humanist

understanding that past experiences shape people,s essential present selves.

Within this understanding, it follows that life circumstances of clients, most

particularly those from childhood, have had damaging effects on their fixed

essential selves, where these effects represent the risk to performing the social

work role' In child welfare, these effects may variously appear as the discourse

of 'trauma', the 'intergenerational cycle of abuse,, or the currently popular

discourse of 'attachment disorder'. These processes illustrate Foucault,s

contention that problems are discursively individualized and located in persons

through discourses available at specific historic moments (19g0). As I

identified in chapters one and rwo, the discourse of client experiences

presenting a risk, as represented by the subject position of the ,wounded healer,

(Maeder, 1989), appears in the literature in studies conducted to determine the

effects of experiencing abuse on child protection workers, practice. It also

presents itself in studies concerned with identifying the abuse experiences of

social work students, attempts to identifz ,wounded 
healers, to mark them as at

risk to keep them out of the sociar work profession if required, and as

instruction for student superisors to assist students who have been clients with

their emotional and psychological damage.

This research confirms that the dominant story of crient experiences

representing a risk to practice exists not only in the literature, but also in the

everyday lives of those who occupy the space of protection workers who have

been protection clients. While the participants' narratives display this dominant
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discourse at work in their identities and practice as protection workers, they also

illustrate resistance to it. Pafticipants who had been clients prior to becoming

protection workers drew from liberal-humanist definitions of the self in order to

construct transformative subjectivities. For example, by saying that people are

selÊdetermining and able to transform, they can remove or ameliorate the risk

associated with having had client experiences. While none of the participants

described in any significant depth the processes involved with this

transformation, they used metaphors of hearing, accepting, growing, maturing,

working through, overcoming, and assuming personal responsibility when they

talked about transformation. some participants also described engaging in

specific actions such as attending therapy and taking psychiatric medication to

achieve the desired transformation.

Thus, participants simultaneously resisted and complied with the

discourse of the wounded healer. Strega (2004) identifies that sometimes those

who occupy marginalized subject positions have no alternative subjectivities

available, therefore will construct themselves as different from other members

of the marginalized group. ".When there are no alternatives available which do

not in some measure harm us, choosing the construction that is least harmful

can be reconceptualised as a strategy of resistance', (streg a,2004:6r_62). For

example, some welfare mothers will say they are different from other welfare

mothers because they budget their money wisely. some participants described

acts of compliance with the devalued subjectivity of the wounded healer

through avaiety of ongoing methods of self-policing to ensure they performed
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acceptable social work subjectivity, including checking their perceptions with

others, self-monitoring, attending to therapy, continuing to take medication, and

assuming personal responsibility. The construction of the wounded healer is a

subjectivity that categorizes, individualizes, and marks the body as damaged

and potentially dangerous, distinguishing the bodies of clients from normal

bodies. Tangenberg and Kempe's (2002) conceptualizations of the,.client

body" in social work as a site of power relations are helpful to understand how

these disciplining processes become particularly salient in ensuring the proper

performance of the social work role in child welfare. congruent with

Foucault's ideas of how power produces identities, Tangenberg and Kempe

(2002) discuss how persons who become clients have bodies and bodily

experiences that social work names, classifies, and organizes according to the

type of social work services they receive. The client body has experienced

"processes by which the body is marked, scarred, transformed, and written upon

or constructed by various regimes of institutional, discursive, and non-

discursive power as a particular kind of body" (Tangenberg & Kempe,

2002:15), an experience illustrated in the stories of the participants.

some participants spoke about how they presented acceptable

subjectivity as social workers through selectively disclosing or hiding that they

have been clients, and keeping potentially pejorative information about their

personal lives to themselves. Pat, who had not been a client prior to being a

protection worker, did not have either the transformative or wounded healer

subjectivities readily available to her so relied exclusively on hiding her client
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status. Alternatively, participants also resisted the dominant wounded healer

discourse through positively valuing their client experiences. significantly,

none of the participants expressed concern that their own client experiences

represented a risk to performing their roles as protection workers. All, in fact,

identified their experiences as clients have provided them with valuable practice

knowledge and abilities as protection workers they could not have obtained

otherwise. This was evident in how participants included alternative or

expanded discourses beyond the dominant liberal ideology of children's best

interests and meanings of motherhood, childhood and the family in their child

welfare practices, which participants often theorized in the context of their

experiences as clients. This was similarly evident in how participants described

drawing directly from their experiences in a variety of ways to construct

knowledge for their practice.

The discourse of children's best interest lies at the heart of child welfare

practice, and within dominant ideology, it masks relations of power related to

gender, race, class and ability. It is therefore not at all surprising that the

discourse of best interests was at the centre of the participants' practice stories

informed through their experiences because their lives have been deeply

embedded within these relations of power. Parton (1999) explains how

discourse structures our understandings and decision-making, also defining our

obligations and responsibilities within our different categories as people, for

example parents, children and social workers. While participants practice

within the dominant discourse of children's best interests, they resisted its
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dominant ideology by interpreting this discourse through their experiences as

clients and social identities related to ability and as gendered, raced, classed and

subjects. These interpretations of the discourse are another example of the

participants simultaneously complying with and resisting dominant discourse.

Almost consistently, the participants resisted the dominant idea of attachment

theory that children require one primary caregiver, who is preferably the

mother. While none of the participants disagreed with the predominant idea that

children have needs, they mostly held beliefs that a variety of people could

provide care for children and that this is helpful to the child. What participants

described as harmful to children was losing important connections, undermining

their parents, and societal stigmatization and blaming of mothers who for

whatever reason require a variety of resources to provide care for their children.

Resistance and compliance were also evident in participants'

descriptions of drawing from various forms of knowledge to construct their

child welfare practice. Payne (1997) says that in her review of the literature,

child welfare workers use a variety of approaches in their practice, including

drawing exclusively from theory, having a general 'approach', or having a

specific way of thinking about practice (cited in Walmsley,2004). participants

identified they were familiar with theoletical knowledge developed through

scientific methods, however they described being selective and

cautious about how and when they used it in their practice. Participants

suggested knowledge gained through scientific approaches does not consider the

intricacies and differences in peoples' lives, and while in some situations they
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may utilize this knowledge, they generally informed their practice with other

forms of knowledge, particularly what they had learned through being a client.

Some participants described using visceral knowledge through

interpreting sensory information activated in their bodies. philosophers,

feminists, psychologists, and culture theorists identify various forms of intuitive

knowledge as valid knowledge sources (Goldberger, 1996). Social work

similarly discusses the body as a source of valid and valuable knowledge

(Tangenberg & Kempe,2002), as body wisdom (Saleebey, I9g2), and as

knowledge that should stand equally beside conceptual forms of knowledge

(Peile, 1998 cited in Tangenberg & Kempe, z00z). Forsberg (1999) points to

numerous theorists who emphasize the way social workers in child protection

use intuitive emotional knowledge in their practice, noting that emotions are a

source of knowledge for practice. Walmsley (2004) identifies that practice

theory, social science facts, and practice wisdom are all forms of knowledge

legitimated in child welfare social work. Munro (2002) believes that in child

welfare practice analytic reasoning through scientific knowledge should be used

only to support the central position of intuitive reasoning, which includes

emotional and practice wisdom. While there is support for social workers to use

forms of knowledge outside of scientific research, client knowledge is

constructed as inferior to professional knowledge. Tangenberg & Kempe

(2002) identify,

for members of marginalized gïoups, bodily knowledge often has been
trivialized in favour of more scientific, objective ways of knowing, which
typically are associated with dominant systems of power. The dichotomy
between "subjugated knowledge" . . and professional knowledge may be
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especially apparent in social work relationships charactenzed by distinctions
between "workers" and .,clients,' 

þ. 15).

In this research, participants identified body knowledge predominantly

as information accessed through experienced emotional states that arise in a

current moment, or memories of feelings activated from having similar

experiences. While some participants described sensory experiences, in other

descriptions these appeared to be memories held in the mind about previous

emotions. The research participants spoke about disciplining processes

involved with these sensory experiences, some of which include selÊ

disciplining strategies such as perception checking, self-monitoring and

attending therapy. One participant spoke specifically about her supervisors'

instructions that she control her emotions more effectively so that she would

enact greater professionalism in her practice. The necessity to demonstrate

one's ability to exercise rational control over emotions is a precursor to

functioning personhood in liberal societies, and enacting professionalism in

social work. At the same time participants spoke of these disciplining

strategies, they also emphasized that having access to their bodily experiences

made them more empathic, understanding, and effective in their practice.

Saleebey (1992) identifies that "body wisdom,' can deepen the helping

relationship and create an alliance to access the transformative powers of the

body.

A number of the participants also described using resistant language in their

practice in their direct interactions with clients and in file documentation. They
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described developing these strategies in the context of having been clients and

knowing how the use of language blamed them and constructed them into bad

mothers and clients. While file recording and talking with clients comprises the

bulk of front-line child welfare practice, the participants' stories focused

predominantly on their decision-making processes and use of knowledge in the

context of their practice through the knowledge they identified acquiring

through having been clients.

In conclusion, all of the participants described feeling chalrenged

working in child welfare by governments that do not adequately resource child

welfare, other professionals who are disrespectful towards clients, a system that

can easily harm, and the heart wrenching work of engaging in responsible child

welfare practices.

trmplications and Recornmendations

This research has implications for social work education, and child

welfare policy and practice. It demonstrates how the ideology of children's best

interests easily masks power relations inherent in dominant liberal ideologies of

motherhood, childhood and the family, and how child welfare workers can resist

dominance in their direct practice. The participants' stories provide us a

glimpse of the cletails involved in their decision-making practices of children's

best interests. These practices described by the participants resist marginalizing

people in terms of race, gender, class and ability through wherever possible

ameliorating socially and spatially dividing practices of child welfare. These
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sites of resistance include decision-making about children,s removals and

maintaining their significant relationships. They also include sources of

knowledge, and the construction of language in the use of risk assessment, file

documentation and everyday talk with and about the people involved with child

welfare that can facilitate personhood, or turn persons into objects of social

work processes. Social work educators in both classroom instruction and field

supervision have a critical role to assist students to consider how they can use

the central ideology of children's best interests to facilitate social justice or

further marginalize already disadvantaged populations. Decision-making, the

use of knowledge and constructing language are all sites where social workers

can reproduce or resist dominance.

This research also identifies that the client/worker binary in child

welfare subjugates potentially valuable knowledge for social justice practice

both from the voices of clients as those who have been both clients and workers

in child welfare. The research participants insist that the knowledge they have

through having been clients has enhanced their practice, thereby those who do

not have access to this knowledge are potentially disadvantaged in their

practice. we need to hear more from those who hold this knowledge to

understand how to fi¡rther social justice in child welfare. Social work educators

could assist students to develop ways to access and integrate subjugated

knowledge into their developing child welfare practice through opportunities to

theonze any of their own client experiences and hearing from persons who have

experiences with occupying client spaces in educational settings through
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speaker presentations, and materials and research. Social work needs to address

its own complicity in maintaining oppression of marginahzed,populations.

Educators are in an ideal position to challenge the dominant story that client

experiences represent a risk to performing the social work role, which

normalizes the type of persons who should be a social worker.

Policies that guide student placements and hiring practices in child

welfare organizations need to ensure that placernents and hires regarding

persons who have been clients in child welfare occur according to their

qualifications as social workers and not their histories as clients. Child welfare

requires policies to ensure that those who have previously or currently require

the services of child welfare while they are students or as employees of child

welfare organizations have access to these services. This access must include

measures be taken to normalize the need for child welfare selices. Child

welfare could begin to alleviate gender oppression through stigmatization and

mother blaming practices through opening files in children,s names and

engaging with mothers and other significant persons as resources rather than

risks to children.

The results of this research have implications for other areas of social

work, such as mental health and addictions that emphasize evidence-based

practice. Similarly, the results of this research have particular significance for

services provided by shelters and feminist organizations that provide services

for women who have experienced violence. Where these organizations once

provided grass roots services for women from the egalitarian feminist
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perspective that 'the personal is political', services have become increasingly

professionalized and depoliticized thereby constructing similar binaries between

clients and workers.

Limitations of the Studv and Recommendations for Future Research

As a new researcher the quality of data that I was able to elicit during

interviews and my data analysis was dependent on learning and using research

processes for the first time. I believe that my role as a social worker provided

me with practice and ease in interacting with people about their experiences and

assisted me with interviewing the participants. I similarly believe that because

in my social work practice I am highly influenced by narrative theory, I have

tuned my ear to hear discourse and the influences of marginalized identities in

the stories of the people I work with, which assisted me in the analysis. Even

so, I was unaccustomed to being engaged in a process strictly focused on

listening without engaging in an intervention process. I was also unaccustomed

to the volume of material for coding and understanding across a variety of

peoples' stories.

Limitations of this study include the small sample size, the constraints of

my research question, and interviewing each participant only once. A larger

sample size might have provided a gréater range of understandings about how

protection workers who have been protection clients believe their experiences as

clients influence their identities and practice as protection workers. It might

also have allowed greater diversity among the participants. For example, the
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voices of women protection workers who are employed at Indigenous child

welfare organizations are absent from this study because all of the women in

this study worked for mainstream child welfare organizations. I additionally

only interviewed women. Also opening this t5.pe of study to male participants

may allow further understanding and ways to resist gender oppression in child

welfare.

The research question may have excluded potential participants who do

not believe that their client experiences have any direct influence on their

identities and practice. Posing the question differently, for example, "What are

your experiences of having been both a protectìon worker and a protection

client" may have facilitated different stories even though the identifìed research

population would be the same. Interviewing those who have been both clients

and workers in child welfare by asking a different research question could

include a greater diversity of people to increase the knowledge base.

Providing participants with the option of two as opposed to one

interview may have allowed for even fuither depth of understanding. while

participants were encouraged to add further information after the interview if

they desired, having a scheduled interview still may have allowed participants

to consider the research question more completely, and time to fur1her consider

what they shared in the initial interview and thoughts that arose after the

interview could be later shared. Future research using variant forms of

methods, such as number of interviews, could enrich data thereby producing

greater depth in analysis.
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While potential research topics are endless, what I believe is essential is

to utilize methodologies that will elicit the voices of those who hold subjugated

knowledge. It is through hearing about the fine points of complicity and

resistance that we can further develop social justice in child welfare.

Conclusion

This research offered an opportunity to hear the details of child welfare

practice from the uniquely informed position of those who have been both

clients and workers. It is through listening to subjugated knowledge and

recognizing matginalized discourses that we will find the places to resist social

injustices in child welfare. As I hope my analysis has demonstrated, it is in the

details, in the micro-relations of power enacted in every encounter between

client and worker that possibilities for resistance exist. The stories have also

conf,rrmed to me the limitations of grand explanatory meta-narratives for

changing child welfare. One story in particular encapsulates for me how grand

narratives will not assist us to achieve a socially just practice as we navigate

through the micro-relations of power in child welfare. In caron,s story, she

describes one of her social workers as a self-proclaimed feminist social worker

who subscribed to the grand narrative of gender oppression in child welfare.

Nonetheless, the worker could not bring the grand narrative to bear in her direct

practice.

I stíll høve an article she wrote. She utrote afentínist article about the child
welfare system. Excellent article. It was all about patriarchy ald ltow the
system is run . . . one time I called her wíth one of my complaints and she
threw some lingo at me. I said yeah - yeah - thinking she really understood.
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Then she shot me down. It was lilce she ktev¡ what I was loolcíngfor but
wouldn't give it to me [J Then she says" wett there,s stilt nothiig I can do
[caronJ ". I didn't understtnd what they could do either. I did not
understand what their" job wcts. I thought they could do more than they
could do. I didn't understand it was only child protectíon. I thought íhey
could help. I was loolcingþr hetp. They werei't offering ary heþ (carán,
lines 1 1-19 and 24-32 of 32).

Within dominant liberal ideologies, child welfare protects children through

adherence to relations of power, masked within the discourse of their best

interests. These practices of dominance that claim to protect children

normalize, regulate, and discipline mostly marginalized mothers and children.

My intention in this thesis was to find out if the stories of child welfare

workers who have been child welfare clients could build knowledge for social

justice in child welfare. In listening to the participants, I have heard their stories

of resistance and complicity to dominant practices by which I have theorized

my practice to resist my complicity to oppressive child welfare practice. I feel

deeply honoured that I have been part of the process of bringing these stories

and their details to the foreground, where they may influence child welfare

practice, education and policy. The parlicipants' stories have already created

possibilities for social justice practice, as they have altered my practice in ways

that I believe are helpful for those I work with and I am committed to

circulating these stories within and beyond my own practice.
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APPENÐIX A

APPROVAL CERTIFICATE

2i December 2006

TO:

FR.OM:

Re:

Michele Fairbairn
Principal Investigator

Bruce Tefft, Chair
P sycholo gylS ociology Research

Protocol #P2006:097
o'Constructing Social Workers
of Child Welfare Practice and

(Advisor K. Clare)

Ethics Board (PSREB)

with Client Experiences: Stories
ldentity"

Please be advised that your above-referenced protocol, as revised, has received
human ethics approval by the psychology/soõiology Research Ethics Board,
which is organized and operates according to the Tri-Council policy Statement.
This approval has been issued based on your agreement with the change(s) to
your original protocol required by the psREB. This approval is varid for one
year only.

Any significant changes of the protocol and/or informed consent form should be
reported to the Human Ethics Secretariat in advance of implementation of such
changes.

- if you have funds pending human ethics approval, the auditor requires that you
submit a copy of this Approval Certificate to Kathryn Bartmanovich, R.esearch Grants& Contract Services (fax 261-0325), including the Sponsor name, before your account
can be opened.

- if you have received multi-year funding for this research, responsibility lies withyou to apply for and obtain Renewal Approval at the expiry of thè initial oo"-y"u.
approval; otherwise the account will be locked.

'he Research Ethics Board requests 
" 

nnutìÇã.t roffi. rffi
ttp://urnanitoba'ca./research./ors/ethics/ors_ethics human REB_forms guidelines.html)
n order to be in compliance with rri-council õuidetines.
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APPENÐTX ts

CAI,I, FOR PARTICIPANTS

(scanned on Faculty of Social'Work letterhead)

This correspondence is to inform current and former female
mandated child welfare workers with social work degrees of a research

study I am completing for my thesis with the University of Manitoba, Master,s

of Social Work Program with the Faculty of Graduate Studies. With the support

of the university of Manitoba and my thesis advisor Kim clare, I am

conducting a qualitative research study, using a critical narrative methodology
informed by feminist post-structural theory, about the experiences of female

mandated child welfare social workers who have had client experience with
child welfare. I am interested to know how participants believe this experience

influences their child welfare practice and their identity as a child welfare
worker. In a personal interview you will be asked to talk about anything
important for me to understand about what you believe influences your practice

and identity as a child welfare worker. I am particularly interested to know how
you have drawn from what you think are the dominant ideas and also less

known ideas about child welfare clients to shape your practice and who you are

or have been as a child welfare worker. Some of the literature suggests that
child welfare workers and clients are constructed as if they are part of two
separate groups of people, with clients being stigmatized. The benefits of
participating in this research is to have the opportunity to be part of a process

that challenges the current social worker and client binary in child welfare,
which situates client experiences in an individualized context removed from
social and :political factors. This research will contribute to enhancing

knowledge not currently part of the social work literature, with the voices of the
research participants being central. Research findings will be used to make
recommendations for child welfare education, policy and practice.

For the purpose of this study, crient experience is def,rned as those

experiences of having received either voluntary or involuntary mandated child
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welfare services as either a child or a parent. Mandated services are those

where a child welfare social worker was assigned to you either as an adult or
child, or to any of your adult caregivers when you were a child. Although
having had non-mandated services such as receiving emotional or concrete
supports as a foster-parent, or being involved in a community program does not
eliminate participation in this study, the specific focus of this research is to hear

and understand the experiences of those present and former mandated social
workers who have also had client experiences. Research participants must be
female with a degree in social work and have practiced as a mandated child
welfare worker for a minimum of three months after having any child welfare
intervention as a client. Although intervention may be presently occurring, any
abuse investigations must be concluded at least three months prior to
participation in the study.

If you meet this criterion and are interested in participating in this
research, please contact me collect at the confidential phone number

or by email at on or before (specify date).

All inquires are confidential and participants are free to withdraw from the
study without penalty at any point. I plan to interview up to ten participants,

which will be determined by the order in which volunteers agree to participate.

As part of this research you are invited to participate in an approximately two to
three hour audio-taped confidential in-depth personal interview at a time and
meeting place mutually negotiated. The other part of the research participation
is to both review the transcript of your interview for accuracy and the initial
research findings to offer critical feedback. The total time commitment is
approximately five to six hours. If interested a final summary of the research

findings will be available to you.

Michele Fairbairn (BSW. MSW cøndídøte)
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Research Project Title:

APPEI{Ðry C

XNFOR.MED CONSBNT

Constructing social workers
experiences: Stories of child
and identity

with client
welfare practice

Researcher: Michele Fairbairn -
University of Manitoba Advisor: Kim Clare - 204 - 790-7209
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you foryourrecords una r"f".o*, i, o¡ly
part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the research is
about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail about something
mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to ask. please take the
time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying information.

The purpose of this study is to hear and understand the stories of female mandated

child welfare social workers who have also been a client of child welfare, either as children or
adults, and how participants believe these experiences have influenced their practice and

identity as child welfare workers. You will be asked to talk about anything important for me to

understand about what you believe influences your practice and identity as a child welfare

worker' I am particularly interested to know how you have drawn from what you think are the

dominant ideas and also less known ideas about child welfare clients to shape your practice and

identity. The benefìts of participating in this research is to have the opportunity to be part of a

plocess that challenges the current social worker and client binary in child welfare, which
situates client experiences in an individualized context removed from social and political
factors' This research will contribute to enhancing knowledge not currently part of the social

work literature, with the voices of the research participants being central. Research findings

will be used to make recommendations for child welfare education, policy and practice. Risks
in this research are minimal. You may require opportunities to debrief or access emotional

supports as a result of your participation. You may contact me at any point of the research

process and I have also attached a list ofservice providers.

Upon completion of my interviews and data analysis I will write my findings as paft

of my thesis in the Master's of Social Work Program at the University of Manitoba. The

information that you provide *iil U" kept confidential and identifying features will be changed

to protect privacy. The limits of confidentially are restricted to those identified in law where I
must report information of a child being abused or neglected, or of someone who indicates they

will hurt either themselves or others. Additionally, I cannot guarantee total anonymity if
someone is able to connect you to information that is written in the research findings.

There will be one interview that will take up to approximately two to three hours that

will be audio-taped, and later transcribed by either my self or a professional transcriber who is
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Please provide a contact ad.dress below if you wish to be provided with a summary of the final reportto be sent by registered mail:

Participant's Signature

bound by the same confidentiality agreement. I will also write notes perhaps in and after the
interview that will become part of the analysis. The tapes will be safely kept in a locked file
cabinet, and destroyed at the end of the study. All identifying information will be changed in
the transcripts and in writing of the research findings. Additionalìy, signed consent forms will
be stored in a locked cabinet, separate from the tapes. I would like to contact you one time to
review the transcripts to ensure their accuracy and one additional time to review the preliminary
findings in the research. These procedures will take approximately three hours in total. i will
also send you a fìnal report of the findings byregistered mair if you are interested.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject.
In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release researchers, sponsors, or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. To withdraw from the study you
may call or email me' or let me know durìng the interview or transcript or findings review. you
are free to withdraw fi'om the study at any time, and refrain from answering a¡y questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as

informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
information throughout your participation. If at any point after the interview you have
additional questions or require further information about the research project, please contact me
at or by email at

This research has been approved by the Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board at the
University of Manitoba. If you have any concerns of complaints about this project you may
contact any above named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at 204-414-7722, or e-mail
nrargaret bou'man@:umanitoba.ca A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep
for your records and reference.

Participant's Signature Date

Resea¡cher's Signature Date

Thank you for your participation.

Date
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APPÐNÐIX Ð

RESOURCE LIST

Aurora Family Therapy Centre
University of Winnipeg, Winnipeg, MB
204 - 786-92st

Family Centre
4'h Floor - 3g3 Portage Ave, Winnipeg, MB
204-947-1401

Klinic Community Health Centre
870 Portage Ave, Winnipeg, MB
204-784-4090
24hr Crisis line - 1- 877-435-7170
Emotional support - 204-786-8686
TTY-784-4097

Crisis and Information Line, Victorja, BC
www.needcrisis.bc.ca
2s0-386-6323
24hour telephone line - provides emotional support, referral or
crisis intervention
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